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AMOS BERTOLACCI

The Structure of Metaphysical Science
in the Il∞hiyy∞t (Divine Science)
of Avicenna’s Kit∞b al-¶if∞’ (Book of the Cure) *

In the prologue of the Kit∞b al-¶if∞’ (Book of the Cure, henceforth : ¶if∞’ ),
his most important philosophical summa, Avicenna (Ibn S±n∞, before 9801037 C.E.) compares his work with the canonical texts dealing with the
disciplines he takes into account (i.e. logic, natural philosophy, mathematics
and metaphysics) and representing, therefore, his sources. He says :
[a] There is nothing of account to be found in the books of the ancients which
we did not include in this book of ours ; if it is not found in the place where it
is customary to record it, then it will be found in another place which I thought
more appropriate for it. [b] To this I added some of the things which I perceived
through my own reflection and whose validity I determined through my own
theoretical analysis, especially in the science of nature ( √ilm al-¥ab±√a ) and [the
science] of what comes after nature ( m∞ ba√dah∞ ) — and even in logic, if you
will. [c] It is customary to prolong [the discussion on] the principles of logic
with material that does not belong to logic but only to the discipline of wisdom
( al-µin∞√a al-∫ikmiyya ) [i.e. metaphysics] — I mean the first philosophy ( alfalsafa al-≤l∞ ); therefore I avoided mentioning any of that [in logic] and wasting
thereby time, and deferred it to its [proper] place (emphasis mine) 1.
*
I wish to thank sincerely Prof. D. Gutas (Yale University) for having read and discussed with
me a first draft of this article. His insightful comments have greatly improved both the content and
the style of the present work. I am, of course, solely responsible for its remaining flows. This
article constitutes the revised English version of a chapter of my doctoral dissertation (Avicenna
ed Averroè come fonti del Commento di Alberto Magno alla Metafisica di Aristotele : la dottrina dei
trascendentali nei commentatori arabi di Aristotele e nel tredicesimo secolo latino, Università degli
Studi di Firenze, 1998, pp. 65-107 : ‘La dottrina dei trascendentali in Avicenna’). The same topic has
been the object of a lecture I presented in the Philosophy Department of the University of Pisa in
December 1999. My gratitude goes to Prof. C. D’Ancona, who kindly invited me to give this lecture.
1
I BN S ° N † , Al-Shif∞’, al-Man¥iq. 1. Al-Madπal , ed. M. EL -K HODEIRI, A. F. EL -EHWANI and G. C.
A NAWATI , Cairo 1952 (henceforth :Madπal ), pp. 9, 17-10, 7; English translation (slightly modified)
in D. G UTAS, Avicenna and the Aristotelian Tradition. Introduction to Reading Avicenna’s Philosophical
Works, Brill, Leiden-New York-København-Köln 1988, p. 51 (cf. also the remarks at pp. 110-112).
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What Avicenna states in this text is relevant, in different respects, for the
structure that metaphysics receives in the ¶if∞’ . Even though [c] could be
regarded as an example of [a], I prefer to take [a] and [c] as stating two
distinct facts. In [a] Avicenna stresses that the topics traditionally belonging
to each one of the disciplines dealt with in the ¶if∞’ (metaphysics included) are
rearranged according to an innovative pattern. In [b] he underscores his
personal contribution to some of the disciplines of the ¶if∞’ , in primis natural
philosophy (‘science of nature’) and metaphysics (‘science of what comes
after nature’), but also logic. In [c], finally, he shows that other structural
changes are due to the transferral of some topics from one discipline to
another: for instance, the discussion of the ‘principles of logic’ 2 is moved
from logic itself to metaphysics — this latter being named now ‘discipline of
wisdom’ ( al-µin∞√a al-∫ikmiyya ) and ‘first philosophy’ ( al-falsafa al-≤l∞ ) 3.
In the present article, I will show that the structure of metaphysics in the
¶if∞’ is original with respect to the traditional format of this discipline ([a]).
How this structural originality interacts with doctrinal innovations ([b]) and
a precise conception of metaphysics as regina scientiarum ([c]) is a topic
worthy to be investigated, but only incidentally touched upon here.
The section of the ¶if∞’ devoted to metaphysics is the Il∞hiyy∞t [Science
of] Divine Things) 4. In the case of the Il∞hiyy∞t , the ‘books of the ancients’ are

2
G UTAS , Avicenna cit. p. 51 n. 3, pp. 265-267, regards some aspects of the doctrine of
categories as the ‘principles of logic’ whose discussion is transferred from the section of the ¶if∞’
dealing with logic to that dealing with metaphysics. The same applies also to some aspects of the
doctrine of universals (cf. below, n. 100).
3
G UTAS , Avicenna cit., p. 51, n. 3, p. 253, regards these two expressions as referring to a
single part of metaphysics (what he calls ‘the Universal Science Part of Metaphysics’) in
opposition to the other parts of this discipline; I prefer to take them as generic expressions for
metaphysics in its entirety in opposition to logic. For my interpretation of the textual evidence
Gutas relies on (p. 253, n. 34), cf. below, n. 21. For the names of metaphysics and of its parts in
the Il∞hiyy∞t , cf. below, pp. 6-9.
4
I BN S ° N † , Al-Shif∞’. Al-Il∞hiyy∞t (1), edd. G. C. A NAWATI - S. Z AYED, Cairo 1960 (list of
corrections in A VICENNE , La Métaphysique du Shif ∞’ . Livres I à V. Traduction, introduction, notes
et commentaires par G. C. A NAWATI , Vrin, Paris 1978, pp. 22-24); I BN S ° N †, Al-Shif ∞’. Al-Il ∞ hiyy ∞ t
(2) edd. M. Y. MOUSSA - S. D UNYA - S. Z AYED , Cairo 1960. Unless otherwise noted, all the quotations
from Avicenna are taken from the Il∞hiyy∞t , according to pages and lines of this edition. I have
checked the text of the Il∞hiyy∞t established by the Cairo editors (= c) against ms. Oxford, Pococke
110 (= P110), ms. Oxford, Pococke 117 (= P117), ms. Oxford, Pococke 125 (= P125) and the Tehran
lithograph (= t). P110 P117 and P125 are not taken into account in c, whereas t is incompletely
reported in the apparatus (I wish to thank Prof. J. L. Janssens for having kindly put at my disposal
a photostatic reproduction of t). I have recorded only the major variants. An important witness to
the Arabic text is the Latin Medieval translation (= Latin translation), recently edited in the
Avicenna Latinus series (A VICENNA L ATINUS , Liber de Philosophia prima sive Scientia divina, I-IV, ed.
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essentially Aristotle’s Metaphysics. The ¶if∞’ in general, according to the
prologue, is a work stemming from the Peripatetic tradition 5 ; the Il∞hiyy∞t in
particular is portrayed as containing ‘the science related to [Aristotle’s]
Metaphysics’ 6, of which it is a reworking, even though not a literal commentary.
The present study has three main aims. The first is descriptive: to give an
account of the structure of metaphysics, as it is first outlined, then elucidated
and finally concretely accomplished by Avicenna in the Il∞hiyy∞t . The second
aim is comparative: to show similarities and variations between the structure

S. V AN R IET , Peeters-Brill, Louvain-Leiden 1977; A VICENNA LATINUS , Liber de Philosophia prima sive
Scientia divina, V-X, ed. S. V AN R IET , Peeters-Brill, Louvain-Leiden, 1980; A VICENNA L ATINUS , Liber
de Philosophia prima sive Scientia divina, I-X. Lexiques, cur. S. V AN R IET, Peeters-Brill, Louvainla-Neuve-Leiden 1983). Useful in this respect is also M. Horten’s German translation (= Horten),
in so far as it is based on a manuscript tradition that is different from that on which c relies (Die
Metaphysik Avicennas enthaltend die Metaphysik, Theologie, Kosmologie und Ethik, transl. M.
H ORTEN , Leipzig 1907, repr. Frankfurt a. M. 1960). An integral French translation of c is available
in A VICENNE , La Métaphysique du Shif∞’ . Livres I à V cit.; A VICENNE , La Métaphysique du Shif∞’ .
Livres de VI à X. Traduction, introduction, notes et commentaires par G. C. A NAWATI , Vrin, Paris
1985 (= Anawati). The first volume of Anawati contains a very provisional list of corrections of c.
The Il∞hiyy∞t is the fourth section of the ¶if∞’ , after logic, natural philosophy and mathematics.
For the recent bibliography on Avicenna, cf. J. L. J ANSSENS, An Annotated Bibliography on Ibn S±n∞
(1970-1989), Leuven University Press, Leuven 1991; J. L. J ANSSENS , An Annotated Bibliography on
Ibn S±n∞ : First Supplement (1990-1994), Fédération Internationale des Instituts d’études
médiévales, Louvain-la-Neuve 1999; T H.-A. D RUART , Medieval Islamic Philosophy and Theology
Bibliographical Guide (1994-1996), « Bulletin de Philosophie Médiévale », 39, 1997, pp. 187-189 ;
H. D AIBER , Bibliography of Islamic Philosophy, Brill, Leiden-Boston-Köln 1999.
5
Avicenna states that it is ‘more accommodating to my Peripatetic colleagues’ than his Al™ikma al-Ma∂riqiyya (Eastern Philosophy) or Al-Ma∂riqiyy≤n (The Easterners); cf. Madπal , p.
10, 14, English translation in G UTAS , Avicenna cit., p. 52.
6
al-√ilm al-mans≤b il∞ m∞ ba√da l-¥ab±√a ( Madπal , p. 11, 11). D. Gutas (Avicenna cit., p. 54
and n. 9, p. 253) translates this expression as ‘the science that belongs to metaphysics’, and
regards it as referring to the theological part of this discipline. On account of the context where
this expression occurs, which is a description of the single parts of the Kit∞b al-¶if∞’ in relation
to the normative texts on which they are based, I am more inclined to take this expression as
referring to metaphysics in general, with respect to its canonical text, i.e. Aristotle’s Metaphysics.
For other instances of m∞ ba√da l-¥ab±√a as the title of Aristotle’s Metaphysics, cf. I BN S ° N † , AlTa√l±q∞t √al∞ ∫aw∞∂± Kit∞b al-nafs (Marginal Notes on the De anima), in Aris¥≤ √inda l-√Arab , ed.
√A. B ADAW ±, Cairo 1948, p. 75, 11; I BN S ÎNÂ , Lettre au vizir Abû Sa‘d. Editio princeps d’après le
manuscrit de Bursa, traduction de l’arabe, introduction, notes et lexique par Y. M ICHOT , AlBouraq, Beirut 2000, p. 45, 12; p. 47, 8-9; p. 49, 1. Aristotle’s Metaphysics is called Kit∞b m∞
ba√da l-¥ab±√a in Avicenna’s autobiography (The Life of Ibn Sina. A Critical edition and Annotated
Translation by W. E. G OHLMAN , State University of New York Press, Albany [New York] 1974, p.
32, 1), in I BN S ° N † , Al-Mabda’ wa al-Ma√∞d , ed. A. N≤ R † N ±, Tehran 1984, p. 34, 5, in I BN S ° N † , Ris∞la
f± aqs∞m al-√ul≤m al-√aqliyya , in Tis√ ras∞’il f± l-∫ikma wa-l-¥ab±√iyy∞t , ed. ™. √ †µ ° , Damascus
1986, p. 91, 1, and in I BN S ÎNÂ , Lettre au vizir Abû Sa‘d cit., p. 46, 5.
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of metaphysics in the Il∞hiyy∞t , which is surely Avicenna’s masterpiece on
metaphysics, and in the other Avicennian works dealing with this discipline.
The third aim is historical: to show how the way of conceiving the structure
of metaphysics evolved from Aristotle to Avicenna 7 .
I divide the exposition into six sections (§§1-6). In §1, §3 and §4 I describe
the structure of metaphysics in the Il∞hiyy∞t , taking into account each of the
available pieces of evidence, namely : the outline of the structure of
metaphysics in chapter I, 2 (§1) ; the programmatic description of the work
itself in chapter I, 4 (§3); the very structure of the Il∞hiyy∞t (§4). These three
types of evidence do not completely overlap and are complementary to each
other. §2 and §5 are devoted to comparing, as thoroughly as possible, the
outline and the concrete structure of metaphysics in the Il∞hiyy∞t with
similar pieces of evidence in other Avicennian works. In the final section (§6)
I focus on Avicenna’s sources in this respect, and on his originality in the use
of them.
§1. O UTLINE

OF THE STRUCTURE OF METAPHYSICS :

THE PROPERTIES OF ‘ EXISTENT ’,

T HEOLOGY , U NIVERSAL S CIENCE

OF

F IRST P HILOSOPHY

Already in the prologue of the ¶if∞’ we are told that the Il∞hiyy∞t
consists of some ‘divisions’ or ‘parts’ ( aqs∞m ) 8 . We get a clue about the

7
The best treatment of this topic in recent scholarship is available in G UTAS , Avicenna cit.,
pp. 238-254. Gutas sees a common pattern in Avicenna’s metaphysical œuvre (p. 253), which he
applies to some of the single works (cf. pp. 18-19, 90, 253-254). This pattern is given by a main
division of metaphysics in two parts (which he calls ‘Universal science’ and ‘Theology’ respectively,
adopting Avicenna’s terminology in the Ma∂riqiyy≤n ), each of which is further subdivided into
two sub-sections. Thus Universal science consists of the study of the properties of ‘existent’ (a
part which Gutas calls ‘Being as such’), and the study of the principles of the other sciences, or
‘First Philosophy’, whereas Theology encompasses ‘Natural Theology’ and the so-called
‘Metaphysics of the Rational Soul’ (destiny of human souls after death and prophecy). My
investigation differs from Gutas’s in three respects. First, I take Universal Science as consisting
not only of the doctrine of the properties of ‘existent’ and of First Philosophy (cf. §§1-2), but also
of the investigation of the properties and species of ‘one’ and ‘many’ (cf. §§3-4). Second, I regard
Theology as a single unit encompassing six sub-divisions (cf. §4). Third, I show how the
structure of metaphysics takes up different configurations in Avicenna’s single metaphysical
works (cf. §5). C. H EIN , Definition und Enteilung der Philosophie. Von der spätantiken
Einleitungsliterature zur arabischen Enzyklopädie, Peter Lang, Frankfurt a. M.-Bern-New York
1985, in the section of her work devoted to the divisions of the Metaphysics (pp. 306-313), takes
into account Avicenna only incidentally (p. 312; pp. 315-316).
8
Madπal , p. 11, 12; English translation in G UTAS , Avicenna cit., p. 54: ‘Finally, I concluded
the book with the science related to the Metaphysics in accordance with its parts ( aqs∞m ) and
aspects’ (slightly modified).
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identity of these parts from a text occurring towards the end of chapter I, 2
of the Il∞hiyy∞t (= Text 1), following the discussion of ‘existent’ ( mawø≤d ) as
the subject-matter of metaphysics.
Text 1 : It is requisite for this discipline to be necessarily divided into some
parts. [1* Theology] One of them is that [part] investigating [1.1*] the ultimate
causes ( al-asb∞b al-quµw∞ ), since they are the causes of every caused existent
with regard to its existence, and [1.2*] the First Cause ( al-sabab al-awwal ) from
which emanates every caused existent qua caused existent — not qua existent
in motion only or possessed of quantity only.
[2* Universal SciencePE] Another is that [part] investigating the accidents
( √aw∞ri∑ ) of ‘existent’.
[3* First Philosophy/Universal ScienceSE] Another is that [part] investigating
the principles of the particular sciences. Since the principles of each science
[that is] more specific are questions [discussed] in the science [that is] more
general, as the principles of medicine in natural [science] and [the principles]
of geodesy 9 in geometry, it occurs therefore to this science that the principles
of the particular sciences which investigate the states of the particular [aspects]
of ‘existent’ become clear in it. Thus this science investigates the states ( a∫w∞l )
of ‘existent’ and the things that are like its divisions ( aqs∞m ) and species
( anw∞√ ) until it reaches [a stage] specifying [such divisions and species] at
which the subject-matter ( maw∑≤√ ) of natural science comes about — then
[this science] delivers it [i.e. the subject-matter] to it [i.e. to natural science]
— and [a stage] specifying [such divisions and species] at which the subjectmatter ( maw∑≤√ ) of mathematics comes about — then [this science] delivers it
[i.e. the subject-matter] to it [i.e. to mathematics] — and similarly in the other
cases. Of what precedes that specification and is as its principle, on the
contrary, [this science] investigates and determines the state ( ∫∞l ).
Therefore [some] questions ( mas∞’il ) of this science regard the causes of
‘caused existent qua caused existent’ [= Theology], some other the accidents of
‘existent’ [= Universal SciencePE], some other the principles of the particular
sciences [= First Philosophy/Universal ScienceSE] 10 .
9

Ar. mis∞∫± ; cf. Latin translation, p. 15, 76: ‘mensurationis’; Horten, p. 23: ‘Planimetrie’;
Anawati, p. 94: ‘mensuration’.
10
I, 2, pp. 14, 14-15, 8 : wa-yalzamu h∞∏∞ l-√ilma an yanqasima ∑ar≤ratan il∞ aøz∞’in
minh∞ m∞ yab∫a≥u √ani l-asb∞bi l-qusw∞ fa-innah∞ l-asb∞bu li-kulli mawø≤din ma√l≤lin min
øihati wuø≤dih± wa-yab∫a≥u √ani l-sababi l-awwali lla∏± yaf±∑u √anh≤ kullu mawø≤din
ma√l≤lin bi-m∞ huwa mawø≤dun ma√l≤lun l∞ bi-m∞ huwa mawø≤dun muta∫arrikun faqa¥¥ aw
mutakammimun faqa¥¥ wa-minh∞ m∞ yab∫a≥u √ani l-√aw∞ri∑i li-l-mawø≤di wa-minh∞ m∞
yab∫a≥u √an mab∞di’i l-√ul≤mi l-øuz’iyyati wa-li-anna mab∞di’a kulli √ilmin aπaµµa hiya
mas∞’ilu f± l-√ilmi l-a√ammi [P117 P125 t Latin translation Horten : l-a√l∞ c] mi≥la mab∞di’i
l-¥ibbi f± l-¥ab±√iyyi wa-l-mis∞∫iyyi f± l-handasati fa-ya√ri∑u i∏an f± h∞∏∞ l-√ilmi an yatta∑i∫a
f±h± mab∞di’u l-√ul≤mi l-øuz’iyyati llat± tab∫a≥u √an a∫w∞li øuz’iyy∞ti l-mawø≤di [P117 P125 :
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In Text 1 Avicenna envisages a three-fold division of metaphysics (‘this
discipline’), in connection with the status of ‘existent’ as its subjectmatter. He assignes the causes of ‘caused existent’ to the first part of it
(1*) 11, the ‘accidents’ ( √aw∞ri∑ ) of ‘existent’ to the second part (2*), and the
principles of the particular sciences to the third part (3*). Among the
causes of ‘caused existent’, the ‘ultimate causes’ ( al-asb∞b al-quµw∞ , 1.1*)
and the ‘First Cause’ ( al-sabab al-awwal , 1.2*) are mentioned. The
connection of the third part of metaphysics with ‘existent’ is less obvious
than in the other two parts. Both at the beginning of 3* and in the
recapitulation, Avicenna portrays the third part of metaphysics as an
investigation of the principles of the particular sciences. But in the course
of 3* it becomes clear that the principles of the particular sciences are
nothing else than their subject-matters. These latter, in their turn, are the
result of the particularization of the ‘states’ ( a∫w∞l ), ‘divisions’ ( aqs∞m ) and
‘species’ ( anw∞√ ) of ‘existent’, in a sort of Porphyrian tree going from the
more universal to the more particular.
Immediately after Text 1, Avicenna deals with the three names Aristotle
gives metaphysics in the homonymous work, namely ‘First Philosophy’
(prwv t h filosofiv a , falsafa ≤l∞ ), ‘Wisdom’ (sofiv a , ∫ikma ) and ‘Divine [Science]’
(qeologikhv [filosofiv a ], √ilm il∞h± ) 12 . Avicenna, along Aristotelian lines,
clarifies the reasons why metaphysics has received these denominations.
The three aforementioned names, in this passage as elsewhere in the
l-øuz’iyy∞ti l-mawø≤di t : l-øuz’iyy∞ti l-mawø≤dati c] fa-h∞∏∞ l-√ilmu yab∫a≥u √an a∫w∞li lmawø≤di wa-l-um≤ri llat± hiya lah≤ ka-l-aqs∞mi wa-l-anw∞√i ∫att∞ yabluæu il∞ taπµ±µin
ya∫du≥u ma√ah≤ maw∑≤√u l-√ilmi l-¥ab±√iyyi fa-yusallimuh≤ ilayh± wa-taπµ±µin ya∫du≥u
ma√ah≤ maw∑≤√u l-√ilmi l-riy∞∑iyyi fa-yusallimuh≤ ilayh± wa-ka-∏∞lika f± æayri ∏∞lika wa-m∞
qabla d∞lika al-taπµ±µi wa-ka-l-mabda’i lah≤ [P117 P125 Latin translation Horten : fa-ka-lmabda’i t : ka-l-mabda’i c] fa-yab∫a≥u [P117 P125 Horten : nab∫a≥u c t Latin translation]
√anh≤ wa-yuqarriru [P117 P125 Horten : nuqarriru c t Latin translation] ∫∞lah≤ fa-tak≤nu
i∏an mas∞’ilu h∞∏∞ l-√ilmi ba√∑uh∞ [ba√∑uh∞ P117 P125 Latin translation Horten t : om. c] f±
asb∞bi l-mawø≤di l-ma√l≤li bi-m∞ huwa mawø≤dun ma√l≤lun wa-ba√∑uh∞ f± √aw∞ri∑i lmawø≤di wa-ba√∑uh∞ f± mab∞di’i l-√ul≤mi l-øuz’iyyati.
11
‘Existent’ in this case is specified as ‘caused’ in order to avoid the objection that, if
‘existent’ is the subject-matter of metaphysics, metaphysics itself cannot take into account the
causes of ‘existent’, since no discipline takes into account the causes of its own subject-matter.
Avicenna faces this objection in I, 2, p. 14, 1-13, immediately before Text 1.
12
I, 2, p. 15, 9-17. Aristotle calls metaphysics prwv t h filosofiv a in Metaph. E, 1, 1026 a 24, 30
(cf. 1026 a 15-16), filosofiv a in G, 2, 1004 a 3, 1004 b 21-22, 1004 b 23, 1004 b 26, and mentions
‘the philosopher’ (oJ filov s ofo") in G, 2, 1003 b 19, 1004 a 6, 1004 a 34, 1004 b 1, 1004 b 18; G, 3,
1005 a 20, 1005 b 6, 1005 b 11; he calls it sofiv a in A, 1-2 passim, B, 2, 996 b 9, K, 1, 1059 a 1834, K, 2, 1060 a 16, K, 4, 1061 b 33, L, 10, 1075 b 20 (cf. sofiv a i in B, 1, 995 b 12, sofiv a prwv t h in
G, 3, 1005 b 1-2); qeologikhv in E, 1, 1026 a 19.
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Il∞hiyy∞t , refer to metaphysics in its entirety 13 . However, they do so on
account of the parts of metaphysics Avicenna has described in Text 1. Thus,
‘First Philosophy’ has a special link to part [3*]. This is clear from a passage
of chapter I, 1, where Avicenna assigns to first philosophy the function of
verifying the principles of the other sciences 14 . ‘Wisdom’ and ‘Divine Science’,
on the other hand, have a close connection with part [1*]. As to ‘Wisdom’, in
the passage of I, 2 following Text 1 Avicenna mentions just God and the
‘ultimate causes’ ( al-asb∞b al-quµw∞ ) as its concern 15 . This is a reflex of
Aristotle’s description of ‘Wisdom’ as the science of the ultimate causes and
principles in Metaphysics A, 1-2 16. As to ‘Divine Science’, finally, in a passage

13
This is especially clear in the case of the name ‘First Philosophy’: metaphysics is named
so, according to Avicenna, because it deals with the first thing in the order of existence – the First
Cause – and the first things in the order of universality – existence and unity (I, 2, p. 15, 9-11).
The name ‘First Philosophy’, therefore, originates from a consideration of metaphysics in its
entirety, and is not restricted to only one of its parts. Metaphysics in its entirety is called ‘first
philosophy’ also in I, 1, p. 3, 7; p. 5, 11; p. 5, 13; I, 3, p. 20, 6; cf. I, 2, p. 16, 16. The same is
true for the name ‘Divine Science’, which — by Avicenna’s own admission — is due to the fact
that metaphysics is a science investigating immaterial things: now, among the immaterial
things studied by metaphysics Avicenna places not only the ‘principles’ ( mab∞di’ ) of ‘existent’,
but also ‘existent qua existent’ itself and its accidents (I, 2, p. 15, 13-16). Metaphysics in its
entirety is called ‘divine science’ ( √ilm il∞h± ) in I, 1, p. 4, 15; p. 5, 2; cf. I, 1, p. 4, 8; p. 4, 14, and
VII, 2, p. 310, 13. Metaphysics is named ‘divine science’, among other places, in I BN S ° N † , AlTa√l±q∞t √al∞ ∫aw∞∂± Kit∞b al-nafs cit., p. 75, 9. As to ‘Wisdom’, Avicenna treats the expression
‘Discipline of Wisdom’ ( al-µin∞√a al-∫ikmiyya ) as equivalent to ‘First Philosophy’ in the prologue
of the ¶if∞’ (cf. above, p. 1), where both expressions refer to metaphysics tout court. In the same
vein has to be regarded the expression ‘discipline of wisdom’ occurring elsewhere in the ¶if∞’ ,
as in the Kit∞b al-Nafs (Avicenna’s De Anima [Arabic Text], being the psychological part of the
Kit∞b al-Shif∞’ , ed. F. R AHMAN , Oxford University Press, London-New York-Toronto 1959;repr.
1970, p. 238, 6; cf. p. 207, 3; p. 237, 6; cf. G UTAS , Avicenna cit., p. 258 n. 40).
14
I, 1, p. 5, 5-10; cf. G UTAS , Avicenna cit., pp. 252-253.
15
I, 2, p. 15, 11-13. In VI, 5, p. 300, 7-8 — paraphrasing Aristotle’s Metaphysics B, 2, 996 b 1012 — Avicenna claims that, if (law ) the sciences of the four causes were independent disciplines,
then ( la) the science of the final cause would be the most excellent and could be called ‘wisdom’
( ∫ikma). Then, in the following sentence (p. 300, 8-9) he goes on to say: «As it is, however [i.e. even
without there being separate disciplines for the four causes], that [i.e. the science of the final cause]
still is the most excellent part ( af∑al aøz∞’) of this science». In the aforementioned passage of I, 2
and in I, 1, p. 5, 7-10, Avicenna qualifies wisdom both as ‘science’ (√ilm ) and as ‘knowledge’ ( ma√rifa).
F. Rosenthal (Knowledge Triumphant. The Concept of Knowledge in Medieval Islam, Brill, Leiden
1970) states that, in the context of man’s knowledge of God, « √ilm and ma√rifah came to be employed
with little tangible distinction» (p. 134), and that «the two terms tended to blend» (p. 129). In the
case of Avicenna this equivalence is witnessed by the opening sentence of the Kit∞b al-Naø∞t (Book
of the Salvation, ed. M. KURD ° , Cairo 1938, p. 3, 8; cf. ed. M. F A© R±, Beirut 1985, p. 43, 2).
16
A, 1, 981 b 27-29; A, 2, 982 b 9-10. On Avicenna’s knowledge of book A of the Metaphysics,
cf. below, p. 50.
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of I, 3 Avicenna — albeit making clear that ‘Divine Science’ is a name of ‘this
science’ ( h∞∏∞ l-√ilm ), i.e. metaphysics, in its entirety — connects this name
with the knowledge of God, or of what is absolutely separated from nature 17 .
This again reflects what Aristotle says about ‘Divine Science’ in Metaphysics
E, 1 18 . Part [2*] of metaphyisics, on the contrary, does not receive any
particular name.
In works other than the Il∞hiyy∞t , the three parts of metaphysics, as
outlined in Text 1, receive additional names. In the introduction of the Kit∞b
al-Mabda’ wa-l-Ma√∞d ( Book of the Provenance and Destination ), Avicenna
calls ‘Theology’ ( u≥≤l≤øiy∞ ) part [1*] of metaphysics. In this passage he says
that the ‘section’ ( qism ) of metaphysics dealing with ‘[God’s] sovereignty’
( rub≤biyya ), the ‘First Principle’ (al-mabda’ al-awwal) and the production of
the universe is said to be known as ‘Theology’ 19 . At the beginning of Al-™ikma
al-Ma∂riqiyya ( Eastern Philosophy ), or Al-Ma∂riqiyy≤n ( The Easterners ,
henceforth : Ma∂riqiyy≤n ), on the other hand, he calls √Universal Science’ ( al√ilm al-kull± ) parts [2*]-[3*] of metaphysics, in connection with, and as a
consequence of, calling ‘Divine science’ ( al-√ilm al-il∞h± ) part [1*] 20 . Therefore,
even though Avicenna uses the expression ‘Universal Science’ in other works

17

I, 3, p. 23, 3-8. Analogously, in a passage of the √Uy≤n al-™ikma (Elements of Philosophy)
metaphysics in its entirety is called ‘Primary Philosophy’ ( falsafa awwaliyya ), and the ‘part’
( øuz’ ) of it dealing with ‘[God’s] sovereignty’ ( rub≤biyya ) is named ‘Divine Philosophy’ ( falsafa
il∞hiyya ). Cf. I BN S ° N † , √Uy≤n al-™ikma , ed. √A. B ADAW ±, Cairo 1954, 2nd ed. Beyrouth 1980, p.
17, 5-6. Also in the Persian work D∞ne∂n∞me-ye √Al∞’± (Philosophy for √Al∞’-al-Dawla ) Avicenna
calls ‘Divine Science’ and ‘Science of the Sovereignty’ the part of metaphysics investigating the
unity of God. Cf. I BN S ° N † , D∞ne∂n∞me-ye √Al∞’± , ed. M. M O √ EN , Tehran 1952 ; cf. the English
translation by P. M OREWEDGE , The Metaphysica of Avicenna, Routledge and Kegan Paul,
London 1973, p. 14.
18
E, 1, 1026 a 10-23.
19
I BN S ° N † , Al-Mabda’ wa al-Ma√∞d cit., p. 1, 8-9; English translation in G UTAS , Avicenna cit.,
p. 31; French translation in A VICENNE , Kit∞b al-mabda’ wa-l-ma√∞d , Livre de la genèse et du retour.
Traduction française intégrale par J. R. M ICHOT , version exploratoire, Bruxelles 1994, p. 5 (I wish
to thank Professor Michot for having kindly put at my disposal a copy of his still unpublished
translation). The terms ‘theology’ in this passage of Al-Mabda’ wa-l-Ma√∞d , and the term
‘sovereignty’ in √Uy≤n al-™ikma and D∞ne∂n∞me-ye √Al∞’± (cf. above, n. 17), call to mind the title
of the pseudo-Aristotelian Theologia Aristotelis, and reveal a Plotinian influence in Avicenna’s
doctrine of the primary causes.
20
I BN S ° N †, Man¥iq al-Ma∂riqiyy±n , edd. M. AL -© A § ± B - √A. AL -Q ATL † , Cairo 1910, p. 7, 5-6,
English translation in G UTAS , Avicenna cit., p. 254 ; cf. S. P INES , La ‘Philosophie Orientale’
d’Avicenne et sa polémique contre les Bagdadiens, « Archives d‘Histoire Doctrinale et Littéraire
du Moyen Age » , 27, 1952, p. 27 and n. 2 ; D. G U T A S , Avicenna’s Eastern (‘Oriental’)
Philosophy. Nature, Contents, Transmission, « Arabic Sciences and Philosophy », 10, 2000,
pp. 159-180 (esp. p. 167).
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to refer to metaphysics in its entirety 21 , we can reasonably suppose that he
does so with particular reference to parts [1*]-[2*] 22 .
On account of all this evidence and for the sake of brevity, in what follows
I call ‘Theology’ part [1*] of metaphysics in Text 1, and ‘First Philosophy’ part
[3*]. Since the ‘accidents’ of ‘existent’ in part [2*] have to be understood as
‘proper accidents’ or properties, I label part [2*] ‘Universal
ScienceP(roperties)E(xistent)’. First Philosophy takes into account the ‘states’,
‘divisions’ and ‘species’ of ‘existent’. Among these terms, ‘species’ is the salient
one (cf. below, Table 1). Hence I designate part [3*] of metaphysics not only
as ‘First Philosophy’, but also as ‘Universal ScienceS(pecies)E(xistent)’.
The tripartition of metaphysics witnessed by Text 1 (Theology, Universal
SciencePE, First Philosophy/Universal ScienceSE) does not reflect the order
of human knowledge; it rather corresponds to the degree of importance of the
things investigated in these three parts. Theology is surely the most important
part of metaphysics in Avicenna’s mind. He emphasizes its relevance in other
passages of the Il∞hiyy∞t , as in I, 1, where the ultimate causes are named
‘perfection’ ( kam∞l ) of metaphysics 23 , and in I, 3, where the knowledge of God

21
I BN S ° N † , Ta√l±q∞t , ed. √A. B ADAW ±, Cairo 1973, p. 41, 3; p. 129, 5, 12; p.168, 27; p.169;
p.171 (cf. J. J ANNSENS , Les Ta√l±q∞t d’Ibn S±n∞ . Essai de structuration et de datation, in Langages
et philosophie. Hommage à J. Jolivet, edd. A. D E L IBERA - A. E LAMRANI -J AMAL - A. G ALONNIER , Vrin,
Paris 1997, pp. 109-122 [pp. 119-120]). In Al-Mabda’ wa al-Ma√∞d cit., p. 34, 3-5, Aristotle’s
Physics and Metaphysics are referred to with the expression ‘in his [i.e. Aristotle’s] two universal
books’ ( f± kit∞bayh± al-kulliyyayni ); cf. transl. G UTAS , Avicenna cit., p. 263 (‘in his two books
dealing with universals’), transl. Michot, p. 25 (‘dans ses deux livres généraux’). Gutas (Avicenna
cit., p. 253 and n. 34) regards the expressions ‘universal science’ ( al-√ilm al-kull± ) and ‘first
philosophy’ ( al-falsafa al-≤l∞ ) in chapter 13 of ™∞l al-Nafs al-Ins∞niyya (The State of the Human
Soul) – in I BN S ° N † , A∫w∞l al-Nafs , ed. A. F. AL -A HW †N ±, Cairo 1952, p. 114, 5 – as referring to a
part of metaphysics other than that referred to with the expression ‘divine discipline’ ( al-µin∞√a
al-il∞hiyya ) in the previous chapter of the work (p. 113, 11). I am more inclined to consider al√ilm al-kull± and al-falsafa al-≤l∞ as referring to metaphysics in its entirety in opposition to the
‘particular sciences’ ( √ul≤m øuz’iyya ) mentioned in the very same chapter (p. 114, 4). Cf. the
French translation of the relevant passage in J. M ICHOT , Prophétie et divination selon Avicenne.
Présentation, essai de traduction critique et index de l’« Épître de l’âme de la sphère », «Revue
Philosophique de Louvain», 83, 1985, pp. 507-535 (esp. p. 513).
22
In the same passage of Al-Ma∂riqiyy≤n (ed. cit., p. 7, 6-7) Avicenna remarks that the
distinction between ‘Divine Science’ and ‘Universal Science’ is not generally aknowledged. This
distinction, in fact, as far as terminology is concerned, is taken from al-F∞r∞b±’s F± Aær∞∑ al-™ak±m
f± kull maq∞la min al-kit∞b al-maws≤m bi-l-∫ur≤f (On the Purposes of the Sage [=Aristotle] in each
treatise of the book named by means of letters [=the Metaphysics]), in Alf∞r∞b± ’s philosophische
Abhandlungen, ed. F. DIETERICI, Brill, Leiden 1890, p. 35, 8-19; cf. G UTAS , Avicenna cit., pp. 253254. But in this work of al-F∞r∞b± al-√ilm al-il∞h± is a part of al-√ilm al-kull± , whereas in this passage
of Avicenna both are independent, although related, parts of metaphysics (cf. below, §6).
23
I, 1, p. 9, 10.
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is called ‘end’ ( æ∞ya ), ‘aim’ ( maqµ≤d ), ‘perfection’ ( kam∞l ) and ‘the noblest
part’ ( a∂raf aøz∞’ ) of this discipline 24 . To these, other denominations of
Theology — such as ‘completion’ ( tam∞m ) in the opening lines of the Kit∞b alHid∞ya (Book of the Guidance) 25 , and ‘fruit’ (¥amara ) in the introduction of
the Kit∞b al-Mabda’ wa-l-Ma√∞d 26 — can be added.
The exact nature and identity of the items mentioned in Text 1 is clarified
by what Avicenna says in chapter I, 1 and in three passages of chapter I, 2. For
the sake of clarity, I compare Text 1 with all these texts in the following table.
Table 1

Il∞hiyy∞t Text 1

Il∞hiyy∞t I, 1

[1* = Theology]
ultimate causes
first cause

four causes
God

[2*= Universal
SciencePE]
accidents of
‘existent’:

24
25
26

Il∞hiyy∞t I, 2, pp.
10, 5-13, 9

Il∞hiyy∞t I, 2, p.
13, 12-19

Il∞hiyy∞t I, 2, p.
14, 1-13

the things that
are consequent
to it ( al-um≤r
allat± tal∫aquh≤)
insofar as it
existent without
condition:

[ii]
proper
accidents or
accidents of
‘existent’:

[ii]
proper
accidents of
‘existent’:

one qua one and
many qua many
coincident and
different
contrary

one and many

I, 3, p. 23, 3-8.
I BN S ° N † , Kit∞b al-Hid∞ya , ed. M. √A BDUH , Cairo 1974, p. 232, 5.
Al-Mabda’ wa al-Ma√∞d cit., p. 1, 8-9.

accidents,
things
that
occur or proper
accidents of
‘existent’
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potentiality and
actuality
universal and
particular
possible and
necessary
[3*=
First
Philosophy/
Universal
ScienceSE]
principles of the
particular
sciences
=subjectmatters
of
n a t u r a l
philosophy,
mathematics etc.
states, divisions
and species of
‘existent’

subject-matters
of
natural
philosophy,
mathematics
and logic
[i] states and
accidents of
‘existent’:
substances,
quantities and
other categories

principle

[i] species:

substance,
quantity and
quality

Chapters I, 1-2 of the Il∞hiyy∞t are mainly devoted to the question of what
the ‘subject-matter’ ( maw∑≤√ ) of metaphysics is 27 .
(I, 1) In chapter I, 1 Avicenna negatively proves that neither God nor the four
Aristotelian causes are the subject-matter of metaphysics. The main reason is
27
On this topic in Avicenna, see M. F AKHRY , The Subject-Matter of Metaphysics : Aristotle and
Ibn Sina (Avicenna), in Islamic Theology and Philosophy: Studies in Honor of G. F. Hourani , ed.
M. E. M ARMURA , State University of New York Press, Albany, N. Y. 1984, pp. 137-147; H. A.
D AVIDSON , Proofs for Eternity, Creation and the Existence of God in Medieval Islamic and Jewish
Philosophy, Oxford University Press, New York-Oxford 1987, pp. 284-288 (critical review by R.
Taylor, «Speculum», 65, 1990); A. H ASNAWI , Aspects de la synthèse avicennienne, in Penser avec
Aristote, ed. M. A. S INACEUR , Erès, Toulouse 1991, pp. 227-244; G. R OCCARO , Il soggetto della
scienza prima. Ibn S±n∞, A∂-¶if∞’. Al-il∞hiyy∞t, I. 1-2, «Giornale di Metafisica», 16, 1994, pp. 6982; R. R AMÓN G UERRERO , Sobre el objecto de la metafísica según Avicena, «Cuadernos de
Pensamiento», 10, 1996, pp. 59-75. A detailed description of chapters I, 1-2 is available in A.
B ERTOLACCI , Le citazioni implicite testuali della Philosophia prima di Avicenna nel Commento alla
Metafisica di Alberto Magno: analisi tipologica , «Documenti e Studi sulla Tradizione Filosofica
Medievale», 12, 2001, pp. 179-274 (esp. pp. 259-261; pp. 230-232).
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that their existence is proved, not assumed, by metaphysics. In this context,
God is also named ‘First Cause’ (al-√illa al-≤l∞ ) 28 , whereas the four causes are
called ‘ultimate causes’ ( al-asb∞b al-quµw∞) 29 . Theology in Text 1 is devoted to
just these two topics. The ultimate causes and the First Cause mentioned in
Text 1 [1*] are, therefore, respectively the four Aristotelian causes and God.
(I, 2, pp. 10, 6-13, 9) In chapter I, 2 Avicenna positively argues that the
subject-matter of metaphysics is ‘existent qua existent’. The first part of his
argumentation is of particular interest here. Avicenna starts saying that the
investigation (ba∫≥ )30 of the subject-matters of natural philosophy, mathematics
and logic, in so far as these subject-matters are existents, belongs to metaphysics.
Avicenna calls the subject-matters of these disciplines, considered in this
perspective, ‘states’ (∫∞l∞t ) and ‘accidents’ ( √aw∞ri∑ ) of ‘existent’, and identifies
them with the categories, among which he expressly mentions substance and
quality 31 . Notwithstanding the presence of the term ‘accidents’, employed here
in a loose meaning 32 , the mention of the ‘states’, and especially the reference to
the subject-matters of the particular sciences, indicate that this investigation
corresponds to part [3*] of Text 1. The ‘states’, ‘divisions’ and ‘species’ of
‘existent’ in Text 1 [3*] are therefore the categories.
In the same context, Avicenna also points out that there are some notions
that are common to, but not investigated by, the other sciences, like ‘one qua
one’, ‘many qua many’, ‘coincident’ ( muw∞fiq ) 33 , ‘different’ (muπ∞lif), ‘contrary’
( ∑idd ) and so on. These notions are called ‘proper accidents’ ( √aw∞ri∑ π∞µµa ) 34 ,
that is properties, or simply ‘accidents’ ( √aw∞ri∑ ) 35 of ‘existent qua existent’.
They cannot but represent the ‘accidents’ mentioned in Text 1 [2*].
(I, 2, p. 13, 12-19) After having proved in detail that ‘existent qua existent’
is the subject-matter of metaphysics, Avicenna provides a sort of summary of

28

I, 1, p. 5, 5-6. Cf. the denomination ‘First Principle’ ( al-mabda’ al-awwal ), in I, 1, p. 7, 5.
I, 1, p. 7, 8;p. 9, 6;p. 9, 9-10; cf. I, 2, p. 15, 13.
30
I, 2, p. 11, 3, p. 11, 6.
31
I, 2, p. 12, 11-14.
32
The term ‘accidents’ means all the relevant attributes of a subject-matter in I, 2, p. 10, 1516; I, 2, p. 15, 15. In I, 8, p. 54, 6-15, Avicenna explains that the subject-matters of the other
disciplines, in so far as they are ‘states occurring to ‘existent’’ ( a∫w∞l ta√ri∑u li-l-mawø≤d ) and
‘divisions’ ( aqs∞m ) of it, are ‘accidents’ ( √aw∞ri∑ ) in metaphysics; thus, a specific substance that
is subject-matter of another discipline is, at the same time, ‘division’ ( qism ) of the metaphysics’
subject-matter and ‘accident’ ( √∞ri∑ ) ‘in a certain way’ ( bi-na∫win m∞ ) of it.
33
I, 2, p. 13, 1. The term muw∞faqa occurs also in al-F∞r∞b± (cf. below, Text 12.3), and is
translated as ‘coincidence’ by G UTAS , Avicenna cit., p. 242.
34
I, 2, p. 13, 3. Also in I, 5, p. 35, 1, the ‘accidents that are proper to it’ (i.e. to ‘existent’)
( √aw∞ri∑ taπuµµuh≤ ) are distinguished from the categories.
35
I, 2, p. 13, 7.
29
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the proof. He says that substance, quantity and quality are ‘as the species’ ( kal-anw∞√ ) of ‘existent qua existent’ 36 (where the presence of ‘as’ is due to the fact
that ‘existent’ is not a genus, and hence the categories, properly speaking, are
not its species). In this context, Avicenna uses four times the verb ‘to be divided’
( inqasama ) to clarify the division of ‘existent’ into the categories, and the
division of substance into ‘man’ and ‘non-man’ 37 . This further confirms that the
categories are the ‘states’, ‘divisions’ and ‘species’ of ‘existent’ mentioned in
Text 1 [3*]. In the list of the ‘proper accidents’ of ‘existent qua existent’, besides
‘one’ and ‘many’, Avicenna includes now also ‘potency’, ‘act’, ‘universal’,
‘particular’, ‘possible’ and ‘necessary’38 . Both the categories and these concepts
are named ‘things that are consequent to it ( tal∫aquh≤ ) insofar as it is existent
without condition’.
(I, 2, p. 14, 1-13) Finally, in the answer to an objection moved against
‘existent’ as subject-matter of metaphysics, Avicenna maintains that ‘principle’
( mabda’ ) is one of the ‘accidents’ ( √aw∞ri∑ ) of ‘existent’39 , a ‘thing that occurs’
( amr √∞ri∑ ) to it 40 , and one of the ‘proper accidents’ (√aw∞ri∑ π∞µµa) of ‘existent’41 .
This corroborates the identity between ‘accidents’ and ‘proper accidents’ in Text
1 [2*], and allows to include ‘principle’ in the list of the properties of ‘existent’.
The outcome of the inspection of these three passages of chapter I, 2 is twofold. First, from the point of view of terminology, the ‘accidents’ of ‘existent’ in
Text 1 [2*] are more precisely defined as ‘proper accidents’ or properties in the
other passages. Similarly, the principles of the particular sciences, namely
their subject-matters (qua existents), which are also called ‘states’ and ‘divisions’
of ‘existent’ in Text 1 [3*], are finally declared to be essentially the ‘species’ of
‘existent’ 42 . Second, from the point of view of doctrine, the properties of
36

I, 2, p. 13, 14.
I, 2, p. 12, 14-16.
38
I, 2, p. 13, 16-18.
39
I, 2, p. 14, 4.
40
I, 2, p. 14, 5.
41
I, 2, p. 14, 5-6.
42
The other two terms are not consistently used by Avicenna. As to the ‘states’, in I, 1, p. 4,
12 they appear to include both the species and the properties investigated by a discipline. In
chapter I, 3 of the Naø∞t ’s metaphysical section (ed. K URD ±, p. 199, 6-8), ‘states’ are other than
the ‘species’: they are portrayed as the result of the division of something by means of its
‘(proper) accidents’, whereas the ‘species’ as the result of the division of something by means of
its ‘specific differences’ ( fuµ≤l ). As to the ‘divisions’, the same chapter of the Naø∞ t (p. 199, 1014) clarifies that the process of ‘division’ ( inqis∞m ) of ‘existent’ into the categories (i.e. its
‘species’) by means of the specific differences is only one of the two types of division that
Avicenna envisages: the other is the divisision of ‘existent’ into its ‘accidental sections’ ( fuµ≤l
√ara∑iyya ) or ‘types’ ( aµn∞f ) by means of its ‘(proper) accidents’. For ‘active’ and ‘passive’ (two
proper accidents) as ‘divisions’ of ‘existent’, cf. below, p. 24.
37
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‘existent’ are identified with a series of concepts (‘one’, ‘many’, ‘coincident’,
‘different’, ‘contrary’, ‘potency’, ‘act’, ‘universal’, ‘particular’, ‘possible’ and
‘necessary’, ‘principle’), and the ‘species’ of ‘existent’ are said to be the categories.
To sum up: In the course of chapters I, 1-2 Avicenna takes into account,
from different perspectives, four topics: (i) God as the First Cause; (ii) the four
Aristotelian causes as the ultimate causes; (iii) the categories as the species of
‘existent’; (iv) a group of concepts as the properties of ‘existent’. He calls all
these topics ‘objects of inquiry’ ( ma¥∞lib ) of metaphysics43 . If we take (i) and (ii)
together , and we put (iii) after (iv), these four ma¥∞lib are nothing else than the
three questions ( mas∞’il ) Avicenna mentions in the closing sentence of Text 1.
They constitute three parts of metaphysics, which can be designed as Theology,
Universal SciencePE and First Philosophy/Universal ScienceSE.
§2. O UTLINES

OF METAPHYSICS IN OTHER

A VICENNIAN

WORKS

Text 1 and its afferents, as described in Table 1, can be compared, outside
the Il∞hiyy∞t , with two other Avicennian texts having the same character of
outlines of metaphysics. The first of these texts is the section on metaphysical
knowledge in the eighth chapter of the Maq∞la f± l-Nafs √al∞ sunnat al-iπtiµ∞r
(Compendium on the Soul, henceforth: Maq∞la ), the earliest philosophical
treatise by Avicenna 44 . The second text is the section on the fundamental (as
opposed to the derivative) divisions of metaphysics in the Ris∞la f± Aqs∞m al√Ul≤m al-√Aqliyya (Treatise on the Division of the Intellectual Sciences,
henceforth: Ris∞la ), a writing specifically devoted to the classification of the
sciences 45 .

43
For God and the four causes as ‘object of inquiry’ ( ma¥l≤b ) cf. respectively I, 1, p. 5, 17,
and I, 1, p. 9, 10. Cf. the use of ma¥l≤b and æayr ma¥l≤b as adjectives in I, 1, p. 6, 2-5; p. 6, 9-10.
The species and properties of ‘existent’ are called ‘objects of inquiry’ (ma¥∞lib ) in I, 2, p. 13, 13.
44
The Arabic text of this work is available in S. L ANDAUER , Die Psychologie des Ibn S±n∞ ,
« Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenlandische Gesellschaft », 29, 1875, pp. 335-418 (with
German translation), and I BN S ° N †, A∫w∞l al-Nafs , ed. A L -A HW ∞ N ° , pp. 145-178. English
translation and study of chapter 8 (Landauer, pp. 361-365, al-Ahw∞n±, pp. 168-171) in G UTAS ,
Avicenna cit., pp. 16-19.
45
I BN S ° N † , Ris∞la f± aqs∞m al-√ul≤m al-√aqliyya cit., pp. 89, 17 - 92, 6; critical translation
of the sections on natural philosophy and metaphysics in J. M ICHOT , Les sciences physiques et
métaphysiques selon la Ris∞lah f± aqs∞m al-√ul≤m d’Avicenne. Essai de traduction critique,
«Bulletin de Philosophie médiévale», 22, 1980, pp. 62-73. Overall French translation by G.C.
A NAWATI , Les divisions des sciences intellectuelles d’Avicenne, «Mélanges de l’Institut dominicain
d’Études orientales », 13, 1977, pp. 323-335. Cf.J. J OLIVET , Classifications of the Sciences, in
Encyclopedia of the History of Arabic Science, edd. R. R ASHED - R. M ORELON , Routledge, London
and New York 1996, vol. III, pp. 1008-1025 (pp. 1019-1021); M. Z ONTA , La divisio scientiarum
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Table 2

Il∞hiyy∞t, Text 1 and afferents

Maq∞la, chpt. 8, metaphysical
knowledge

[1* = Theology] causes of
“caused existent”

[1.1 = Theology] principles of
absolute “existent qua
existent”
[1.2 = Ontology] its
consequent
attributes
(law∞∫iq):

[2*-3* = Universal Science]
the things that are consequent
to it (al-um≤r allat± tal∫aquh≤
= law∞∫iq) insofar as it is
existent without condition:
[2* = Universal SciencePE]
proper
accidents
of
“existent”:
one qua one
and many qua many
coincident (muw∞fiq) and
different (muπ∞lif)
contrary (∑idd)
potentiality and actuality
universal and particular
possible and necessary
principle

[3* = First Philosophy/
Universal
ScienceSE]
principles of the particular
sciences (natural philosophy,
mathematics etc.)
= species of “existent” (states,

Ris∞la, fundamental divisions
of metaphysics
[1] concepts (ma√∞n±) that are
common to all existents:
[1.1] “existent” (huwiyya)

[Universal SciencePE]:

[Universal SciencePE]:

[1.2.7]
unity
and
multiplicity
[1.2.6] coincidence (ittif∞q)
and difference (iπtil∞f)
[1.2.5] contrariety (mu∑∞dda)
and homogeneity (muø∞nasa)
[1.2.1] potentiality and
actuality
[1.2.4] genus and species

[1.2] unity and multiplicity

[1.2.2] principle and cause
[1.2.3 = Universal ScienceSE]
substance and accident
[2 = First Philosophy] first
principles of the theoretical
sciences (mathematics,
natural philosophy and logic)

[1.6] cause and effect

[1.3] coincidence (wif∞q) and
difference (πil∞f)
[1.4] contrariety (ta∑∞dd)
[1.5] potentiality
actuality

and

[2.1 = First Philosophy/
Universal
ScienceSE]
fundaments and principles
of 46 natural philosophy,
mathematics and logic

presso al-Farabi: dalla ‘introduzione alla filosofia’ tardoantica all’enciclopedismo medievale , in
La Divisione della Filosofia e le sue Ragioni. Lettura di testi medievali (VI-XIII secolo) (Atti del
Settimo Convegno della Società Italiana per lo Studio del Pensiero Medievale [S.I.S.P.M.],
Assisi, 14-15 novembre 1997), ed. G. D’O NOFRIO , Avagliano Editore, Cava de’ Tirreni (Salerno)
2001, pp. 65-78.
46
I read min (‘of’) instead of mi≥l (‘as’) which occur in the printed text (p. 21), in Anawati’s
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accidents, divisions):
substance, quantity, quality,
other categories

[3]-[4] Theology

[2.2] refutation of the false
opinions held in these sciences
[3]-[5] Theology

The Maq∞la presents a fourfold division of metaphysics, whereas the
division in the Ris∞la is fivefold. In both writings, Theology is the most
extensive section of metaphysics and comes at the end. In the Maq∞la it
occupies the last two parts of metaphysics ([3]-[4]), in the Ris∞la the last three
([3]-[5]). In both writings the preceding two parts of metaphysics roughly
correspond to Universal SciencePE and First Philosophy/Universal ScienceSE.
In general, the structure of metaphysics in the Maq∞la and the Ris∞la is
less rigorous than in Text 1 and afferents. A s t o t h e M a q ∞ l a , i t s p l i t s
Theology into two: Theology occurs not only at the end of metaphysics, but
also at the beginning ([1.1]), where it is followed by Universal SciencePE.
Furthermore, the Maq∞la blurs the distinction between Universal SciencePE
and Universal ScienceSE. Universal ScienceSE (substance and accident,
[1.2.3]) is mentioned outside First Philosophy [2]. It coexists with Universal
SciencePE ([1.2.1-2, 1.2.4-7]) — which does not encompass ‘necessary’ and
‘possible’ — in part [1.2] of metaphysics. Thus, in [1.2] both the properties of
‘existent’ and its species (substance and accidents) are subsumed under the
common heading of ‘consequent attributes’ ( law∞∫iq ) of ‘existent’. This
expression probably is equivalent to ‘things which are consequent to it [i.e. to
‘existent’] insofar as it is existent without condition’ ( al-um≤r allat± tal∫aquh≤
bi-m∞ huwa mawø≤d min æayr ∂ar¥ ), that we find in one of the afferents of Text
1 (cf. above, Table 1) 47 .
In the Ris∞la a further distinction fades: that between ‘existent’ itself and
its properties. Thus, some of the items of Universal SciencePE — with the
exclusion of ‘universal’ and ‘particular’, ‘necessary’ and ‘possible’ — are
mentioned in the first part of metaphysics ([1.2-6]), together with ‘existent’
( huwiyya ) itself [1.1] 48 . All these notions are named ‘concepts that are

translation (p. 331: ‘comme la science des naturalistes’) and in Michot’s translation (p. 68:
‘comme la science des physiciens’).
47
The term law∞∫iq occurs also, in a similar context, in I, 2, p. 14, 2-3.
48
For a discussion of huwiyya as a term signifying ‘existent’ in the Il∞hiyy∞ t and in other
Avicennian works, cf. A. B ERTOLACCI , Some Texts of Aristotle’s Metaphysics in the Il∞hiyy∞t of
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common to all existents’ ( al-ma√∞n± al-√∞mma li-øam±√ al-mawø≤d∞t ).
To summarize: the originality of Text 1 and afferents, with respect to the
Maq∞la and the Ris∞la , lies essentially in the distinctions it introduces: that
between Universal Science and Theology (less clear-cut in the Maq∞la ), that
between Universal SciencePE and Universal ScienceSE (fluid in the Maq∞la ),
that between subject-matter and objects of investigations of metaphysics
(neglected in the Ris∞la ).
§3. D ESCRIPTION OF THE STRUCTURE OF METAPHYSICS : U NIVERSAL S CIENCE OF ‘ EXISTENT ’,
U NIVERSAL S CIENCE OF ‘ ONE ’, T HEOLOGY
A passage of chapter I, 4 (Text 2) provides further information about
Avicenna’s conception of the structure of metaphysics. The articulation of
this discipline is still portrayed as three-fold, as in Text 1, but its elements are
different.
Chapter I, 4 of the Il∞hiyy∞t is entirely devoted to describing the contents of
the work. In this respect, it constitutes a unique case in the Avicennian
writings. Its existence is due to the influence on Avicenna of the Neoplatonic
introductions to Aristotle’s writings, as I will show in greater detail in §4. By
being a description of the contents of the Il∞hiyy∞t, chapter I, 4 is much more
detailed than Text 1. On the other hand, it is not the mirror image of the work
it describes, and this latter presents, with respect to it, several differences49 .
Hence chapter I, 4 deserves to be considered independently.
In the relevant passage of I, 4, after mentioning the investigation of the
categories, both substance and accidents 50 , and of some among the properties
of ‘existent’ according to Text 1, such as ‘necessity’ and ‘possibility’ (in the
sense of contingency) 51 , ‘potency’ and ‘act’ 52 , ‘universal’ and ‘particular’ 53 ,
and ‘cause’ 54 , Avicenna says:
Text 2: [1** = Universal ScienceSPE] These [i.e. substance and accidents,
necessity and possibility etc.] and similar things are consequent attributes
Avicenna’s Kit∞b al-¶if∞’, in Before and After Avicenna (Proceedings of the The First Graduate
Student Conference on Ibn Sina, Yale University, March 17-18, 2001), forthcoming.
49
For example, in chapter I, 4 the part of the Il∞hiyy∞t corresponding to chapter I, 8 is
mentioned after chapter II, 1 (p. 25, 6-7); chapters V, 7-9 are mentioned immediately after chapter
II, 4 (p. 25, 12-13), chapters VII, 2-3 are omitted (cf. p. 27, 4-8), and so on. Cf. also below, n. 77.
50
I, 4, pp. 25, 7 - 26, 2.
51
I, 4, p. 25, 5-6.
52
I, 4, p. 25, 6.
53
I, 4, p. 26, 3-6.
54
I, 4, p. 26, 6-11.
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( law∞∫iq ) of existence qua existence.
[2** = Universal ScienceOM] [2.1**] Since ‘one’ accompanies existence, it is
incumbent upon us to investigate ‘one’ as well; and once we investigate ‘one’,
we have to investigate ‘many’ and to make known the opposite correspondence
between the two.
[2.2**] [2.2.1**] At this point it is necessary to investigate number: what its
relation is to the existents, and what the relation of continuous quantity —
which is somehow in opposite correspondence to it [i.e. to number] — to the
existents. [2.2.2**] We will enumerate all the false opinions regarding it [i.e.
number], and we will make known that nothing of that [i.e. number] is separate
or a principle of the existents. [2.2.3**] We will prove the existence of the
accidents that occur to numbers and to continuous quantities, such as figures
and so on.
[2.3** = Universal SciencePOM] Among the things that follow ( taw∞bi ‘) ‘one’
are : ‘like’, ‘equal’, ‘coincident’ ( muw∞fiq ), ‘homogeneous’ ( muø∞nis ),
‘conformable’, ‘similar’ and ‘same’. It is necessary to speak of each one of
them and of the things that are in opposite correspondence to them, and [to
say] that they [i.e. these things] are related to multiplicity, as ‘unlike’,
‘unequal’, ‘non-homogeneous’, ‘non-conformable’, ‘other’ in general, ‘difference’
( πil∞f ), ‘opposition’ and their types, true ‘contrariety’ ( ta∑∞dd ) and its quiddity.
[3** = Theology] Then, after that, we will pass to the principles of the
existents 55 .

If compared with Text 1, Text 2 shows three main differences. First, the
treatment of the species and properties of ‘existent’ ([1**]) is reduced to a
single unit. Universal ScienceS is not kept distinct from Universal ScienceP.
As topic of the treatment of ‘existent’, Avicenna mentions the ‘consequent
attributes’ ( law∞∫iq ) of ‘existence’. This term is here, in all likelihood, a
common rubric for both properties and species (cf. above, Table1). From this
point of view the tripartition of metaphysics in Text 1 (Theology, Universal
55
I, 4, pp. 26, 17 - 27, 9: fa-h∞∏ihi wa-m∞ yaør± maør∞h∞ law∞∫iqu l-wuø≤di bi-m∞ huwa
wuø≤dun wa-li-anna l-w∞∫ida mus∞wiqun li-l-wuø≤di fa-yalzamun∞ an nanΩura ay∑an f± lw∞∫idi wa-i∏∞ naΩarna f± l-w∞∫idi waøaba an nanΩura f± l-ka≥±ri wa-nu√arrifa l-taq∞bula
baynahum∞ wa-hun∞ka yaøibu an nanΩura f± l-√adadi wa-m∞ nisbatuh≤ il∞ l-mawø≤d∞ti wa-m∞
nisbatu l-kammi l-muttaµili lla∏± yuq∞biluh≤ bi-waøhin m∞ il∞ l-mawø≤d∞ti wa-na√udda l-∞r∞’a
l-b∞¥ilata kullah∞ f±h± wa-nu√arrifa annah≤ laysa ∂ay’un min ∏∞lika muf∞riqan wa-l∞ mabda’an
li-l-mawø≤d∞ti wa-nu≥bita l-√aw∞ri∑a llat± ta√ri∑u li-l-a√d∞di wa-l-kammiyy∞ti l-muttaµilati
mi≥la l-a∂k∞li wa-æayrih∞ wa-min taw∞bi√i l-w∞∫idi l-∂ab±hu wa-l-mus∞w± wa-l-muw∞fiqu wa-lmuø∞nisu wa-l-mu∂∞kilu wa-l-mum∞≥ilu wa-l-huwahuwa fa-yaøibu an natakallama f± kulli
w∞∫idin min h∞∏ihi wa-muq∞bil∞tih∞ wa-annah∞ mun∞sibatun li-l-ka≥rati mi≥la al-æayri [ sic
P117 P125 t] l-∂ab±hi wa-æayri l-mus∞w± wa-æayri l-muø∞nisi wa-æayri l-mu∂∞kili wa-l-æayri bil-øumlati wa-l-πil∞fi wa-l-taq∞buli wa-aµn∞fih∞ wa-l-ta∑∞ddi bi-l-∫aq±qati wa-m∞hiyyatih± ≥umma
ba√da ∏∞lika nantaqilu il∞ mab∞di’i l-mawø≤d∞ti.
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SciencePE, First Philosophy/Universal ScienceSE) is reduced in Text 2 to a
bipartition (Universal ScienceSPE, Theology). It is evident that Avicenna’s
discourse in Text 2 does not focus on the treatment of ‘existent’.
Second, and most important, Universal Science SPE does not deal with
‘one’ and ‘many’. Rather, the treatment of ‘one’, ‘many’ and a group of related
topics ([2**]) acquires structural independence. Whereas in Text 1 and
related passeges ‘one’ and ‘many’ are simply one of the properties of ‘existent’,
and represent therefore an element of Universal Science PE, in Text 2 they
constitute a part of metaphysics on their own 56 . ‘One’ is still subordinated to
‘existent’ from the epistemological point of view (it ‘accompanies’ the
‘existent’) 57 . From the structural point of view, however, together with ‘many’,
‘number’ etc., it represents an additional part of metaphysics, coming after
Universal ScienceSPE ([1**]) and before Theology ([3**]). On account of the
status of ‘one’ as universal concept 58 , I call part [2**] of Text 2 ‘Universal
ScienceO(ne)M(any)’.
Third, in Text 2 Theology ([3**]) follows, instead of preceding, Universal
Science. In this respect the order of the parts of metaphysics in Text 2 is the
opposite of that established in Text 1.
Two aspects of Universal ScienceOM in Text 2 — corresponding to [2.2**]
and [2.3**] — are noteworthy. First, in [2.2**] Universal ScienceOM
encompasses the treatment of quantity, both discrete (i.e. number) and
continuous. Because of this connection with a category (quantity), in the
actual structure of the Il∞hiyy∞t the doctrine of ‘existent’ and that of ‘one’ and
‘many’ partially overlap (cf. §4).
Second, Universal ScienceOM has an inner structure. ‘One’ and ‘many’ in
[2.3**] are said to have some ‘things that follow’ ( taw∞b±‘ ) them. Some of the
56
In Text 1, within the discussion of the subject-matter of metaphysics, every topic dealt
with by metaphysics is related to ‘existent’ (the implicit assumption is that a discipline cannot
have more than one subject-matter). This applies both to ‘one’ and ‘many’, and to ‘coincident’,
‘homogeneity’, ‘difference’, and ‘contrariety’, all of which are presented in Text 1 and afferents
as properties of ‘existent’ (cf. above, Table 1 and Table 2).
57
It is possible that mus∞wiq (‘accompanies’) in [2.1**] is the result of a corruption from
mus∞win (‘equivalent’), a term occurring, in a similar context, in al-F∞r∞b±’s F± Aær∞∑ (cf. below,
Text 12.3).
58
We have already seen that Avicenna regards ‘existent’ and ‘one’ as equally universal when
in I, 2 he explains the reason why metaphysics is called ‘first philosophy’ (cf. above, p. 7, n. 13).
Similar statements, witnessing the equivalence of ‘existent’ and ‘one’, are frequent in the
Il∞hiyy∞t : cf. I, 5, p. 30, 3-4; III, 1, p. 95, 16-17; III, 2, p. 103, 7-9; V, 8, p. 243, 5-6; VII, 1, p.
303, 6-12; VII, 2, p. 313, 6-7. However, only ‘existent’ is the subject-matter of metaphysics,
according to Avicenna. The expression ‘first subject-matter’ ( maw∑≤√ awwal ) attributed to
‘existent’ in I, 1, p. 9, 7-8; I, 2, p. 13, 12, does not imply the existence of a second subject-matter
(namely ‘one’); cf. below, Texts 5.4 and 12.3.
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items of Universal SciencePE in Text 1 and related passages (cf. Table 1) —
namely ‘coincident’ ( muw∞fiq ), ‘homogeneity’ ( muø∞nasa ), ‘difference’ ( πil∞f ),
and ‘contrariety’ ( ta∑∞dd ) — are presented in Text 2 as belonging to Universal
ScienceOM: they are ‘things that follow’ either ‘one’ — as in the case of
‘coincident’ and ‘homogeneous’ ( muø∞nis ) — or ‘many’ — as in the case of
‘difference’ and ‘contrariety’ 59 . These concepts are portrayed in Text 1 and
related passages as properties of ‘existent’. From Text 2 we learn that they are
so indirectly, in so far as they are properties of ‘one’ and ‘many’, which, in
their turn, depend on ‘existent’. Subdivision [2.3**] of Universal ScienceO
can be rightly called, therefore, ‘Universal ScienceP(roperties)O(ne)M(any)’.
The emergence of Universal ScienceO among the parts of metaphysics, as
witnessed by Text 2, enriches of a new element the three-fold structure of this
discipline displayed in Text 1. The presence of a treatment of ‘one’, besides the
treatment of ‘existent’, within metaphysics as witnessed by Text 2 is very
significant. Its importance, with regard to the Aristotelian tradition, will
appear in §6.
§4. T HE CONCRETE STRUCTURE : U NIVERSAL S CIENCE OF THE SPECIES OF ‘ EXISTENT ’ AND
‘ ONE ’, U NIVERSAL S CIENCE OF THE PROPERTIES OF ‘ EXISTENT ’ AND ‘ ONE ’, T HEOLOGY .
The arrangement of the Il∞hiyy∞t itself is, of course, our main evidence
about Avicenna’s view of the structure of metaphysics. The articulation of this
writing is, however, quite complex. It is somehow the sum of Text 1 and Text
2, plus many additional elements. Before analyzing it in detail, I sketch the
Il∞hiyy∞t ’s structure, for the sake of clarity, in the following table. I number
the parts of metaphysics having an equivalent in Texts 1-2.
Table 3
Prolegomena (I, 1-4):
I, 1-2: goal and subject-matter of metaphysics
I, 3: utility, rank and name of metaphysics
I, 4: topics dealt with in metaphysics
Introduction (I, 5-8):
I, 5: primary concepts: ‘existent’ (‘non-existent’), ‘thing’, ‘necessary’ (‘possible’, ‘impossible’)
I, 6-7: Necessary Existent, possible existent
I, 8: ontological and logical truth; the principle of non-contradiction

59
For the reason why these concepts appear as properties of ‘existent’ in Text 1, whereas
they are properties of ‘one’ and ‘many’ in Text 2, cf. above, n. 56.
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[1] Universal ScienceSEOM (II-III)
First Philosophy/Universal ScienceSE: II-III,
1; III, 3-5; III, 7-10

Universal ScienceSOM: III, 2-6; III, 9

II: substance
III: accidents
III, 1: introduction
III, 3-5: quantity
III, 3: accidentality of number
III, 4: accidentality of continous quantity

III, 7-8: quality
III, 9: qualities which are in quantities
III, 10: relation

III, 2 species of “one”
III, 3-5: quantity
III, 3: accidentality of number
III, 4: accidentality of continous quantity
III, 5: nature, species and principles of number
III, 5 (end): species of ‘many’
III, 6: opposition ‘one’-‘many’
III, 9: qualities which are in quantities

[2] Universal SciencePEOM (IV-VII)
[2.1] Universal SciencePE (IV-VI)
IV: anterior and posterior, potency and act,
perfect and imperfect, whole and part
V: universal and particular
VI: cause and effect
[2.2] Universal SciencePOM (VII, 1-3)
VII, 1: properties of “one” (sameness),
properties of “many” (otherness, alterity,
difference, privation and contrariety)
VII, 2: exposition of the views of Phytagoreans
and Platonists
VII, 3: criticism
[3] Theology (VIII, 1-X, 3)
VIII, 1-3: the First Principle’s existence
VIII, 4-7: the First Principle’s nature
IX, 1-5: Cosmology
IX, 6: Theodicy
IX, 7: Eschatology
X, 1-3: Prophetology
Appendix: practical philosophy (X, 4-5):
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X, 4: politics, economics (= household management)
X, 5: politics, ethics

The first four chapters (I, 1-4) of the Il∞hiyy∞t have the character of a
preface. On account of their Greek source(s), I call them ‘Prolegomena’. In
these chapters Avicenna deals with some preliminary questions, which, to a
large extent, correspond to the six or seven points discussed by the Neoplatonic
interpreters of Aristotle at the beginning of their commentaries on the
single Aristotelian works 60 . These points are the explanation of the ‘goal’
(skopov " ) of the book (or its author’s aim), of its ‘utility’ (crhv s imon), ‘authorship’
(gnhv s ion), ‘place in the order of learning’ (tav x i" th' " aj n agnwv s ew"), ‘title’
(ej p igrafhv ) and ‘division into chapters’ (eij " ta; kefav l aia diaiv r esi"). Some
commentators add a seventh point, the question ‘to which part of philosophy
the book belongs’ (eij " poi' o n mev r o" th' " filosofiv a " aj n av g etai). Avicenna himself
in I, 3 contends that chapters I, 1-4 have a traditional and introductory
character 61. Among the preliminary questions, he deals with the ‘goal’
( æara∑ ) of metaphysics in I, 1-2 62 ; its ‘utility’ ( manfa√a ), ‘rank’ ( martaba )
60
In the Neoplatonic commentaries, six or seven questions serve as an introduction to the
exegesis of each work of Aristotle, and are repeatedly discussed at the beginning of the single
commentaries. The number and raison d’être of these questions are preliminarily discussed also at
the end of the general introduction to Aristotle’s philosophy, which consisted of ten questions and
preceded the commentary on the first work of the Aristotelian corpus (the Categories). For the
Greek sources of this introductory scheme, cf. SIMPLICIUS , Commentaire sur les Catégories. Traduction
commentée sous la direction de I. H ADOT , Fascicule I, Brill, Leiden 1990, pp. 21-47; pp. 138-160,
and J. M ANSFELD, Prolegomena. Questions to be settled before the study of an author, or a text, Brill,
Leiden 1994, pp. 10-21; for its Arabic reception, cf. AL-F † R† B ° , M∞ yanbaæ± an yuqaddama qabla
ta√allum falsafat Ariµ¥≤ (Prolegomena to the Study of Aristotle’s Philosophy), in Alf∞r∞b± ’s
Philosophische Abhandlungen cit., pp. 49-55, and Ab≤-l-Faraø ibn-al-§ayyib’s Commentary on
Aristotle’s Categories, preserved in the ms. Cairo, D∞r al-Kutub, ™ikma 1M, as translated by F.
R OSENTHAL , The Classical Heritage in Islam, Routledge, London-New York 1975, pp. 70-72; D.
G UTAS , Paul the Persian on the Classification of the Parts of Aristotle’s Philosophy: A Milestone
Between Alexandria and Baghdad, «Der Islam», 60, 1983, pp. 231-267; I D ., Avicenna cit., p. 227.
61
I, 3, p. 17, 9-10: «But when, at the beginnings of books, the utility of sciences is
investigated … ».
62
In the Il∞hiyy∞t Avicenna contends that the investigation of the goal of metaphysics is
intimately connected with that of its subject-matter; cf. I, 1, p. 5, 5-6 (where the goal of
metaphyiscs is called mur∞d ); I, 2, p. 10, 4-5. For other denominations of the ‘goal’ of
metaphysics, and its identification with the knowledge of God, cf. I, 3, p. 18, 14-17; p. 19, 5-6,
p. 21, 1-4. In the introduction of the Il∞hiyy∞t the analysis of the subject-matter of metaphysics
(and consequently of its ‘goal’) starts in I, 1, p. 5, 1; it ends in I, 2, p. 16, 11-12: ‘It has appeared
and become evident what is the goal of this science’. Cf. VII, 1, p. 303, 5 (below, Text 3 [g]). The
‘goal’ ( æara∑ ) mentioned in I, 5, p. 29, 4 (cf. below, n. 72) has a different meaning. Aristotle
mentions the goal of metaphysics in Metaph. A, 2, 983 a 21-23.
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and ‘name’ ( ism ) in I, 3 63 ; its contents in I, 4. Avicenna does not face the
question of autorship. It is not clear whether the brief classification of
sciences which precedes the investigation of the goal of metaphyiscs in I,
1 64 has to be considered the equivalent of the seventh question.
The remaining chapters of the first treatise (I, 5-8) deal with the primary
concepts (I, 5-7) and the primary principles (I, 8) 65 . In this respect chapters
I, 5-8 are a sort of complement to the Prolegomena; I call them ‘Introduction’.
Thus, the first treatise of the work in its entirety (Prolegomena and
Introduction) has a propaedeutic character. In the Prolegomena three issues
are raised: first, that ‘existent’ is a primary concept, whose quiddity and
existence do not need to be proved 66 ; second, that a ‘pointer’ ( i∂∞ra ) is
available, attesting to the fact that metaphysics can prove the existence of the
First Principle without using (particular) sensible data, and relying rather on
universal intellectual premises 67 ; third, that the metaphysical investigation
of the principles of the existents is, as a matter of fact, an analysis of one of
the properties of the concept of ‘existent’ 68 . Now, in chapters I, 5-8 Avicenna
appears to resume these three points. In I, 5 he deals with ‘existent’ and the
other primary concepts qua primary concepts 69. In I, 6-7 he provides an
63
As names of metaphyiscs (I, 3, pp. 21, 12 - 24, 9) Avicenna gives ‘what is after nature’ ( m∞
ba√da l-¥ab±√a ), Arabic calque of the Greek title of Aristotle’s Metaphysics, and ‘divine science’
( √ilm il∞h± ). By means of the former expression Avicenna usually refers to the Metaphysics itself:
cf. his Autobiography (The Life of Ibn Sina. A Critical edition and Annotated Translation by W. E.
G OHLMAN , Albany, New York 1974, p. 32, 1: kit∞b m∞ ba√da l-¥ab±√a ), Al-Mabda’ wa al-Ma√∞d (ed.
N ¢ R †N ° , p. 34, 5: kit∞b m∞ ba√da l-¥ab±√a ), the Letter to the vizir Abû Sa‘d (I BN S ÎNÂ , Lettre au vizir
Abû Sa‘d cit., p. 45, 12: m∞ ba√da l-¥ab±√a , p. 46, 5: kit∞b m∞ ba√da l-¥ab±√a , p. 47, 8-9: m∞ ba√da
l-¥ab±√a , p. 49, 1: m∞ ba√da l-¥ab±√a ) and the Ris∞la f± aqs∞m al-√ul≤m al-√aqliyya (ed. √Aµ ° , p. 91,
1 : kit∞b m∞¥∞¥∞f≤siq∞ ay m∞ ba√da l-¥ab±√a , according to Michot’s correction [Les sciences
physiques et métaphysiques cit., p. 69 and nn. 84-85] of m∞¥∞¥∞n≤siq∞ il∞ m∞ ba√da l-¥ab±√a ).
64
I, 1, pp. 3, 11 - 5, 1.
65
Primary concepts and primary principles are mentioned together at the beginning of I, 5
(p. 29, 7-16) and the end of I, 8 (p. 54, 16-17).
66
I, 2, p. 13, 9-12. This is one of the arguments proving that ‘existent’ is the subject-matter
of metaphysics.
67
I, 3, p. 21, 2-8. English translation in M. E. M ARMURA , Avicenna’s Proof from Contingency
in the Metaphysics of his al-Shifa’, «Mediaeval Studies», 42, 1980, pp. 337-352 (p. 339).
68
I, 2, p. 14, 1-14. This is Avicenna’s reply to the objection that, since metaphysics has
‘existent’ as its subject-matter, it cannot deal with the principles of ‘existent’, for no science deals
with the principles of its subject-matter (cf. above, n. 11).
69
Chapter I, 5 is one of the most extensively studied of all the Il∞hiyy∞t . Both an English and
a French translation of it are available: M. M ARMURA , Avicenna on Primary Concepts in the
Metaphysics of his al-Shif∞’, in Logos Islamikos. Studia Islamica in Honorem G. M. Wickens, edd.
R. M. S AVORY - D. A. A GIUS , Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies, Toronto 1984, pp. 219-239;
M. G EOFFROY in A. D E L IBERA , L’arts des généralités. Théories de l’abstraction, Aubier, Paris 1999,
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investigation of the Necessary Existent exclusively based on the analysis of
concepts, thus showing the possibility for metaphysics to prove the existence
of the Necessary Existent, or First Principle, by means of a procedure that
does not take into account sensible data 70 . In I, 8, finally, he discusses the
‘principle’ of non-contradiction, qualifying it as a ‘property’ ( π∞µµa ) and one
of the ‘accidents’ ( √aw∞ri∑ ) — in the sense of ‘proper accidents’ — of ‘existent’71 .
Chapters I, 5-8 have a miscellaneous character. They are loosely connected,
in different respects, with Universal ScienceSE, Universal SciencePE and
Theology, but belong to none of them. In the title of chapter I, 5, some
‘divisions’ of ‘existent’ are mentioned 72 , but this expression does not refer to
the categories, whose treatment within the chapter is very brief, but to the
division of ‘existent’ in active and passive 73 . The bulk of this chapter is rather
an analysis of the primary concepts — namely ‘existent’ (together with ‘nonexistent’, ma√d≤m ), ‘thing’ and ‘necessary’ (together with ‘possible’ — in the
pp. 645-653. Among recent studies: J. J OLIVET , Aux origines de l’ontologie d’Ibn S±n∞ , in Études
sur Avicenne, dirigées par J. J OLIVET et R. R ASHED , Les Belles Lettres, Paris 1984, pp. 11-28; D E
L IBERA , L’arts des généralités cit., pp. 577-590; R. W ISNOVSKY , Notes on Avicenna’s Concept of
Thingness ( ¶ay’iyya ), «Arabic Sciences and Philosophy», 10, 2000, pp. 181-221; T H .-A. D RUART ,
‘Shay’’ or ‘res’ as Concomitant of ‘Being’ in Avicenna, «Documenti e Studi sulla Tradizione
Filosofica Medievale», 12, 2001, pp. 125-142.
70
Marmura (Avicenna’s Proof from Contingency cit.) has first pointed out the connection
between I, 6-7 and the aforementioned passage of I, 3. I agree, however, with D AVIDSON , Proofs
for Eternity cit., p. 289 – pace G. H OURANI , Ibn S±n∞ on Necessary and Possible Existence,
«Philosophical Forum» , 4, 1972, pp. 74-86, Marmura himself in the aforementioned article,
and, more recently, U. R UDOLPH , La preuve de l’existence de Dieu chez Avicenne et dans la théologie
musulmane, in Langages et philosophie cit., pp. 339-346 (especially pp. 340-344) – that the
analysis of the concept of ‘being necessarily existent by virtue of itself’ in Il∞hiyy∞t I, 6-7 is a
description of the nature of God, not a proof of His existence. As far as I can see, by describing
the nature of God in these chapters, Avicenna merely aims at providing a ‘pointer’ ( i∂∞ra ) to the
possibility of a ‘metaphysical’ proof of His existence — as he says in I, 3 — not the proof itself.
71
I, 8, p. 48, 16-18 (the axiom of non-contradiction is called ‘principle’ at p. 53, 16-17). On
chapter I, 8, cf. R. E. H OUSER , The Place of the First Principle of Demonstration in Avicennian
Metaphysics, «Proceedings of the Patristic, Medieval and Renaissance Conference», 6, 1981,
pp. 117-134; I D ., Let Them Suffer into the Truth: Avicenna’s Remedy for Those Denying the
Axioms of Thought, «American Catholic Philosophical Quarterly », 73, 1999, pp. 107-133.
72
I, 5, p. 29, 3-4: «Chapter on indicating ‘existent’, ‘thing’ and their first divisions ( aqs∞m ),
by means of what contains a reminder of the [speaker’s] goal» ( faµlun f± l-dal∞lati √al∞ lmawø≤di wa-l-∂ay’i wa-aqs∞mihim∞ l-uwali bi-m∞ yak≤nu f±h± tanb±hun √al∞ l-æara∑i). English
translation in M ARMURA , Avicenna on Primary Concepts cit., p. 222 (modified).
73
I, 5, p. 30, 6-7. The categories are briefly mentioned at p. 34, 16-17. The passage of I, 4,
where the content of I, 5 is summarized as «the state of the relation of ‘thing’ and ‘existent’ with
the categories ( maq≤l∞t ), and the state of non-existence» (p. 25, 4-5), has possibly to be
emended and read as ‘the state of the relation of ‘thing’ and ‘existent’ with the intelligibles
( ma√q≤l∞t )’, as in t.
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sense of ‘contingent’ — and ‘impossible’) — in themselves 74 . Chaper I, 6 starts
with the ‘division’ ( inqis∞m ) of ‘existent’ in ‘Necessary Existent’ (later identified
with God) and ‘possible existent’ (in the sense of ‘contingent existent’) 75 , but
only later in the Il∞hiyy∞t the connection between ‘possible existent’ and
categories becomes clear 76. On the other hand, ‘necessary’ and ‘possible’
appear among the properties of ‘existent’ in Text 1 and its afferents (cf. above,
Table 1) 77 . The theological relevance of chapters I, 6-7 is emphasized by
Avicenna himself, who recalls and summarizes their content within Theology
(VIII, 4-5) 78. Chapter I, 8 can be linked to Universal SciencePE, since the
principle of non-contradiction is one of the properties of ‘existent’.
The real treatment of metaphysics in the Il∞hiyy∞t starts after the
Prolegomena and the Introduction, namely in chapter II, 1. It ends with
chapter X, 3, since the last two chapters of the work (X, 4-5) are an appendix
dealing with practical philosophy, as Avicenna himself declares in the prologue
of the ¶if∞’ 79 .
74
Among the primary concepts, also ‘one’ is mentioned (p. 30, 4), but it is not dealt with. For
the historical background of ‘thing’ as primary concept, cf. P ORPHYRE , Isagoge, transl. A. D E
L IBERA - A. P. S EGONDS , Vrin, Paris 1999, p. xiii, n. 22.
75
I, 6, p. 37, 7-10: «We say: Things which enter into existence can be theoretically divided
( ta∫tamilu f± l-√aqli l-inqis∞ma ) in two divisions (qismayni). One of these is that which, when it
is considered in itself, its existence is not necessary [i.e. the possible being]. … The other of these
is that which, when it is considered in itself, its existence is necessary [i.e. the Necessary
Existent]» ( fa-naq≤lu inna l-um≤ra llat± tadπulu f± l-wuø≤di ta∫tamilu f± l-√aqli l-inqis∞ma il∞
qismayni fa-yak≤nu minh∞ m∞ i∏∞ √tubira bi-∏∞tih± lam yaøib wuø≤duh≤ … wa-yak≤nu minh∞
m∞ i∏∞ √tubira bi-∏∞tih± waøaba wuø≤duh≤). Cf. A. H YMAN , The Healing, Metaphysics. First
Treatise, Chapter 6. Sixth Treatise, Chapter 1, Chapter 2, in Philosophy in the Middle Ages. The
Christian, Islamic and Jewish Traditions, edd. by A. H YMAN - J. W ALSH , Hackett, Indianapolis
1970, pp. 240-254; p. 240; H OURANI , Ibn S±n∞ on Necessary and Possible Existence cit., p. 82.
76
In II, 1, p. 60, 5-8, Avicenna states that the types of substance he has dealt with in the same
chapter (matter, form and compound) are possible existents; in VIII, 4, pp. 348, 6-349, 6 he
establishes that the First Existent (i.e. the Necessary Existent) is not a substance.
77
The division of ‘existent’ in ‘Necessary Existent’ and ‘possible existent’ can therefore be
regarded as an instance of the second kind of division envisaged in the Naø∞t , the one deriving
from the properties of a subject-matter (cf. below, n. 146). The distinctions of ‘true’ and ‘false’ at
the beginning of I, 8 (I, 8, p. 48, 5-11), and of ‘existent by essence’ and ‘existent by accident’ at the
beginning of II, 1 (II, 1, p. 57, 4-5), can perhaps be considered, in the same vein, two further noncategorial divisions of ‘existent’. In I, 4, p. 25, 6, another pair of properties of ‘existent’, namely
‘potency’ and ‘act’, are mentioned in connection with ‘necessity’ and ‘possibility’ (as a matter of
fact, they are taken into account in IV, 2). It has to be recalled that ‘being’ by accident and — among
‘being’ per se — categorical ‘being’, ‘being’ as true and ‘being’ in potency and in act are the four
main meanings of ‘being’ according to Aristotle (Metaphysics D, 7; E, 2, 1026 a 33-b 2).
78
Cf. VIII, 4, p. 343, 10-11; VIII, 5, p. 349, 8-10.
79
Madπal , p. 11, 12-13; English translation in G UTAS , Avicenna cit., p. 54. Cf. the introduction
of the Kit∞b al-Nafs (Book on the Soul) belonging to the ¶if∞’ (ed. R AHMAN , p. 3, 12-13).
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Section II-X, 3 can be divided into three main parts ([1], [2], [3]). Part [1]
contains the treatment of the species of ‘existent’ and of ‘one’ and ‘many’ and
related topics. In other words, it encompasses, both First Philosophy/Universal
ScienceSE and what can be called ‘Universal ScienceS(pecies)O(ne)M(any).
Universal ScienceSE and Universal ScienceSOM are intermingled in part [1],
and, as far as structure is concerned, are two aspects of the same unit.
Part [2] represents the second section of Universal Science. It is articulated
into Universal SciencePE ([2.1]) and Universal SciencePOM ([2.2]), the
former being distinct from the latter not only formally, but also materially.
Part [3], finally represents Theology.
The structure of metaphysics is, thus, fourfold ([1], [2.1], [2.2], [3]). This
fourfold scheme is the result of the interaction of the treatment of ‘existent’
with that of ‘one’ within Universal Science. Whereas the doctrine of ‘one’
simply follows that of ‘being’ in Text 2, in the concrete structure of the
Il∞hiyy∞t the former runs parallel to the latter as a sort of second axis of
Universal Science.
The division of metaphysics in these four parts is underscored by Avicenna
himself, in a series of scattered statements connecting the parts of metaphysics
among themselves. In what follows, I take into account what he says, first,
about Universal ScienceSE, Universal SciencePE and Theology ([1], [2.1],
[3]), then about Universal ScienceSOM and Universal SciencePOM ([1],
[2.2]). I collect these two groups of statements, respectively, in Text 3 and
Text 4. After analyzing Text 3 and Text 4, I compare them with their ‘models’,
namely Text 1 and Text 2.
Universal ScienceSE, Universal SciencePE and Theology are mentioned
in the opening sentences of treatises III-VII, and in the titles of treatises
VIII-IX.
Text 3
[1 = First Philosophy/Universal ScienceSE] [a] (III, 1, p. 93, 5-10) We say: We
have already shown the quiddity of substance […]. Therefore it is suitable
that we pass now to certifying [the essence of] the accidents and establishing
their [existence] 80.
[b] (IV, 1, p. 163, 4) Since we have spoken of the things occurring to ‘existent’
and unity as species ( anw∞√ ) … 81.
[2.1 = Universal SciencePE] [c] (IV, 1, p. 163, 4-6) … it is suitable that we
speak of the things occurring to them [i.e. ‘existent’ and unity] as properties

80
fa-naq≤lu qad bayyann∞ m∞hiyyata l-øawhari … fa-bi-l-∫ariyyi an nantaqila l-∞na il∞
ta∫q±qi l-a√r∞∑i wa-i≥b∞tih∞.
81
lamm∞ takallamn∞ √al∞ l-um≤ri llat± taqa√u mina l-wuø≤di wa-l-wa∫dati mawqi√a l-anw∞√i …
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( πaw∞µµ ) and concomitant accidents ( √aw∞ri∑ l∞zima ). We will start first with
those belonging to ‘existent’, and, among them, with anteriority and
posteriority 82.
[d] (IV, 1, p. 169, 16-17) … seeing that potency and actuality themselves are
among the accidents ( √aw∞ri∑ ) of ‘existent’, its consequent attributes ( law∞∫iq )
and the things that have to be known when the states ( a∫w∞l ) of absolute
‘existent’ are known 83 .
[e] (V, 1, p. 195, 4-5) It is suitable that we speak now of ‘universal’ and
‘particular’, since it [i.e. this topic] is related also to what we have just
finished with, and is one of the proper accidents (a √r∞∑ π∞µµa ) of ‘existent’ 84.
[f] (VI, 1, p. 257, 5-6) It is suitable that we speak now of ‘cause’ and ‘caused
thing’, since they are also among the attributes ( law∞∫iq ) which are consequent
(ta l∫aqu ) upon ‘existent qua existent’ 85 .
[g] (VII, 1, p. 303, 5-6) It seems that we have exhaustively discussed, with
respect to this goal of ours, the things that are proper ( al-um≤r allat± taπtaµµu )
to ‘existent qua existent’ ( huwiyya min ∫ay≥u hiya huwiyya ) or are consequent
to it ( tal∫aquh∞ ) 86 .
[3 = Theology] [h] (title of VIII, p. 325, 1-2) Eighth treatise on [3.1] knowing
the First Principle (al-mabda’ al-awwal) of all existence and [3.2] knowing His
attributes ( µif∞t ) 87.
[j] (title of IX, p. 371, 1-2) Ninth treatise on [3.3] the progression of things
from the first ordering and [3.4] the[ir] return to it 88.

Part [1] encompasses the ‘species’ ( anw∞√ ) of ‘existent’ (cf. [b]), and
represents therefore Universal ScienceSE. From [b] we also learn that Universal
ScienceSE arrives until the end of the third treatise (III, 10). It thus ranges from
82
… fa-bi-l-∫ariyyi an natakallama f± l-a∂y∞’i llat± taqa√u minhum∞ mawqi√a l-πaw∞µµi wal-√aw∞ri∑i l-l∞zimati wa-nabda’u awwalan bi-llat± tak≤nu li-l-wuø≤di wa-minh∞ bi-l-taqaddumi
wa-l-ta’aππuri.
83
… wa-√al∞ anna l-quwwata wa-l-fi√la nafsah≤ min √aw∞ri∑i al-mawø≤di [P117 P125 t
Horten ; l-wuø≤di c Latin translation] wa-law∞∫iqih± wa-l-a∂y∞’i llat± yaøibu an tu√lama ∫ay≥u
tu√lamu a∫w∞lu l-mawø≤di l-mu¥laqi.
84
wa-bi-l-∫ariyyi an natakallama l-∞na f± l-kulliyyi wa-l-øuz’iyyi fa-innah≤ mun∞sibun
ay∑an li-m∞ faraæn∞ minhu wa-huwa mina l-a√r∞∑i l-π∞µµati bi-l-wuø≤di.
85
fa-bi-l-∫ariyyi an natakallama al-∞na f± l-√illati wa-l-ma√l≤li fa-innahum∞ ay∑an mina llaw∞∫iqi llat± tal∫aqu l-mawø≤da bi-m∞ huwa mawø≤dun.
86
yu∂bihu an yak≤na qadi stawfayn∞ l-kal∞ma bi-∫asabi æara∑in∞ h∞∏∞ f± l-um≤ri llat±
taπtaµµu bi-l-huwiyyati min ∫ay≥u hiya huwiyyatun aw tal∫aquh∞. For the use of huwiyya in the
meaning of ‘existent’, cf. B ERTOLACCI , Some Texts cit.
87
al-maq∞latu l-≥∞minatu f± ma√rifati l-mabda’i l-awwali li-l-wuø≤di kullih± wa-ma√rifati µif∞tih±
[Horten: f± … µif∞tih± om. P125, titulum primi capituli octavi tractati Latin translation: li-l-wuø≤di
… µif∞tih± om. t: wa-ma‘rifati µif∞tih± post titulum primi capituli octavi tractati scr. P110].
88
al-maq∞latu l-t∞si√atu f± µu∑≤ri l-a∂y∞’i √ani l-tadb±ri l-awwali [al-mabda’i al-awwali t] wal-ma√∞di ilayh± [al-maq∞latu … ilayh± om. Latin translation].
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II, 1 until III, 10. Since in these two treatises Avicenna deals with the categories
(cf. [a]), the ‘species’ of ‘existent’ of Universal ScienceSE are the categories 89 .
As a matter of fact, not all the categories are taken into account in this section
of the Il∞hiyy∞t . The second treatise is entirely devoted to substance. The third
treatise, after the introduction (III, 1), deals only with some of the accidental
categories, namely quantity (III, 3-5), quality (III, 7-9) and relation (III, 10).
The treatment of quantity belongs, at the same time, to Universal ScienceSE
and to Universal ScienceSOM. The remaining chapters of the third treatise (III,
2 and III, 6), on the other hand, serving as prologue and complement to the
discussion of quantity, are proper to Universal ScienceSOM (cf. below).
Part [2.1] deals with the ‘properties’ (πaw∞µµ) of ‘existent’ (cf. [c]), and is
therefore Universal SciencePE. The properties of ‘existent’ are also called
‘concomitant accidents’ (√aw∞ri∑ l∞zima) in [c], and ‘proper accidents’ (a√r∞∑
π∞µµa) in [e]; to these, the expression ‘things that are proper’ ( al-um≤r allat±
taπtaµµu ) in [g] can be joined. The names ‘accidents’ (√aw∞ri∑ ), ‘consequent
attributes’ (law∞∫iq ) and ‘states’ ( a∫w∞l) are used in [d] and [f] to refer to the
properties of ‘existent’90 , even though elsewhere they have a different, usually
broader, meaning91 . From [c] and [g] we learn that the treatment of the properties
of ‘existent’ is provided in treatises IV-VI. In the fourth treatise, Avicenna takes
into account ‘anteriority’ and ‘posteriority’ in IV, 1 (cf. [c]), ‘potency’ and ‘act’ in
IV, 2 (cf. [d]), ‘perfect’ and ‘imperfect’, ‘all’ (together with ‘entire’) and ‘part’ in IV,
3. The fifth treatise is devoted to ‘universal’ and ‘particular’ in V, 1-2 (cf. [e]), with
special attention to the three universals belonging to essence (‘genus’ in V, 3-4,
‘species’ in V, 5, ‘differentia’ in V, 6), and to ‘definition’ in V, 7-9. ‘Cause’ and
‘caused thing’ are the topic of the sixth treatise (cf. [g]).
Part ([3]) takes into account God as the First Principle of ‘existent’ ([h]), and
represents Theology. Avicenna introduces Theology as the last part of the
Il∞hiyy∞t 92 . It therefore embraces the last three treatises of the work (VIII-X, 3).
89
Proposition [b] refers in all likelihood to the content of treatises II-III, which are devoted
to the analysis of the categories, as it is clear in [a].
90
For the term ‘accidents’ used in this sense, cf. above Text 1 [2*]; for ‘consequent
attributes’, cf. Naø∞t , ed. K URD ° , p. 199, 15; p. 199, 16; p. 200, 1 (al-F∞r∞b± as well uses this term
to signify the properties of ‘existent’; cf. below, Texts 12.1 and 12.3); for ‘states’, cf. Naø∞t , ed.
K URD ° , p. 199, 7.
91
For ‘accidents’ meaning the species, cf. above, n. 32; for ‘consequent attributes’ meaning
both species and properties, cf. Naø∞t , ed. K URD ° , p. 198, 5-6; for ‘states’ meaning both species
and properties, cf. I, 1, p. 4, 12.
92
VIII, 1, p. 327, 4: «Since we have reached this point of our book, it is suitable that we
conclude it with the knowledge of the First Principle ( al-mabda’ al-awwal ) of all existence» ( wai∏ qad balaæn∞ h∞∏∞ l-mablaæa min kit∞bin∞ [h∞∏∞ add. P110] fa-bi-l-∫ariyyi an naπtimah≤ bima√rifati l-mabda’i l-awwali li-l-wuø≤di kullih±).
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Theology encompasses six subdivisions, corresponding to the six main topics
it deals with. The main topics of treatises VIII-IX are (cf. [h] and [j]): [3.1]
knowing the First Principle, namely the proof of His existence (VIII, 1-3)93 ;
[3.2] knowing His attributes, namely His nature (VIII, 4-7); [3.3] the emanation
of the universe from Him (IX, 1-6) 94 ; [3.4] the return to Him of some of the
things emanating from Him, namely of the human souls after the death of the
body (IX, 7) 95 . Subdivision [3.3] includes a theodicy (IX, 6) 96 . In the tenth
treatise (X, 1-3) Avicenna deals with a further group of topics, that can be
gathered around the theme of prophecy; I regard this section as a sixth
subdivision of Theology ([3.5]) 97. For the sake of brevity, I call subdivisions
[3.3-6], respectively, ‘Cosmology’, ‘Theodicy’, ‘Eschatology’ and ‘Prophetology’98.
93
On this topic, cf. D AVIDSON , Proofs for Eternity cit. Three passages of the eighth treatise are
noteworthy: VIII, 1, p. 327, 4-5: «Since we have reached this point of our book, it is suitable
that we conclude it with the knowledge of the First Principle of all existence: whether He exists
( hal huwa mawø≤dun )…» (italics mine); VIII, 3, p. 340, 10-11: «Chapter on showing the
finitude of the final and formal causes, on establishing [the existence of] ( i≥b∞t ) the First
Principle in an absolute manner …» (italics mine; cf. M ARMURA , Avicenna’s Proof cit., p. 338 and
n. 6); VIII, 4, p. 343, 10: « It has been established to you now [the existence of] ( fa-qad ≥ubita laka [la-ka om. P110] al-∞na ) something that is a Necessary Existent» (italics mine). Cf. also I, 4,
p. 27, 9. According to these passages, chapters VIII, 1-3 are the only section of the Il∞hiyy∞ t
where Avicenna provides the proof of God’s existence.
94
As a matter of fact, chapter IX, 1 deals — according to its title (p. 373, 2-3) — with another
‘attribute’ ( µifa ) of the First Principle, namely His ‘active attribute’ ( µifa f∞√iliyya ). On Avicenna’s
doctrine of emanation, cf. A. H ASNAWI , Fay∑ (épanchement, émanation), in Encyclopédie
philosophique universelle, ed. A. J ACOB , Paris, 1990, vol. II, pp. 966-972; J. J ANSSENS , Creation and
Emanation in Ibn S±n∞ , «Documenti e Studi sulla Tradizione Filosofica Medievale», 8, 1997,
pp. 455-477.
95
On this topic, cf. G UTAS , Avicenna cit., pp. 254-261, and J. R. M ICHOT , La destinée de
l’homme selon Avicenne. Le retour à Dieu ( ma√∞d ) et l’imagination, Peeters, Leuven 1986.
96
The English translation of IX, 6 is available in S. C. I NATI , Al-Shif∞’, The Healing: On
Theodicy and Providence, in An Anthology of Philosophy in Persia, edd. by S. H. N ASR - M.
A MINRAZAVI , Oxford University Press, New York-Oxford 1999, vol. I, pp. 226-237. Among the
studies, S. C. I NATI , An Examination of Ibn S±n∞ ’s Theodicy: Dissolving the Problem of Evil , «The
New Scholasticism», 58, 1984, pp. 170-186; A. L. I VRY , Destiny Revisited. Avicenna’s Concept of
Determinism, in Islamic Theology and Philosophy cit., pp. 160-171.
97
‘Prophecy’ (nubuwwa) is mentioned in the title of X, 1 (p. 435, 5) and is the main subject
of X, 2-3. It also constitutes the link between Theology and the Appendix, as the closing words
of chapter X, 5 (p. 455, 15) witness. I provide an analysis of Avicenna’s doctrine of prophecy,
with particular attention to the Il∞hiyy∞t , in A. B ERTOLACCI , The Doctrine of Prophecy in the
Il∞hiyy∞t (Divine Science) of Avicenna’s Kit∞b al-¶if∞’ (Book of the Cure), forthcoming. Prophecy
and the destiny of human souls are two distinct derivative divisions of metaphysics in the Ris~la
(ed. ‘Aµ ° , pp. 91-92; M ICHOT , Les sciences physiques cit., pp. 70-71).
98
G UTAS , Avicenna cit., pp. 252-253, 254-261, gathers the first three sub-divisions of
Theology in what he calls ‘Natural Theology’, and links Eschatology and Prophetology under the
common heading of ‘Metaphysics of the Rational Soul’.
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The internal structure of Theology in the Il∞hiyy∞t shows remarkable similarities
with the the summaries and compendia of Medieval Islamic theology (kal∞m ) 99 .
If we compare Text 3 with Text 1, we notice both similarities and differences.
Among the similarities is the fact that the three elements of the structural
scheme in these two texts are the same: both Text 1 and Text 3 envisage a
structure of metaphysics given by First Philosophy/Universal ScienceSE,
Universal SciencePE and Theology. As to First Philosophy/Universal ScienceSE,
this part of metaphysics proves the existence and describes the nature of the
subject-matters of natural philosophy and mathematics, namely corporeal
substance (II, 2-3) and discrete and continuous quantity (III, 3-5). In doing so,
it lays the foundations of these two disciplines, as Text 1 [3*] envisages 100 .
Furthermore, the species of ‘existent’ in Text 3 are the categories, as in Text 1
[3*] and afferents. As to Universal SciencePE, the properties of ‘existent’ are —
with one remarkable exception to be considered soon — the same as those
indicated in the texts related to Text 1. As to Theology, finally, its first
subdivision is based on proving the finitude of the four causal chains (VIII, 13), something that possibly corresponds to the mention of the ‘ultimate causes’
in Text 1 [1.1*].
As to the differences, the order of succession of the parts of metaphysics in
Text 3 is exactly the reverse of that envisaged in Text 1: First Philosophy/
Universal ScienceSE is the first part in Text 3, the last in Text 1, whereas
Theology is the last part in Text 3, the first in Text 1. In both texts, Universal
SciencePE occupies the middle position. We have already noticed in Text 2 the
inversion of the parts of metaphysics as arranged in Text 1. Another aspect of
difference is noteworthy: ‘one’ and ‘many’, which in Text 1 are a property of
‘existent’, do not appear in Text 3 either among the properties or among the
species of ‘existent’. They are discussed on their own.
This point brings us to Avicenna’s statements regarding ‘one’ and ‘many’.
They occur within the third treatise and in the opening sentences of treatises
IV and VII.
99
Cf. R. F RANK , The Science of Kal∞m, «Arabic Science and Philosophy», 2, 1992, pp. 7-37,
especially pp. 12-15.
100
Allusions to the foundation of natural philosophy occur in II, 3, p. 78, 14; cf. III, 7, p.
139, 13, and VI, 5, p. 294, 4-5. On the other hand, the foundation of logic occurs partly outside
Universal ScienceSE, as in the discussion of universals in treatise V (belonging to Universal
SciencePE). In V, 1-2 Avicenna deals with some doctrines that he had mentioned, but delayed
to metaphysics, in his commentary on Porphyry’s Isagoge ( Madπal ). This might be the reason
why Avicenna in Text 1 does not mention logic among the disciplines of which metaphysics
certifies the principles (something he does in the parallel passages of both the Maq∞la and the
Ris∞la ; cf. above, Table 1).
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Text 4
[1 = Universal ScienceSOM] [a] (III, 2, p. 103, 1-2) It is easy for you at this point
to know that we have ascertained the divisions (aqs∞m ) of ‘one’ 101.
[b] (III, 5, p. 124, 14) By ‘multiplicity’, two things ( ma√nay∞ni ) are understood 102.
[c] (IV, 1, p. 163, 4) Since we have spoken of the things occurring to ‘existent’ and
unity as species ( anw∞√ ) … 103.
[2.2 = Universal SciencePOM] [d] (IV, 1, p. 163, 4-6) … it is suitable that we speak
of the things occurring to them [‘existent’ and unity] as properties ( πaw∞µµ) and
concomitant accidents ( √aw∞ri∑ l∞zima ). We will start first with those belonging
to ‘existent’, and, among them, with anteriority and posteriority 104.
[e] (VII, 1, p. 303, 13-14) Therefore it is suitable for us to speak also of the things
that are proper ( al-um≤r allat± taπtaµµu ) to unity and to what is in opposite
correspondence to it — i.e. multiplicity — as sameness (huwahuwiyya ),
homogeneity, coincidence ( muw∞faqa ), equality, likeness and the things that are
in opposite correspondence to them 105.

Part [1] takes into account, besides those of ‘existent’, also the ‘species’
( anw∞√ ) of ‘one’ (cf. [c]) and ‘many’. It represents therefore, at the same time,
Universal ScienceSE (cf. Text 3) and Universal ScienceSOM. The species of
‘one’ are also called ‘divisions’ ( aqs∞m ) in [a]. As it appears from [a], their
analysis is given in III, 2. They are primarily the ‘one’ by accident and the ‘one’
by essence; under this latter heading, the ‘one’ by genus, the ‘one’ by species
(which is presented as equivalent to the ‘one’ by differentia), the ‘one’ by
relation, the ‘one’ by subject and the ‘one’ by number are enlisted. Avicenna
deals with the meanings, or species, of ‘many’ in the final part of chapter III,
5 (cf. [b]) 106. They are the absolute and relative multiplicity: the former is the
opposite of unity, the latter of paucity 107. The study of the opposition between
101

fa-yak≤nu sahlan √alayka min h∞∏∞ l-maw∑i√i an ta√rifa ann∞ qad ∫aqqaqn∞ aqs∞ma l-w∞∫idi.
wa-l-ka≥ratu yufhamu minh∞ ma√nay∞ni.
103
lamm∞ takallamn∞ √al∞ l-um≤ri llat± taqa√u mina l-wuø≤di wa-l-wa∫dati mawqi√a l-anw∞√i …
104
fa-bi-l-∫ariyyi an natakallama f± l-a∂y∞’i llat± taqa√u minhum∞ mawqi√a l-πaw∞µµi wa-l√aw∞ri∑i l-l∞zimati wa-nabda’u awwalan bi-llat± tak≤nu li-l-wuø≤di wa-minh∞ bi-l-taqaddumi
wa-l-ta’aππuri.
105
fa-∫ariyyun bin∞ an natakallama ay∑an f± l-um≤ri llat± taπtaµµu bi-l-wa∫dati wa-bimuq∞bilatih∞ [P110 P125 : wa-muq∞bil∞tih∞ t c] ayi l-ka≥rati mi≥la l-huwahuwiyyati [P110 P125
t Horten: l-huwiyyati c] wa-l-muø∞nasati wa-l-muw∞faqati wa-l-mus∞w∞ti wa-l-mu∂∞bahati wamuq∞bil∞tih∞. On the suggested emendations, cf. B ERTOLACCI , Some Texts cit.
106
III, 5, pp. 124, 14 - 125, 4.
107
In the Naø∞t we are told that the divisions of ‘many’ are opposite to the divisions of ‘one’
(ed. K URD ±, p. 200, 1). This would exclude the two meanings of multiplicity in Il∞hiyy∞ t III, 5 from
the status of divisions of ‘many’, since they are not opposite to the divisions of ‘one’. On the other
hand, the concrete analysis of the ‘species’ of ‘many’ in the Naø∞t (p. 224, 10-13) deals with the
same two meanings of multiplicity as in Il∞hiyy∞ t III, 5.
102
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‘one’ and ‘many’ in chapter III, 6 is, thus, a complement of the final part of
III, 5108. Chapters III, 3-5, dealing with quantity, belong to Universal ScienceSOM,
in so far as unity is the principle of quantity. To the discussion of quantity is
related also chapter III, 9 (the qualities affecting quantities). All in all, therefore,
Universal ScienceSOM consists of chapters III, 2-6 and III, 9.
Part [2.2] investigates the ‘properties’ ( πaw∞µµ ) of ‘one’ and ‘many’ (cf. [d])
and constitutes Universal SciencePOM. These properties are called
‘concomitant accidents’ ( √aw∞ri∑ l∞zima ) in [d], ‘things that are proper’ ( alum≤r allat± taπtaµµu ) in [e]. The properties of ‘one’ and ‘many’ are dealt with
in chapter VII, 1. In this chapter Avicenna takes into account — among the
properties of ‘one’ — ‘same’, ‘like’, ‘equal’, ‘correlative’ ( mun∞sib ),
‘homogeneous’, ‘similar’ and ‘conformable’. Among the properties of ‘many’,
he deals with ‘other’, ‘different’ and ‘opposition’ (with special attention to
‘privation’ and ‘contrariety’).
In the following two chapters (VII, 2-3), Avicenna expounds and refutes
the doctrine of those philosophers who regard quantity (both arithmetical
and geometrical) as substance and principle of substance. He had announced
this theme, not only in Text 2, but also in chapter III, 1 109 , as a sort of
complement to the proof of the accidentality of quantity (given in chapters
III, 3-5). Chapters VII, 2-3, therefore, can be regarded as a sort of pars
destruens of the treatment of ‘one’ and ‘many’.
The differences of Text 4 from Text 2 are mainly three. First and most
important, whereas in Text 2 ‘one’ and ‘many’ have only ‘things that follow’
( taw∞bi‘ ) them, corresponding to their properties, in Text 4 they have both
species and properties. In other words, the treatment of ‘one’ and ‘many’ in
Text 4 shows the same inner structure the treatment of ‘existent’ has in Text
1 and Text 3. Like the latter, also the former is divided in a section dealing with
species (Universal ScienceSOM) and a section dealing with properties (Universal
SciencePOM). Only Universal SciencePOM was mentioned in Text 2.
Second, in Text 2 the doctrine of ‘one’ and ‘many’ in its entirety appears as
an independent unit, which is disconnected from the discussion of ‘existent’,
and comes after it. In Text 4, on the other hand, as a consequence of the first
difference, ‘existent’, on the one hand, and ‘one’ and ‘many’, on the other, are
dealt with in parallel stages: first we have Universal ScienceSE together with
Universal ScienceSOM; then Universal SciencePE followed by Universal
SciencePOM. Universal ScienceSE and Universal ScienceSOM are
108
For an Italian translation of this chapter, cf. A. B ERTOLACCI , Metafisica A , 5, 986 a 22-26
nell’Il∞hiyy∞t del Kit∞b al-¶if∞’ di Ibn S±n∞ , «Documenti e Studi sulla Tradizione Filosofica
Medievale», 10, 1999, pp. 205-231; pp. 224-231.
109
III, 1, p. 95, 13-14.
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intermingled, and do not constitute two independent subdivisions 110 . Thus, in
[c] (cf. Text 3 [b]), Avicenna declares jointly concluded the treatment of both.
Universal SciencePE and Universal SciencePOM, on the contrary, are distinct
from each other (cf. [e]), even though both are subdivisions of the same part
of metaphysics (cf. [d]) 111. This peculiar side-by-side treatment of ‘existent’
and ‘one’ is perhaps due to the overlapping of Universal ScienceSE and
Universal ScienceSOM, something which entails a link (for the sake of
symmetry) also between Universal SciencePE and Universal SciencePOM.
Third, the order of topics envisaged by Text 2 within the doctrine of ‘one’,
‘many’ and related matters is not the same as that resulting from Universal
ScienceSOM and Universal SciencePOM in Text 4. Moreover, the properties
of ‘one’ and ‘many’ in Text 4 includes only some of the ‘things that follow’ them
in Text 2 112.
To sum up: the concrete structure of the Il∞hiyy∞t , as witnessed by Text 3
and Text 4, is the result of the coexistence and interaction of two axes. The
main axis concerns ‘existent’, and is represented by First Philosophy/Universal
ScienceSE ([1]), Universal SciencePE ([2.1]) and Theology ([3]). The second
axis regards ‘one’ and ‘many’ and is given by Universal ScienceSOM ([1]) and
110
Universal ScienceSE (II, 1-III, 10) encompasses Universal ScienceSOM (III, 2-6; III, 9).
Universal ScienceSE starts before Universal ScienceSOM in the second treatise (substance in II,
1-4), and follows after it in the third treatise (quality and relation in III, 7-10). Universal
ScienceSOM, in its turn, embraces a part of Universal ScienceSE (quantity in III, 3-5), of which
it constitutes, so to say, the framework. As Avicenna himself contends at the end of III, 1 (pp.
95, 15-96, 4), the reason of the insertion of chapter III, 2 (the starting-point of Universal
ScienceSOM) at this point of the Il∞hiyy∞t is that ‘one’ is a principle of quantity. As a matter of
fact, the proof of the accidentality of number in III, 3 is heavily dependent on the proof of the
accidentality of ‘one’ (cf. A. B ERTOLACCI , The Reception of Avicenna’s ‘Philosophia Prima’ in Albert
the Great’s Commentary on the ‘Metaphysics’: The Case of the Doctrine of Unity , in Albertus
Magnus 1200-2000. Zum Gedenken nach 800 Jahren : neue Zugänge, Aspekte und Perspektiven,
edd. W. S ENNER et al., Akademie Verlag, Berlin 2001, pp. 67-78). Probably because of the
overlapping of Universal ScienceSE and Universal ScienceSOM, the third treatise is the longest
of the Il∞hiyy∞t (ten chapters).
111
Avicenna deals first with Universal SciencePE (IV-VI) in its entirety, then with Universal
SciencePOM (VII, 1-3). Even though this latter comes immediately after Universal SciencePE,
it belongs to a distinct, independent treatise.
112
The differences between Text 2 and the concrete treatment of Universal SciencePOM
(VII, 1-3) are even greater. Many properties of ‘one’ in Text 2 are subsumed under ‘same’ in
Universal SciencePOM: ‘like’, ‘equal’ and ‘correlative’ ( mun∞sib ) are presented as instances of
sameness concerning accidents (quality, quantity, relation); ‘homogeneous’ and ‘similar’ as
instances of sameness concerning the constituents of essence (genus and species); ‘conformable’
as an instance of sameness concerning properties. In this list, ‘correlative’ takes the place of
‘coincident’ ( muw∞fiq ). Among the properties of ‘many’, ‘unlike’, ‘unequal’, ‘non-homogeneous’,
‘non-conformable’ are omitted.
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Universal Science POM ([2.2]). Within Universal Science, the two axes either
intersects one another (in [1]), or runs parallel to one another (in [2.1] and
[2.2]). If we consider how much attention Avicenna devotes to the question of
the unicity and unity of the Necessary Existent, both within the Introduction
(I, 7) and within Theology (VIII, 4-5), we realize that the second axis of
metaphysics does not affect only Universal Science, but pervades all the
Il∞hiyy∞t , and is therefore as fundamental as the main one.
The main axis of metaphysics was already provided, albeit in the reverse
order, by Text 1 (Theology, Universal SciencePE, First Philosophy/Universal
ScienceSE). The second axis, on the other hand, was introduced, but only
partially displayed by Text 2. In this text, the treatment of ‘one’, ‘many’ and
related topics appeared more as a part of metaphysics than as a second
fundamental dimension of this discipline. The fact that the Il∞hiyy∞t is construed
as a doctrine of ‘existent’ (the main axis), but encompasses also a theory of ‘one’
and ‘many’ (the second axis), is one of the salient feature of this work.
§5. T HE

STRUCTURE OF METAPHYSICS IN THE OTHER

A VICENNIAN

SUMMAE

Besides the ¶if∞’ , Avicenna wrote other philosophical summae (both in
Arabic and in Persian), which, albeit less extensive than his masterpiece, are
nonetheless interesting for our purposes. They present a structure of
metaphysics that is different from, and less comprehensive than, that of the
Il∞hiyy∞t . From this point of view, the Il∞hiyy∞t is an unicum in Avicenna’s
literary output not only from the point of view of doctrine, but also from the
perspective of structure.
In the present article I take into account the following works: the Kit∞b alI∂∞r∞t wa-l-Tanb±h∞t (Book of Pointers and Reminders, henceforth: I∂∞r∞t ) 113 ;
the already mentioned √Uy≤n al-™ikma (henceforth: √Uy≤n ) 114, D∞ne∂n∞me113
This work consists of two parts, one dealing with logic, the other with natural philosophy
(II, 1-3) and metaphysics (II, 4-10). I BN S ° N † , Al-I∂∞r∞t wa-l-Tanb±h∞t , ed. J. F ORGET , Brill, Leiden
1892; I BN S ° N †, Al-I∂∞r∞t wa-l-tanb±h∞t , ed. S. D UNYA , 3 voll., Cairo 1960; overall French
translation in: I BN S ° N † (A VICENNE ), Livre des Directives et Remarques (Kit∞b al-’I∂∞r∞t wa ltanb±h∞t ), traduction avec introduction et notes par A.-M. G OICHON , Commission Internationale
pour la Traduction des Chefs-d'oeuvre, Beirouth, Vrin, Paris 1951, repr. 1999; French translation
of II, 8 in J. M ICHOT , De la joie et du bonheur. Essai de traduction critique de la section II, 8 des
Ish∞r∞t d’Avicenne, «Bulletin de Philosophie Médiévale», 26, 1983, pp. 49-60 [based on Forget’s
edition]; English translation of II, 8-10 in: S. I NATI , Ibn Sin∞ and Mysticism, Keagan Paul
International, London-New York 1996; English translation of the prologues to the two parts and
of the epilogue in G UTAS , Avicenna cit., pp. 54-56; pp. 140-141. Among the recent studies, see T.
M AYER , Ibn S±n∞’s √Burh∞n al-Sidd±q±n’ , «Journal of Islamic Studies», 12, 2001, pp. 18-39.
114
This work consists of three ‘sections’ ( aqs∞m ), dealing with logic, natural philosophy and
metaphysics (ed. B ADAW ° , p. 1, 5).
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ye √Al∞’± (in Persian) 115 , and Kit∞b al-Hid∞ya (henceforth: Hid∞ya ) 116 ; and
the Kit∞b al-Naø∞ t (Book of Salvation, henceforth: Naø∞t ) 117 . I disregard, on
the contrary, two other summae, namely Al-Maøm≤√ (The Compilation) or Al±ikma al-√Ar≤∑±ya (Philosophy for ‘Ar≤∑±), and the Ma∂riqiyy≤n . The former
is preserved in an incomplete manuscript, having some folios of the
metaphysical section out of place 118 , whereas in the latter the metaphysical
section is not extant 119 .
I do not engage in the question of the relative chronology of the writings
I take into account. I study these works from a theoretical, rather than
historical, point of view, in order to elucidate the different typologies of the
structure of metaphysics which emerge from them. The order according to
which I take them into account corresponds to a line of increasing structural
complexity and proximity to the Il∞hiyy∞ t. This line culminates in the Naø∞t ,
115

This work consists of three original parts: logic, metaphysics and natural philosophy
(the part on mathematics was added by Avicenna’s disciple and secretary al-Ø≤zø∞n±).
Besides the English translation of the metaphysical section (M OREWEDGE , The Metaphysica of
Avicenna cit.), an integral French translation is available (A VICENNE , Le Livre de science, tr.
M. A CHENA - H. M ASSÉ , Les Belles Lettres, Paris 1955-1958; repr. 1986). In what follows, I adopt
the numeration of chapters that Morewedge proposes.
116
This work consists of three parts (logic, natural philosophy and metaphysics). French
translation of chapter 6 of the metaphysical section in J. R. M ICHOT , L’eschatologie dans le «Livre
de la guidance» d’Avicenne. Présentation, traduction et index de la dernière section du Kitâb alHidâya, «Bulletin de Philosophie Médiévale», 30, 1988, pp. 138-152; integral Italian translation
in O. L IZZINI , La metafisica del Libro della Guida. Presentazione e traduzione della terza parte (b∞b)
del Kitâb al-Hidâya di Avicenna, «Le Muséon», 108, 1995, pp. 367-424.
117
This work consists of three original parts: logic, natural philosophy and metaphysics
(mathematics was added by al-Ø≤zø∞n±). The numbers of treatises and chapters I report in what
follows refer to the the metaphysical section. This has been translated in modern Latin (A VICENNAE
Metaphysices Compendium, ex arabo latinum reddidit et adnotationibus adornavit N. C ARAME,
Pontificium Institutum Orientalium Studiorum, Romae 1926). Among the English translations of
particular chapters, the following deserve to be mentioned: a fragment of chapter I, 11 in
W ISNOVSKY , Notes cit., p. 202; chapter I, 12 in M. E. M ARMURA, Avicenna and the Kal∞m , «Zeitschrift
für Geschichte der Arabisch-Islamischen Wissenschaften », 7, 1991-1992, pp. 172-206; pp. 178180; chapters II, 1-3 and II, 12 in HOURANI , Ibn S±n∞ on Necessary and Possible Existence cit., pp.
78-82; chapter II, 12 in M ARMURA , Avicenna’s Proof from Contingency cit., p. 350; chapter II, 37 in
M. F AKHRY , Ethical Theories in Islam, Brill, Leiden 1991, second expanded edition 1994, Appendix
B’, pp. 219-226; chapters II, 38 and II, 40 in A. ARBERRY , Avicenna on Theology, Murray, London
1951, repr. Hyperion Press, Westport (Conn.) 1979, pp. 42-49; 64-76.
118
Ms. Uppsala 364; cf. G UTAS , Avicenna cit., pp. 87-93; W ISNOVSKY , Notes cit., p. 202 n. 38.
119
The introduction, the division of the sciences and the surviving part on logic have been
printed in Man¥iq al-Ma∂riqiyy±n cit. ; English translation (with textual remarks) of the
introduction (pp. 2-4) and of a fragment of the division of the sciences (p. 7, 5-7) in G UTAS ,
Avicenna cit., pp. 43-49, p. 254. For a detailed overview, cf. G UTAS , Avicenna cit., pp. 115-130;
I D ., Avicenna’s Eastern (‘Oriental’) Philosophy cit..
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which provides the most complete example of structural arrangement of
metaphysics. However, as the Naø∞t is not a summary of the Il∞hiyy∞t from
the point of view of content (something that has already been pointed out in
recent scholarship) 120, in the same way, it is not a mere duplicate of it from the
point of view of structure. My investigation aims at providing the startingpoint of an analysis which future reasearch will hopefully bring to completion.
Unless otherwise noted, the titles of the aforementioned summae refer to
their metaphysical sections.
Before describing the structure of metaphysics in each of the
aforementioned works, I summarize their contents in the following table. To
make the comparison easier, I report in the left column the structure of
metaphysics in the Il∞hiyy∞t (cf. above, Table 3).
Table 4

Il∞hiyy∞t
Prolegomena
Introduction
[1] Universal
ScienceSE+SOM
[2.1] Universal
SciencePE

[2.2] Universal
SciencePOM
[3] Theology
Appendix

I∂∞r∞t

‘Uy≤n

D∞ne∂n∞meye ‘Al∞’±

Hid∞ya

Naø∞t

Universal
ScienceSE+PE

Universal
ScienceSE
Universal
SciencePE
(including
Universal
ScienceSPO+SPM)

Universal
ScienceSE
Universal
SciencePE

Universal
ScienceSE
Universal
SciencePE

Universal
ScienceSO

Universal
ScienceSOM+POM

Theology

Theology

Universal
SciencePE

Theology

Theology

Theology

120
Only chapters II, 7-9 and II, 16-40 of Theology in the Naø∞ t are (almost) verbatim the
same as chapters VIII, 5 - X, 3 of Theology in the Il∞hiyy∞ t (cf. A.-M. G OICHON , La distinction
de l’essence et de l’existence d’apres Ibn Sina, de Brouwer, Paris 1937, pp. 501-503) ; both
works depend, in this respect, on al-Mabda’ wa-l-Ma√∞d (cf. G UTAS , Avicenna cit., pp. 112114 ; Y. M AHDAVI , Columns of Comparison of Metaphysical and Psychological Chapters of the
Works : Naø∞t, Al-mabda’ wa-l-ma√∞d, ¶if∞’, Ris∞lat al-nafs, « Farhang-e Ir∞n Zam±n », 27,
1366 H., pp. 1-8).
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In the I∂∞r∞t , metaphysics 121 covers the last seven ‘chapters’ (anm∞¥ ) of the
second part of the work (II, 4-10). The previous chapters of the second part
(II, 1-3) deal with natural philosophy. Thus metaphysics is not structurally
independent within the overall work. The internal structure of metaphysics is
not stated anywhere, also because the investigation starts in medias res. Due
to the particular style of the work, which consists in « providing hints and
guidelines to the student, rather than ready-made arguments» 122 , it is also
difficult to extract the structure of metaphysics from its concrete treatment.
Broadly speaking, it can be maintained that metaphysics in the I∂∞r∞t
consists of a very succint Universal Science, placed at the beginning of
chapter 4 123 , and a much more extensive Theology, covering the rest of II, 4
and the remaining six chapters. Universal Science is not clearly separated
from Theology; the latter starts in the same chapter where the former is
placed (II, 4). Universal Science is not given for its own sake, but is propaedeutic
to, and almost a part of, Theology 124 . In it, only the doctrine of causality is
taken into account. It can be regarded, therefore, as a very brief form of
Universal ScienceSE. It does encompass neither Universal ScienceSE nor
Universal ScienceO. As to Theology, it contains, in a slightly different order,
the six sub-divisions of the Theology of the Il∞hiyy∞ t 125 . Apart from the fact
121
Metaphysics is called ‘what comes after it (i.e.natural philosophy)’ ( m∞ ba√dah≤, i.e. √ilm
al-¥ab±√a ) in the Prologue to the first part, ed. Forget p. 2, 8; the variant readings ‘what comes
before it’ ( m∞ qablah≤ ), witnessed by mss. D and F in Forget’s edition, is retained in Duny∞’s
edition (p. 166, 1) and in Gutas’s translation (Avicenna cit., p. 55 and n. 4).
122
G UTAS , Avicenna cit., p. 141.
123
Ed. F ORGET , pp. 138, 2 - 140, 11. I take ch. 4, p. 140, 12, as the beginning of Theology. I
regard the title of the fourth chapter (‘On existence and its causes’, p. 138, 1) as applying to the
sole Universal SciencePE, which consists of a section dealing with ‘existent’ (pp. 138, 2-139, 13)
and another dealing with the causes (pp. 139, 14-140, 11). D AVIDSON , Proofs for Eternity cit., p.
239 and n. 44, regards pp. 140ff. as the place of the I∂∞r∞t where the proof of God’s existence is
provided.
124
As the conclusion of chapter 4 (pp. 146, 13 - 147, 2) makes clear, the doctrine of this
chapter is essentially theological: in it, the analysis of ‘existent’ is nothing else than the startingpoint of the proof of God’s existence and the elucidation of His features. On account of this, the
original distinction between ‘existent’ and ‘sensible’, placed at the very beginning of chapter 4
(pp. 138, 2-139, 10) has to be read in the light of what Avicenna says at the end of the same
chapter, namely that the investigation of God he proposes ‘does not need to take into account
His creation and His action’ (p. 146, 14-15). In chapter 4 the initial distinction between ‘existent’
and ‘sensible’ is followed by the distinction between essence and existence (p. 139, 11-13), which
corresponds to a passage of I, 5 in the Il∞hiyy∞ t (pp. 31, 2 - 32, 5).
125
Chapter 4 encompasses, after Universal SciencePE, both a proof of the Necessary
Existent’s existence (p. 140, 12-142, 9; cf. M ARMURA , Avicenna’s Proof from Contingency cit., pp.
339-341; D AVIDSON , Proofs for Eternity cit., p. 289, n. 44; M AYER , Ibn S±n∞’s √Burh∞n al-Sidd±q±n’
cit.), and a description of His nature (p. 142, 10-147, 2). Chapters 5-6 are devoted to Cosmology.
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that one of God’s attributes (His knowledge) is dealt with after, and not
before, the production of the universe, the Theology of the I∂∞r∞t is structurally
the same as that of the Il∞hiyy∞t .
The √Uy≤n is a work portrayed by both Medieval Arab commentators and
modern editors as ‘scattered and lacking architecture’ 126. Despite the presence
of some introductory lines resembling in content chapter I, 2 of the
Il∞hiyy∞t 127 , the only clues about the structure of metaphysics are given by
the actual content of the work. As a matter of fact, it consists of a single unit,
which can be divided tentatively into Universal Science 128 and Theology 129 .
Universal Science encompasses both Universal SciencePE and Universal
ScienceSE. The structural distinction between these two, however, is
not preserved 130 . Any doctrine of ‘one’ and ‘many’, on the contrary, is

The seventh chapter is a sort of miscellanous unit, whose core is noetics: in so doing, it deals,
retrospectively, with another attribute of the Necessary Existent, namely Its knowledge of Itself
and of the universe (i.e. Its providence, which entails a theodicy), and provides a first account
of Eschatology. Chapter 8 takes into account ex professo Eschatology (cf. M ICHOT , De la joie et du
bonheur cit., p. 50: «… le texte des Ish∞r∞t dont nous venons d’évoquer le contenu nous est paru
d’un grand intérêt car ce que le philosophe propose dans ses deux premières parties, c’est en fait
un réexamen des principaux thèmes qu’il étudie ailleurs, par exemple à la fin de la Métaphysique
du Shif∞ ’, dans les exposés qu’il consacre explicitement au ma√∞d , au retour, c’est-à-dire à la vie
future»). To it the following chapter (9) is linked, since this as well is a reworking, according
to an original pattern and by means of some sufi terminology, of many doctrines that Avicenna
expounds in Il∞hiyy∞ t IX, 7 (I have provided an analysis of chapter 9 in the still unpublished
article Sufism in the ninth nama¥ of Avicenna’s Al-I∂∞r∞t wa-l-Tanb±h∞t : a Discussion [Fall
1999]; cf. G UTAS , Avicenna’s Eastern (‘Oriental’) Philosophy cit., pp. 163-165 and n. 14). Finally,
chapter 10 deals with Prophetology (cf. Livre des Directives et Remarques cit., p. 514, n. 2: «Dans
cet ouvrage, Ibn S±n∞ suit donc la même progression de pensée que dans le ¶if∞’ et la Naø∞ t, qui
s’achèvent pour ainsi dire, sur l’étude de la prophétie»).
126
Cf. √A. Badaw±’s Preface, in his edition of the work, p. vii.
127
In the opening lines (p. 47, 4-15), ‘existent’ is declared to be the subject-matter of
metaphysics, whereas the objects of investigation of this discipline are subsumed under a sole
rubric, that of the ‘essential accidents’ ( √aw∞ri∑ ∏∞tiyya ) of ‘existent’. As examples of these latter
Avicenna provides ‘one’ and ‘many’, ‘universal’ and ‘particular’, ‘act’ and ‘potency’ and causality.
Even though these concepts represent properties of ‘existent’, and in the opening lines no
mention is made of its species, The doctrine of ‘existent’ in the rest of the work consists not only
of Universal SciencePE, but also of Universal ScienceSE.
128
Ed. B ADAW ° , pp. 47, 15 - 57, 6.
129
Pp. 57, 7 - 60, 10. It is remarkable that, in quantitative terms, the extent of Universal
Science is the double of that of Theology.
130
A first treatment of the species of ‘existent’ (essentially the category of substance, pp. 47,
15 - 49, 15) is followed by the analysis of some its properties (potency and cause, pp. 49, 17 - 53,
2), by a second treatment of its species (substance and accidents, pp. 53, 4 - 55, 2), and by the
analysis of some other among its properties (necessary and possible as applied to ‘existent’ — cf.
Il∞hiyy∞t I, 6-7 — and universal, pp. 55, 2 - 57, 6).
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absent 131 . Theology treats only three topics: a brief proof of the Necessary
Existent’s existence 132, the description of Its main features133, and the pleasure
and future happiness of the human rational soul134. No treatment of the procession
of the universe, of theodicy and of prophecy, on the contrary, is offered.
In the D∞ne∂n∞me-ye √Al∞’± , a bipartition of metaphysics into Universal
Science and Theology is clearly stated in one of the first chapters of the
section devoted to this discipline (ch. 2) 135 , though it is not immediately
visible in the concrete structure of the work, where Theology (chapters 19-57)
follows Universal Science (chapters 3-18) without any break of continuity 136.
In the actual development of the work, Universal Science is de facto divided
into Universal ScienceSE (chapters 3-11) 137 and Universal SciencePE (chapters
12-18) 138, without, however, any previous mention of this division and any
explicit distinction between species and properties. The doctrine of ‘one’ and

131
Avicenna refers, en passant, to unity and multiplicity in the section of the work devoted
to the analysis of ‘universal’ (pp. 56, 5 - 57, 6).
132
P. 57, 7-11.
133
Pp. 57, 12 - 59, 13.
134
Pp. 59, 13 - 60, 10; cf. G UTAS , Avicenna cit., pp. 258-259 and n. 41.
135
In chapter 2 the ‘states’ of ‘existent’ investigated by metaphysics are sharply distinguished
from its causes (cf. M OREWEDGE , The Metaphysica of Avicenna cit., p. 14). In the D∞ne∂n∞me-ye
√Al∞’± metaphysics is the first theoretical discipline to be expounded, after logic and before
natural philosophy and mathematics; the section devoted to metaphysics contains, therefore,
a first chapter which can be considered an introduction to theoretical philosophy in general and
deals with the division of the sciences (chapter 1). In so doing, it resembles the first part of
chapter I, 1 in the Il∞hiyy∞t (pp. 3, 11 - 5, 1). Chapter 2 takes into account two other themes of
the Prolegomena of the Il∞hiyy∞ t, namely the subject-matter and the objects of investigation of
metaphysics (cf. I, 2), and the rank of this discipline with respect to natural philosophy and
mathematics (cf. I, 3, pp. 19, 1 - 21, 11). The beginning of chapter 3 deals with ‘existent’ as
primary concept — a theme Avicenna faces in I, 5 — whereas the rest of this chapter is the
starting-point of Universal ScienceSE.
136
In a certain respect, the last chapter of Universal Science (ch. 18) can be regarded as the
beginning of Theology, whereas the second chapter of Theology (ch. 20) still belongs to
Universal Science (cf. below, nn. 138, 140).
137
The second part of chapter 3 and the following chapters (4-11) are devoted to Universal
ScienceSE: the species of ‘existent’ taken into account are substance (chs. 3-8) and accidents
(ch. 9), with particular attention to quantity and quality (ch. 10). The last chapter of Universal
ScienceSE (ch. 11) deals with the way in which ‘existent’ is predicated of the categories, and has
a parallel in a passage of Il∞hiyy∞t I, 5, pp. 34, 15-35, 2.
138
The analysis of ‘necessary’ and ‘possible’ as applied to ‘existent’ (ch. 18) — which in the
Il∞hiyy∞t occurs in the Introduction (I, 6-7) — is part of Universal SciencePE — together with
‘universal’ and ‘particular’ (ch. 12), ‘one’ and ‘many’ (ch. 13), ‘prior’ and ‘posterior’ (ch. 14 and
16), ‘cause’ and ‘effect’ (chs.15-16), ‘potency’ and ‘act’ (ch. 17) — and constitutes the transition
to Theology.
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‘many’ is possibly alluded to in chapter 2 139, and actually occurs in chapter 13,
but has no structural relevance. The treatment of, first, the species and
properties of ‘one’ (Universal ScienceSPO) and, second, the species and
properties of ‘many’ (Universal ScienceSPM) is only an element of Universal
SciencePE. Theology encompasses, differently ordered, three of the six topics
of the Il∞hiyy∞ t’s Theology (except the Necessary Existent’s existence, Theodicy
and Prophetology) 140 .
In the Hid∞ya both the bipartition in Universal Science and Theology, and
the doctrinal relevance of Theology over Universal Science, are alluded to in
the introductory section 141. In the actual structure of the work, in addition,
Universal ScienceSE is separated from Universal SciencePE, and both are
followed by an independent treatment of the species of ‘one’ (Universal
SceinceSO) 142 The eminence of Theology over Universal Science is confirmed
by the fact that only one chapter ( faµl ) of the work is devoted to the latter,
whereas the remaining five deal with the former. Of the five theological
chapters, one deals with the distinction of Necessary Existent and possible
existent and with the attributes of the Necessary Existent (chapter 2); two
with Cosmology (chapters 3-4); one with Prophetology (chapter 5) and the
last with Eschatology (chapter 6). Within Theology, what is noteworthy is the
absence of a proof of the Necessary Existent’s existence, and the precedence
of Prophetology over Eschatology 143 .

139
In this chapter ‘one’ and ‘many’, ‘to be in agreement’ and ‘to be in disagreement’ are
mentioned apart from the other states of ‘existent’; cf. M OREWEDGE , The Metaphysica of Avicenna
cit., p. 14.
140
Within Theology (chs. 19-57), chapters 19-37 deal with the Necessary Existent’s nature,
chapter 37 takes into account Eschatology as well, and chapers 38-57 deal with Cosmology.
Eschatology (ch. 37), thus, is placed before Cosmology (chs. 38-57). As a matter of fact, chapter
20 breaks the continuity of Theology, and would fit better in an ontological context: in its title
the ‘possible existent’ is mentioned (this connects chapter 20 with chapter 18), and its content
is mainly a discussion of the causal relationship between the cause of existence and its effect
(this connects chapter 20 with chapters 15-16). Cf. M OREWEDGE , The Metaphysica of Avicenna
cit., p. 206.
141
Ed. ‘A BDUH , ch. 1, p. 232, 4-7. In it, ‘what occurs’ ( m∞ ya√ri∑u ) to ‘existent qua existent’ is
presented as the object of investigation of metaphysics, whereas the study of the first
principles is called its ‘perfection’ ( tam∞m ). Metaphysics in this passage is named ‘first
philosophy’ ( falsafa ≤l∞ ).
142
After a few lines elucidating the mode of predication of ‘existent’ (ch. 1, p. 232, 9-12), and
corresponding to a passage of Il∞hiyy∞t I, 5 (pp. 34, 15 - 35, 2), in the first chapter of the work
we encounter Universal ScienceSE (substance, ch. 1, pp. 232, 12 - 238, 7), Universal SciencePE
(anterior and posterior, cause, universal, ch. 1, pp. 239, 2 - 255, 3) and Universal ScienceSO
(species of ‘one’, ch. 1, p. 255, 6 - 259, 6).
143
Cf. G UTAS , Avicenna cit., pp. 258-259.
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In the Naø∞t , the structure of metaphysics is clearly formulated in the
opening four chapters (I, 1-4) 144, and consistently accomplished in the rest of
the work. Chapter I, 1 is a sort of general introduction; in it Avicenna
establishes the bipartition of metaphysics into Universal Science and
Theology 145. Chapters I, 2-4, on the other hand, are an introduction to
Universal Science in particular. After distinguishing in I, 2 the doctrine of
‘existent’ from that of ‘one’ and ‘many’, and providing the equivalent of the
distinction between species and properties of a subject-matter in I, 3146, in the
first part of I, 4 Avicenna describes Universal ScienceSE, Universal SciencePE,
and the doctrine of ‘one’ and ‘many’ 147.
As to the concrete structure, the metaphysical part of the Naø∞t consists of
two treatises, the former including Universal Science, the latter devoted to
Theology. The first treatise can be further subdivided into two consecutive
parts, devoted respectively to ‘existent’ (Universal ScienceSE plus Universal
SciencePE) and ‘one’ and ‘many’ 148. The doctrine of ‘one’ and ‘many’, according

144
Chapters I, 1-3 and the first half of chapter I, 4 in the Naø∞t roughly correspond to chapter
I, 2 of the Il∞hiyy∞t ’s Prolegomena. Three lines of chapter I, 4 of the Naø∞t , where Avicenna
reminds the status of ‘existent’ as primary concept (p. 200, 3-6), have a more extensive parallel
in a passage of chapter I, 5 of the Il∞hiyy∞t ’s Introduction (pp. 29, 5 - 30, 11).
145
In I, 1 (p. 198, 5-6; line 6 is omitted in Faπr±’s edition) Avicenna envisages what appears
to be a three-fold vertical axis of metaphysics: he mentions the ‘states’ ( a∫w∞l ), the ‘consequent
attributes’ ( law∞∫iq ) and the ‘principles’ ( mab∞di’ ) of ‘existent’. However, the term ‘states’ is
apparently used in a non-technical sense in this passage: ‘state’ ( ∫∞l ) occurs on its own
immediately before (p. 198, 4), and ‘status’ (amr) is employed as its synonym immediately after
(p. 198, 6). The vertical division is, therefore, a bipartition.
146
In I, 3 Avicenna divides the consequent attributes into essential and non-essential, and
the essential ones into ‘specific differences’ ( fuµ≤l ) and ‘(proper) accidents’ ( √aw∞ri∑ ); they
produce, respectively, the division into ‘species’ ( anw∞√ ) and ‘states’ ( ∫∞l∞t ). In the next chapter
(I, 4, p. 199, 13 - 16; p. 200, 1), the ‘states’ are called ‘accidental sections’ ( fuµ≤l √ara∑iyya ),
‘types’ ( aµn∞f ) and — surprisingly — ‘consequent attributes’ ( law∞∫iq ). Since the ‘consequent
attributes’ producing the ‘states’ are the ‘proper accidents’, we are allowed calling the ‘states’
‘proper accidents’ as well. Also in the Naø∞t , therefore, the main distinction can be reduced to
‘species’ and ‘proper accidents’.
147
Pp. 199, 10 - 200, 3. Universal ScienceSE is said to focus on the categories, Universal
SciencePE on ‘potency’ and ‘act’, ‘one’ and ‘many’, ‘anterior’ and ‘posterior’, ‘perfect’ and
‘imperfect’, ‘cause’ and ‘caused’. The part of Universal Science devoted to ‘one’ and ‘many’ is
described as dealing first with ‘one’ — its species are ‘one’ by genus, by species, by accident, by
analogy and by number; its properties are equality, likeness, ‘correspondence’ ( mu¥∞baqa ),
homogeneity, conformability and ‘same’ (Universal ScienceSPO) — then with ‘many’ — its
species are said to be opposite to those of ‘one’; its properties are otherness, opposition,
unlikeness, unequality, non-homogeneity and non-conformability (Universal ScienceSPM).
148
The second half of chapter I, 4 and chapters I, 5-10 deal with Universal ScienceSE:
particular attention is paid, among the categories, to substance, quantity and quality, whereas
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to the program (I, 4), should be an instance of Universal ScienceSPO plus
Universal ScienceSPM (the species and properties of ‘one’ should be taken
into account before those of ‘many’). In the concrete structure (I, 21), on the
contrary, it is an instance of Universal ScienceSOM plus Universal SciencePOM
(the species of ‘one’ and ‘many’ are taken into account before the properties
of ‘one’ and ‘many’). Universal ScienceSOM is not clearly separated from
Universal SciencePOM 149.
The second treatise deals with Theology. Theology encompasses seven
topics, one more than in the Il∞hiyy∞t . The first three chapters (II, 1-3) take into
account the Necessary Existent and the possible existent in themselves150. The
elucidation of the Necessary Existent’s nature both precedes (II, 4-11) and
follows (II, 16-20) the proof of His existence (II, 12-15). Cosmology (II, 21-36),
Theodicy (II, 37), Eschatology (II, 38) and Prophetology (II, 39-41) 151 follow.
To summarize: in the works I have described, the structure of metaphysics
is increasingly complex. In the first stage of the process ( I∂∞r∞t ), almost no
structural pattern is discernible (Universal Science is a very brief
propaedeutic to Theology). In the second stage ( √Uy≤n ) the main bipartition
(Universal Science and Theology) is present — as in all the following stages
— but the internal structure of Universal Science is fluid (Universal ScienceSE
is mixed with Universal SciencePE) ; the treatment of ‘one’ and ‘many’ is still
missing. In the third stage ( D∞ne∂n∞me-ye √Al∞’± ) Universal ScienceSE is
distinct from Universal SciencePE — as in all the following stages — and the
doctrine of ‘one’ and ‘many’ makes its first appearance ; this latter is
complete in itself (species and properties of both ‘one’ and ‘many’ = Universal
relation is not discussed. Universal SciencePE covers chapters I, 11-21: ‘eternal’, ‘coming-intoexistence’ and ‘universal’ are added to the properties of ‘existent’ mentioned in I, 4. The
transition from the doctrine of ‘existent’ to that of ‘one’ and ‘many’ is marked by the title of
chapter I, 21, p. 223, 20: ‘Chapter on the species of ‘one’ and ‘many’’. In this chapter Avicenna
deals first with the species both of ‘one’ and ‘many’ (Universal ScienceSOM): the former are
those enlisted in I, 4, with the addition of ‘one’ by subject and ‘one’ by universality (for example,
the Sun); the latter are absolute and relative multiplicity, as in Il∞hiyy∞t III, 5. Then he faces
the properties of both ‘one’ and ‘many’ (Universal SciencePOM): the former are those mentioned
in I, 4 plus ‘parallelism’ ( muw∞z∞t ); among the latter, only opposition is recalled, and difference
and contrariety are added.
149
Universal ScienceSOM and Universal SciencePOM are treated in the same chapter (I, 21),
whose title mentions only the ‘species’ ( anw∞√ ) of ‘one’ and ‘many’ (p. 223, 20).
150
Chapters II, 1-4 and II, 11 resemble chapters I, 6-7 of the Il∞hiyy∞t : as these, they
deal with the Necessary Existent and His unicity and with the possible existent. This
confirms the theological purport of chapters I, 6-7 within the Il∞hiyy∞t ’s Introduction (cf.
above, §4, p. 25).
151
‘Prophecy’ is not mentioned in the title of chapter II, 39 of the Naø∞t as it is in the title
of the corresponding chapter in the Il∞hiyy∞t (X, 1).
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Science SPO and Universal ScienceSPM), but appears as a single unit
belonging to Universal SciencePE. In the fourth stage ( Hid∞ya ), the treatment
of ‘one’ and ‘many’ becomes independent, but is limited in its scope : it
focuses only on ‘one’, of which it describes only the species (Universal
ScienceSO). In the final stage ( Naø∞t ), the doctrine of ‘one’ and ‘many’ is
detached from that of ‘existent’ and displays, albeit not rigidly, a division in
Universal ScienceSOM and Universal SciencePOM.
If the structure of metaphysics in the Il∞hiyy∞t is compared with that of
the other works taken into account, three considerations seem in order.
First, in the other works, the main axis of metaphysics amounts to a
bipartition : whereas in the Il∞hiyy∞t Universal ScienceSE (with Universal
ScienceSOM) and Universal SciencePE are two distinct parts of metaphysics
before Theology, in the other works all the portion of metaphysics preceding
Theology is merged into a single unit. This is an attestation, on the structural
level, to the importance of Theology within metaphysics, something Avicenna
occasionally states 152 . In some of the other works, Theology is even more
comprehensive and articulated than in the Il∞hiyy∞t . This happens,
significantly, both in the first stage of the sequence ( I∂∞r∞t ) 153 , and in the last
( Naø∞t ) 154 .
Second, in the works in which it occurs ( D∞ne∂n∞me-ye √Al∞’± , Hid∞ya
and Naø∞t ), the treatment of ‘one’ and ‘many’ does not constitute, as in the
Il∞hiyy∞t , a second axis of metaphysics. In these works, within Universal
Science the discussion of ‘one’ and ‘many’ in its entirety follows that of
‘existent’. It does not run parallel to it. In this respect, the aforementioned
works resemble the structure of metaphysics emerging from Text 2.
Third, in the other works all the additional elements of metaphysics that
we find in the Il∞hiyy∞t are missing. Either nothing corresponds to the
Prolegomena and the Introduction, or there are only partial correspondences.
When they exist, the parallel passages do not always occur at the beginning
of the work; they never constitute, in any case, an independent unit. Nothing
is equivalent to the Appendix.
From the point of view of structure, hence, the Il∞hiyy∞t ’s originality is
twofold: it lies essentially in the articulation of Universal Science with regard
to Theology, and in the emphasis put on the doctrine of ‘one’ and ‘many’ as one

152

Cf. above, pp. 9-10.
The additional elements are chapter 7 on noetics, and the double treatment of the destiny
of human souls in chapters 8-9.
154
The additional element is the analysis of the Necessary Existent and the possible existent
in themselves (II, 1-3).
153
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of the two fundamental dimensions of metaphysics 155.
§6. A VICENNA ’ S ANTECEDENTS : P OSTERIOR A NALYTICS , M ETAPHYSICS G-E, A LEXANDER
OF A PHRODISIAS AND AL -F † R † B °
We have seen so far that the structure of metaphysics in the Il∞hiyy∞t is the
result of the interaction between two main axes, the first given by Universal
ScienceSE, Universal SciencePE and Theology, the second represented by
Universal ScienceSOM and Universal SciencePOM. The last section of this
article is devoted to the investigation of Avicenna’s sources in this respect.
Briefly put, the first axis of metaphysics has its origin in Aristotle’s Posterior
Analytics. It is fully displayed, however, together with the second axis, in
books G and E of the Metaphysics. The application to metaphysics of the
epistemology of the Posterior Analytics is more marked in Alexander of
Aphrodisias than in Aristotle. Finally, a first recasting of this discipline
according to the aforementioned two axes is provided by al-F∞r∞b±. In what
follows I will take into account each of these four antecedents.
As we have seen (§1), the main axis of metaphysics in the Il∞hiyy∞t
concerns the ‘objects of investigation’ of metaphysics, as distinct from its
‘subject-matter’: the latter is ‘existent qua existent’, the former are the
species, the properties and the (metaphysical) causes of ‘existent’. Among
species, properties and causes of ‘existent’, the fundamental elements are the
species and the properties: the causes of ‘existent’, as Avicenna acknowledges,
are in reality causes of ‘caused existent’, and thus represent one of the
properties of ‘existent qua existent’ 156.
The distinction between subject-matter and object of investigation of a
scientific discipline, and the further distinction between species and properties
of the subject-matter, come ultimately from Avicenna’s understanding of
Aristotle’s Posterior Analytics. In the Posterior Analytics the aforementioned
epistemological concepts are considered in themselves, without any special
application to metaphysics 157.
Avicenna himself reveals his dependence on the Posterior Analytics in this
respect by referring, in Il∞hiyy∞t I, 1, to a previous writing belonging to the
¶if∞’ , namely the Kit∞b al-Burh∞n (Book of Demonstration, henceforth:
155

Universal Science in the Il∞hiyy∞t covers six treatises (II-VII) against the two treatises
and half of Theology (VIII-X, 3). The proportion in the Naø∞t , for example, is the reverse: the
first treatise (Universal Science) contains 21 chapters, the second (Theology) encompasses
almost the double amount of chapters (40).
156
Cf. above, p. 6, n. 11.
157
These concepts are applied to metaphysics, for example, in Metaph. B, 2, 997 a 6-9.
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Burh∞n ), which is his own reworking of the Posterior Analytics 158. In this selfreference Avicenna recalls the distinction between subject-matter, objects of
investigation and (logical) principles of demonstration, or axioms. The place
of the Burh∞n Avicenna is quoting (II, 6, p. 155, 4-12) 159 is a sort of paraphrase
of An. Post. I, 10, 76b11-22 (cf. An. Post. I, 7) 160.
I report first Avicenna’s quotation of the Burh∞n in Il∞hiyy∞t I, 1 (Text 5.1),
then the place of the Burh∞n he is quoting (Text 5.2), finally the Arabic
translation of the passage of the Posterior Analytics Avicenna paraphrases in
the Burh∞n (Text 5.3).
Text 5.1
(Avicenna, Il∞hiyy∞t I, 1, p. 5, 1-4): It has not been clear from that [i.e. from
the previous books] what the subject-matter of the divine science really is,
apart from a pointer occurring in the Book of Demonstration in logic, if you
remember it; namely that in the other sciences you woudl have [i] something
that is subject-matter, [ii] some things that are objects of investigation, and
[iii] some given principles from which demonstrative proofs are composed 161.
Text 5.2
(Avicenna, Burh∞n II, 6, p. 155, 4-12) We say that every discipline — especially
the theoretical one — has [i] principles ( mab∞di’ ), [ii] subject-matters
( maw∑≤√∞t ) and [iii] questions ( mas∞’il ). [i] Principles are the premises from
which that discipline demonstrates, without them being demonstrated in that
discipline, either because they are evident, or because they are of too high a
rank to be demonstrated in it, and are demonstrated only in a superior
science, or because they are of too low a rank to be demonstrated in that
science, but rather [they are demonstrated] in an inferior science (even
though this is rare). [ii] Subject-matters are the things of which the discipline
investigates only the states ( a∫w∞l ) related to them, and the essential accidents
158
This is not the only reference to the Burh∞n in the first treatise. Another quotation occurs
— without a clear mention of the work referred to — in the same chapter (pp. 5, 18 - 6, 1), about
the impossibility for every science to prove the existence of its own subject-matter (cf. An. Post.
I, 10, 76 b 3-13). Other — this time explicit — quotations of the Burh∞n in I, 3, p. 19, 14, and I,
8, p. 48, 15-16.
159
According to M. Horten (Die Metaphysik Avicennas cit., p. 5, n. 6) the reference is to
Burh∞n I, 1-2; S. Van Riet ( A VICENNA L ATINUS, Liber de Philosophia prima sive Scientia divina, IIV cit., p. 3, n. 37) indicates Burh∞n II, 7 as the place referred to. There is no indication in G.
C. Anawati’s French translation.
160
The remainder of An. Post. I, 10 is paraphrased in Burh∞n II, 10.
161
wa-lam yatabayyan la-ka min ∏∞lika anna l-maw∑≤√a li-l-√ilmi l-il∞h±yyi m∞ huwa bi-l∫aq±qati ill∞ i∂∞ratun øarat f± kit∞bi l-burh∞ni mina l-man¥iqi in ta∏akkartah∞ wa-∏∞lika anna f±
s∞’iri l-√ul≤mi qad k∞na yak≤nu la-ka ∂ay’un huwa maw∑≤√un wa-a∂y∞’u hiya l-ma¥l≤batu wamab∞di’u musallamatun minh∞ tu’allafu l-bar∞h±nu.
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( al-√aw∞ri∑ al-∏∞tiyya ) belonging to them. [iii] Questions are the propositions
whose predicates are the essential accidents ( √aw∞ri∑ ∏∞tiyya ) of this subjectmatter, or of its species ( anw∞√ ), or of its accidents ( √aw∞ri∑ ); doubts arise
about them, and hence their state is clarified in that science.
Principles are the things from which the demonstrative proof is, objects of
research are the things of which the demonstrative proof is, subject-matters
are the things about which the demonstrative proof is. It is as if the purpose of
that about which the demonstrative proof is were the essential accidents, [the
purpose of] that for the sake of which that [i.e. the demonstrative proof] is were
the subject-matter, and [the purpose of that] from which [the demonstrative
proof is] were the principles 162 .
Text 5.3
(Arabic translation of Aristotle, An. Post. I, 10, 76b11-22) For every
demonstrative science is three things: [i] one are the things that we posit as
existent, namely that [particular] genus [ ∏∞lika l-øins , to; gev n o"], of which it
considers the affections belonging to it in themselves [ al-ta’≥±r∞t al-mawø≤da
lah≤ bi-∏∞tih∞ , tw' n kaq j auj t a; paqhmav t wn]); and [ii] the well-known knowledges
called ‘common’, namely the first [things] from which ( al-aw∞’il allat± minh∞ ,
ej x w| n prwv t wn) they first clarify [the other things]; and third [iii] the affections
( al-ta’≥±r∞t , ta; pav q h), namely those of which they assume what each of them
signifies. [...] In the same way, nonetheless, there is the existence of these
three things in the clarification of nature, I mean that about which [the
science] demonstrates, the things that it demonstrates and the things from
which it [demonstrates] 163 .

162
I BN S ° N † , Al-Shif∞’. Al-Man¥iq. 5. Al-Burh∞n (La logique. V. La Démonstration), II, 6, ed.
A. √A F ° F ° , Cairo 1956, p. 155, 4-12: naq≤lu inna li-kulli w∞∫idin mina l-µin∞√∞ti, wa-πuµ≤µan alnaΩariyyati, mab∞di’a wa-maw∑≤√∞tin wa-mas∞’ila wa-l-mab∞di’u hiya l-muqaddim∞tu llat±
minh∞ tubarhinu tilka l-µin∞√atu wa-l∞ tubarhanu hiya f± tilka l-µin∞√ati imm∞ li-wu∑≤∫ih∞ waimm∞ li-øal∞lati ∂a’nih∞ √an an tubarhana f±h∞ wa-innam∞ tubarhanu f± √ilmin fawqah∞ wa-imm∞
li-dunuwwi ∂a’nih∞ √an an tubarhana f± ∏∞lika l-√ilmi bal f± √ilmin d≤nah≤ wa-h∞∏∞ qal±lun wal-maw∑≤√∞tu hiya l-a∂y∞’u llat± innam∞ tab∫a≥u l-µin∞√atu √ani l-a∫w∞li l-mans≤bati ilayh∞ wal-√aw∞ri∑i l-∏∞tiyyati lah∞ wa-l-mas∞’ilu hiya l-qa∑∞y∞ llat± ma∫m≤latuh∞ √aw∞ri∑u ∏∞tiyyatun lih∞∏∞ l-maw∑≤√i aw li-anw∞√ih± aw √aw∞ri∑ih± wa-hiya ma∂k≤kun f±h∞ fa-yustabra’u ∫∞luh∞ f±
∏∞lika l-√ilmi fa-l-mab∞di’u minh∞ l-burh∞nu wa-l-mas∞’ilu lah∞ l-burh∞nu wa-l-maw∑≤√∞tu
√alayh∞ l-burh∞nu wa-ka-anna l-æara∑a f±m∞ √alayhi l-burh∞nu l-a√r∞∑u l-∏∞tiyyatu wa-lla∏± liaølih± ∏∞lika huwa l-maw∑≤√u wa-lla∏± minhu huwa l-mab∞di’u.
163
wa-∑∞lika anna kulla √ilmin burh∞niyyin fa-≥al∞≥atun a∫aduhum∞ l-a∂y∞’u llat± na∑a√u
annah∞ mawø≤dun wa-hiya ∏∞lika l-øinsu lla∏± huwa naΩarah≤ f± l-ta’≥±r∞ti l-mawø≤dati lah≤ bi∏∞tih∞ wa-l-√ul≤mu l-muta√∞rafatu llat± tuq∞lu lah∞ √∞mmiyyatan fa-h∞∏ihi hiya l-aw∞’ilu llat±
minh∞ awwalan yubayyin≤na wa-l-≥∞li≥u l-ta’≥±r∞tu wa-hiya tilka llat± ya’πu∏≤na aπ∏an √al∞
m∞∏∞ yadullu kullu w∞∫idin minh∞ [...] ka-∏∞lika wuø≤du h∞∏ihi l-≥al∞≥ati f± tabayyuni l-¥ab√i bil-d≤ni ∏∞lika a√n± m∞ f±h± yubarhinu wa-l-a∂y∞’u llat± √alayh∞ yubarhinu wa-l-a∂y∞’u llat± minh∞
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In Text 5.3 three elements are singled out: i) the things representing ‘the
genus’ ( al-øins , to; gev n o"), ii) ‘the first things’ ( al-aw∞’il , ta; prwv t a) from which
scientific clarification proceeds, namely the axioms, and iii) the ‘affections’
( al-ta’t±r∞t , ta; pav q h) of the genus, previously qualified as ‘per se affections’ ( alta’≥±r∞t bi-∏∞tih∞ , ta; Ê kaq j auj t a; paqhv m ata). In Text 5.2, partly summarized in
Text 5.1, Avicenna calls ‘subject-matter’ (maw∑≤√ , [ii]) the genus 164 , ‘principles’
( mab∞di’ , [i]) the axioms, and introduces a new rubric, that of the ‘questions’
( mas∞’il , [iii]), corresponding to the affections.
A detailed comparative analysis of these texts cannot be provided here.
The Avicennian Text 5.2 differ from the Aristotelian Text 5.3 not only in
terminology and arrangement, but also in doctrine. What is salient for our
purposes are parts [ii] and [iii] of Text 5.2. In part [ii] Avicenna mentions,
besides the ‘essential accidents’ ( √aw∞ri∑ ∏∞tiyya ), also the ‘states’ ( a∫w∞l ) of
a discipline’s subject-matter. In part [iii] the subject-matter is said to have

(Arabic text in Al-Naµµ al-k∞mil li-man¥iq Aris¥≤ , ed F. J ABR , D∞r al-fikr al-lubn∞n±, Beirut 1999,
vol. I, pp. 463, 13 - 464, 4;p. 464, 10-11; cf. Man¥iq Aris¥≤ , ed. √A. B ADAW ° , Cairo 1948-1952, vol.
II, pp. 339, 12 - 340, 7). Greek text in Aristotle’s Prior and Posterior Analytics. A Revised Text with
Introducton and Commentary, ed. W. D. R OSS , Clarendon Press, Oxford 1949, repr. 1965: pa' s a
ga; r aj p odeiktikh; ej p isthv m h peri; triv a ej s tiv n , o{ s a te ei\ n ai tiv q etai (tau' t a d j ej s ti; to; gev n o", ou| tw' n kaq∆
auj t a; paqhmav t wn ej s ti; qewrhtikh; ) , kai; ta; koina; legov m ena aj x iwv m ata, ej x w| n prwv t wn aj p odeiv k nusi, kai;
triv t on ta; pav q h, w| n tiv shmaiv n ei e{ k aston lambav n ei. ej n iv a " mev n toi ej p isthv m a" ouj d e; n kwluv e i e[ n ia touv t wn
parora' n , oi| o n toÊ; gev n o" mh; uJ p otiv q esqai ei\ n ai, a] n h\ / fanero; n o{ t i e[ s tin (ouj ga; r oJ m oiv w " dh' l on o{ t i aj r iqmo; "
e[ s ti kai; o{ t i yucro; n kai; qermov n ), kai; ta; pav q h mh; lambav n ein tiv shmaiv n ei, a[ n h\ / dh' l aÊ: w{ s per ouj d e; ta; koina;
ouj lambav n ei tiv shmaiv n ei to; i[ s a aj p o; i[ s wn aj f elei' n , o{ t i gnwv r imon. aj l l j ouj d e; n h| t ton th' / ge fuv s ei triv a
tau' t av ej s ti, peri; o{ te deiv k nusi kai; a} deiknusi kai; ej x w| n . English translation in The Complete Works
of Aristotle. The Revised Oxford Translation, ed. J. B ARNES , Princeton University Press, Princeton
1984, vol. I, p. 124: «For every demonstrative science has to do with three things: [i] what it
posits to be (these form the genus [to; gev n o"], of what it considers the attributes that belong to
it in itself [tw' n kaq j auj t a; paqhmav t wn]); and [ii] what are called the common axioms, the
primitives from which (ej x w| n prwv t wn) it demonstrates; and thirdly [iii] the attributes ( ta; pav q h),
of which it assumes what each signifies. Nothing, however, prevents some sciences from
overlooking some of these — e.g. from not supposing that its genus is, if it is evident that it is
(for it is not equally clear that number is and that hot and cold are), and from not assuming what
the attributes signify, if they are clear — just as in the case of the common items it does not
assume what to take equals from equals signifies, because it is familiar. But none the less there
are by nature these three things, that about which the science proves, what it proves and the
things from which it proves».
164
Avicenna calls ‘subject-matter’ ( maw∑≤ ) in Texts 5.1-2 what Aristotle calls ‘genus’ (to;
gev n o", ar. al-øins ) in Texts 5.3 probably on account of a previous passage of the Posterior
Analytics (An. Post. I, 7, 75 a 39-b 2), where Aristotle qualifies the genus as ‘underlying genus’
(to; gev n o" to; uJ p okeiv m enon); this expression is rendered as al-øins al-maw∑≤√ in the Arabic
translation of the Posterior Analytics ( Al-Naµµ al-k∞mil li-man¥iq Aris¥≤ cit., vol. I, p. 455, 8 ; cf.
Man¥iq Aris¥≤ , vol. II, p. 333, 1-4).
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‘essential accidents’ ( √aw∞ri∑ ∏∞tiyya ), ‘species’ ( anw∞√ ) and ‘accidents’
( √aw∞ri∑ ). Whereas the ‘species’ appear to be the correspective of the ‘states’
mentioned in part [ii], the difference, if any, between ‘essential accidents’ and
‘accidents’ remains obscure 165 . The main point of Text 5.2 lies in the distinction
between species (or states) and essential accidents (or accidents) of a scientific
subject-matter.
This distinction is taken, in all likelihood, from another passage of the
Posterior Analytics (An. Post. I, 28, 87 a 38-39), where Aristotle appears to
distinguish between ‘parts’ and ‘consequent attributes’ of a scientific subjectmatter. I report first Avicenna’s paraphrase of this Aristotelian passage in the
Burh∞n (Text 5.4), and then the Arabic translation of the passage itself (Text 5.5).
Text 5.4
(Avicenna, Burh∞n III, 8, p. 247, 3-5). [Different] investigations belong to a
single science only [a] when they share the first subject-matter and concern
nothing else than the essential accidents ( al-√aw∞ri∑ al-∏∞tiyya ) occurring to
it, or to its parts ( aøz∞’ ), or to its species ( anw∞√ ), and [b] when they share the
first principles from which those essential accidents are demonstrated as
belonging to the first subject-matter, or to its parts ( aøz∞’ ), or to its species
( anw∞√ ) 166 .
Text 5.5
(Arabic translation of An. Post. I, 28, 87 a 38-39) As to the science [that is] one,
it is that which clarifies, with regard to one genus ( øins w∞∫id , eJ n o; " gev n ou"), all
the things that are composed from first principles ( mab∞di’ uwal , ej k tw' n
prwv t wn) and are parts ( aøz∞’ , mev r h) of these, or the things that are consequent
[attributes] of these in themselves ( al-a∂y∞’ al-l∞zima lah∞ bi-∏∞tih∞ , pav q h
touv t wn kaq j auJ t av ) 167 .
165
The matter is made even more complicated by the fact that the ‘accidents’ and the
‘species’ of the subject-matter are described in [iii] as having, in their turn, ‘essential accidents’.
This aspect of Text 5.2 needs to be further investigated.
166
Al-mab∞∫i≥u innam∞ tak≤nu min √ilmin w∞∫idin i∏∞ ∂tarakat f± l-maw∑≤√i l-awwali wak∞na l-ba∫≥u f±h∞ innam∞ huwa √ani l-√aw∞ri∑i l-∏∞tiyyati llat± ta√ri∑u lah≤ aw li-aøz∞’ih± aw lianw∞√ih± wa-∂tarakat f± l-mab∞di’i l-≤l∞ llat± minh∞ yutabarhanu anna tilka l-√aw∞ri∑a l-∏∞tiyyata
mawø≤datun li-l-maw∑≤√i l-awwali aw li-aøz∞’ih± aw li-anw∞√ih±.
167
wa-amm∞ l-√ilmu l-w∞∫idu fa-huwa lla∏± yubayyinu f± øinsi w∞∫idin øam±√a l-a∂y∞’i lmurakkabi min mab∞di’a uwalin wa-hiya aøz∞’un li-h∞∏ihi aw al-a∂y∞’a l-l∞zimata lah∞ bi-∏∞tih∞
(Arabic text in Al-Naµµ al-k∞mil li-man¥iq Aris¥≤ cit., vol. I, p. 533, 3-4; cf. Man¥iq Aris¥≤ , vol.
II, p. 395, 13-14). Greek text in Aristotle’s Prior and Posterior Analytics cit.: miv a d j ej p isthv m h ej s ti; n
hJ eJ n o; " gev n ou", o{ s a ej k tw' n prwv t wn suv g keitai kai; mev r h ej s ti; n h] pav q h touv t wn kaq j auJ t av . English
translation in The Complete Works of Aristotle cit., p. 143: «A science is one if it is of [i] one
genus (eJ n o; " gev n ou") – of whatever things are composed from [ii] the primitives (ej k tw' n prwv t wn)
and are [iv] parts (mev r h) or [iii] attributes of these [i.e. of the things composed from the
primitives] in themselves (pav q h touv t wn kaq j auJ t av ) » (slightly modified).
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Text 5.5 is not completely clear: it is difficult to understand whether the
‘parts’ ( aøz∞’ , mev r h) and the ‘things that are consequent [attributes] in
themselves’ ( al-a∂y∞’ al-l∞zima bi-∏∞tih∞ , pav q h kaq j auJ t av ) are meant to belong
to the genus (i.e. to the subject-matter) or to the first principles 168 . Avicenna’s
interpretation goes openly in the former direction. But even the Avicennian
Text 5.4 is not without difficulties 169 . What is important for our purposes is
that in it Avicenna associates the ‘parts’ of the subject-matter to its ‘species’,
probably taking the latter as synonym of the former.
If now we go back to Text 5.2, we see that the terms Avicenna uses in it are
exactly those he employs in Text 1 and afferents (cf. above, Table1): ‘subjectmatter’ and ‘questions’, ‘states’ and ‘species’, ‘essential accidents’ (= ‘proper
accidents’) 170 and ‘accidents’. In other words, the passages of the Posterior
Analytics that Avicenna paraphrases in Text 5.2 and Text 5.4 are the place of
origin of the distinction between species and properties of a subject-matter
which, when applied to ‘existent’ as subject-matter of metaphysics, produces
the first two elements of the main axis of this discipline (Universal ScienceSE,
Universal SciencePE). Thus, the ‘core’ of the main axis of metaphysics
according to Avicenna, namely the distinction between species and properties
of its subject-matter, ultimately derives from his understanding of Aristotle’s
Posterior Analytics.
The structure of Aristotle’s Metaphysics is an intricate and controversial
issue. This work, in the ‘edition’ of it by Andronicus of Rhodes, appears as a
collection of books, whose connection is far from being ordered. As a
consequence, Aristotelian scholars have proposed different sketches of the
structure of the Metaphysics 171 . In three places of this work, however, Aristotle
168
In Aristotles’s Posterior Analytics. Translated with a Commentary by J. B ARNES . Second
Edition, Clarendon Press, Oxford 1993, p. 190, both possibilities are left open.
169
In Text 5.4, as in Text 5.2 (cf. above, n. 165), the parts and species of the subject-matter
have essential accidents, as the subject-matter itself.
170
In the Introduction of the √Uy≤n al-™ikma (ed. B ADAW ° , p. 47, 11-14) the items mentioned
as a√r∞∑ ∏∞tiyya of ‘existent’ correspond to its properties. The expression ‘essential accidents’
( √aw∞ri∑ bi-l-∏∞t , √aw∞ri∑ ∏∞tiyya ) is sometimes used by Avicenna to signify, large loquendo, all
the relevant attributes of a subject-matter; cf. I, 1, p. 4, 10; Naø∞t , I, 3, p. 198, 17.
171
On this topic, among others studies, cf. A. M ANSION , Philosophie première, philosophie
seconde et métaphysique chez Aristote, «Revue Philosophique de Louvain», 56, 1958, pp. 165221; G. P ATZIG , Theologie und Ontologie in der Metaphysik des Aristoteles, «Kant-Studien»,
52, 1960-1961, pp. 185-205 (Engl. transl.: Theology and Ontology in Aristotle’s Metaphysics,
in Articles on Aristotle, edd J. B ARNES - M. S CHOFIELD - R. S ORABJI , Duckworth, London 1979, vol. III,
pp. 33-49); W. L ESZL , Aristotle’s Conception of Ontology, Antenore, Padova 1975; C. H. K AHN , On
the Intended Interpretation of Aristotle’s Metaphysics, in Aristoteles. Werk und Wirkung. Paul
Moraux gewidmet, vol. I: Aristoteles und seine Schule, ed. J. W IESNER , De Gruyter, Berlin-New York
1985, pp. 311-338; M. F REDE , The Unity of General and Special Metaphysics: Aristotle’s Conception
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himself effects the first application to metaphysics of notions coming from
the Posterior Analytics. These places are the fourth apory of book B, chapters
1-2 of book G and chapter 1 of book E. Since chapters 1-2 of G are an answer
to the fourth aporia of B 172, G, 1-2 and E, 1 have a key-function.
In G, 1-2 and E, 1 Aristotle applies to ‘being qua being’, as subject-matter
of metaphysics, the distinction between species and properties. Furthermore,
he provides not only the first and the second, but also the third element of the
main axis of metaphysics (that is the investigation of the causes of ‘being’, i.e.
Theology). Finally, he establishes the foundation of what, in Avicenna, is the
second axis of this discipline.
Metaphysics G and E have a fundamental importance in the Il∞hiyy∞t : they
are somehow the ‘first’ two books of the Metaphysics in Avicenna’s
perspective 173. It is difficult to say whether Avicenna knew book A only
indirectly or also directly 174 . What is sure is that he quotes doctrines resembling
A, 5-6 and 8-9 only in the seventh treatise of the Il∞hiyy∞t (VII, 2-3). As to book
a, in Avicenna’s early way of reading Aristotle’s Metaphysics it functions, as
I have shown elsewhere, as a sort of introduction to book L. Avicenna kept on
regarding a as connected to L even later, and in the Il∞hiyy∞t it is taken into
account at the beginning of the eighth treatise (VIII, 1-3) 175. As to the next
book (B), Avicenna does not regard it as an independent unit; in the Il∞hiyy∞t

of Metaphysics, in I D ., Essays in Ancient Philosophy, Oxford University Press, Oxford 1987, pp. 8195; R. B OLTON, Aristotle’s Conception of Metaphysics as a Science, in Unity, Identity and Explanation
in Aristotle’s Metaphysics, edd. T. S CALTSAS - D. C HARLES - M. L. G ILL ,Oxford University Press, Oxford
1994, pp. 321-354; E. B ERTI , La Metafisica di Aristotele: «onto-teologia» o «filosofia prima»?
,
in Aristotele. Perché la metafisica. Studi su alcuni concetti-chiave della «filosofia prima» aristotelica
e sulla storia dei loro influssi, edd. A. BAUSOLA - G. R EALE, Vita e Pensiero, Milano 1994, pp. 117-144.
172
G, 2, 1004 a 31-34.
173
I deal in detail with the primacy of book G within the Il∞hiyy∞t in A. B ERTOLACCI , La
ricezione del libro G della Metafisica nell’Il∞hiyy∞t del Kit∞b al-¶if∞’ di Avicenna, forthcoming in
the proceedings of the Congress ‘Aristotele e i suoi esegti neoplatonici. Logica e ontologia nelle
interpretazioni greche e arabe’, C. N. R., Rome 19-20 October 2001.
174
For an example of indirect knowledge of a passage of this book, cf. BERTOLACCI , Metafisica
A , 5, 986 a 22-26 cit. On the reception of Metaphysics A in the Arab world, cf. R. WALZER , On the
Arabic Versions of Books A , a and L of Aristotle’sMetaphysics, in I D ., Greek into Arabic:
Essays on Islamic Philosophy, Oxford, 1962, pp. 114-128; A. N EUWIRTH , Neue Materialien zur
arabischen Tradition der beiden ersten Metaphysik-Bücher, « Die Welt des Islam », 18,
1977-78, pp. 84-100; C. M ARTINI , La tradizione araba della Metafisica di Aristotele. Libri a e
A , in La recezione araba ed ebraica della filosofia e della scienza greche, forthcoming; E AD .,
The Arabic version of the Book Alpha Meizon of Aristotle’s Metaphysics and the testimony
of the MS. Bibl. Apostolica Vaticana, Ott. Lat. 2048, forthcoming.
175
A. BERTOLACCI, From al-Kind± to al-F∞r∞b±: Avicen na’s Progressive Knowledge of Aristotle’s
Metaphysics according to his Autobiography, «Arabic Sci ences and Philosophy», 11, 2001, pp. 257-295.
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he rather deals with some of the aporias of B in different places of the work,
in contexts where their solution is provided 176. The same treatment is reserved
to the different entries of book D. Thus, due to what can be called the
‘transposition’ of A and a and the ‘dispersion’ of B and D, books G and E are the
opening, and hence the fundamental, books of the Metaphysics in Avicenna’s
mode of conceiving this work 177 . Avicenna is surely influenced by the doctrine
of G and E when he conceives the two axes of metaphysics in the first treatise
of the Il∞hiyy∞t , and accomplishes them in the rest of the work.
The only extant Arabic translation of these two books is that by Us¥∞≥ (IX
c.), a translation that Avicenna surely knew 178. All the following quotations of
the Metaphysics are taken from this translation. As far as book G is concerned,
however, there are signs that Avicenna used also another Arabic version,
which apparently provided a better rendering of the Greek text 179.
In the Arabic translation of G, 1-2 and E, 1, Aristotle describes metaphysics
as the science of ‘being qua being’, literally of ‘being with regard to its nature’
( al-huwiyya √al∞ kunhih∞ , to; o] n h| / o] n ) or related expressions. He assigns to this
discipline the investigation of the properties of ‘being’. These are called ‘the
things that belong to being in virtue of its essence’ ( al-a∂y∞’ allat± hiya lil-huwiyya bi-∏∞tih∞ , ta; touv t w/ uJ p av r conta kaq j a uJ t ov ) in Text 6.1 (cf. the
equivalent expressions in Texts 6.3-4), and ‘proper affections’ ( ∞l∞m π∞µµa ,
i[ d ia) in Text 6.2 180 :
176

Averroes ascribes this ‘scattering’ use of B to Nicolaus Damascenus. Cf. Nicolaus
Damascenus on the philosophy of Aristotle. Fragments from the first five books translated
from the Syriac with an introduction and commentary by H.J. D ROSSAART L ULOFS , Brill, Leiden
1965; repr. 1969, pp. 11-12.
177
The first treatise of the Il∞hiyy∞t is heavily dependent on G. This is attested by two implicit
quotations of G, 2 in Il∞hiyy∞t I, 2 and I, 5, and the paraphrase of G, 3-8 in Il∞hiyy∞t I, 8.
Metaphysics G is therefore somehow encompassed and summarized in the first treatise of the
Il∞hiyy∞t. In Il∞hiyy∞t I Avicenna reaches an harmonization between the doctrines of G and those
of E. This is especially clear in Avicenna’s synthesis between the conception of metaphysics as
science of ‘being qua being’ in G, 1, and the description of this discipline as dealing with what
is eternal and immovable in E, 1. Cf. B ERTOLACCI , Le citazioni implicite testuali cit., p. 232; A.
B ERTOLACCI , La divisione della filosofia nel primo capitolo del Commento di Alberto Magno alla
Fisica : le fonti avicenniane , in La Divisione della Filosofia e le sue Ragioni. Lettura di testi
medievali (VI-XIII secolo) (Atti del Settimo Convegno della Società Italiana per lo Studio del
Pensiero Medievale [S.I.S.P.M.], Assisi, 14-15 novembre 1997), ed. G. D’O NOFRIO , Avagliano
Editore, Cava de’ Tirreni (Salerno) 2001, pp. 137-155.
178
Cf. I BN S ÎNÂ , Lettre au vizir cit., p. 45 n. 3, p. 46 nn. 1-2, p. 47 n. 2, p. 49 nn. 1-2; B ERTOLACCI ,
Some Texts cit..
179
Cf. B ERTOLACCI , La ricezione cit.
180
On the difference between attributes of ‘being qua being’ and properties, and between
attributes of ‘being’ per se (kaq j a uJ t o; ) and attributes per se (kaq j a uJ t a; ) of ‘being’, cf. L ESZL ,
Aristotle’s Conception cit., pp. 313-315.
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Text 6.1
(Arabic translation of Metaph. G, 1, 1003 a 20-21) Aristotle says that to one
science belongs the theoretical study of ‘being’ with regard to its nature ( alhuwiyya √al∞ kunhih∞ , to; o] n h| / o] n ) and the theoretical study of the things that
belong to ‘being’ in virtue of its [or: their] essence ( al-a∂y∞’ allat± hiya li-lhuwiyya bi-∏∞tih∞ , ta; touv t w/ uJ p av r conta kaq j a uJ t ov ) 181 .
Text 6.2
(Arabic translation of Metaph. G, 2, 1004 b 15-17) In the same way, also ‘being’
in virtue of its nature ( al-huwiyya bi-kunhih∞ , to; Ê o] n h| / o] n ) has proper affections
( ∞l∞m π∞µµa , i[ d ia), and these affections are those which the philosopher has
to examine 182 .
Text 6.3
(Arabic translation of Metaph. G, 2, 1005 a 13-14) It is known then that to one
science belongs the theoretical study of ‘being’ with regard to its nature and
of the things related to ‘being’ according to its nature ( al-a∂y∞’u llat± tansibu
il∞ l-huwiyyati √al∞ kunhih∞ , ta; uJ p av r conta auj t w' / h| / o[ n ) 183 .
Text 6.4
(Arabic translation of Metaph. E, 1, 1026 a 31-32) Since it belongs to it the
theoretical study of ‘being’ in so far as it is ‘being’ ( al-huwiyya bi-annah∞
huwiyya , to; o] n h| / o] n ), of what it is, and of what belongs to it in so far as it is
[‘being’] ... ( m∞ lah∞ bi-annah∞ [huwiyya] , ta; uJ p av r conta h| / o[ n ) 184 .
181
q∞la Aris¥≤ inna li-√ilmin w∞∫idin mina l-√ul≤mi l-naΩaru f± l-huwiyyati √al∞ kunhih∞ wal-naΩaru f± l-a∂y∞’i llat± hiya li-l-huwiyyati bi-∏∞tih∞ (Arabic text in A VERROÈS , Tafsir ma ba‘d atTabi‘at, ed. M. B OUYGES , Imprimerie Catholique, Beirut 1938-1952, vol. I, p. 296, 6-7). Greek text
as in Aristotle’s Metaphysics. A Revised Text with Introduction and Commentary, ed. W. D.
R OSS , Clarendon Press, Oxford 1924 : e[ s tin ej p isthv m h ti" h} qewrei' to; o] n h| / o] n kai; ta; tov u tw/
uJ p av r conta kaq j a uJ t ov . English translation in The Complete Works of Aristotle cit., p. 1584: «There
is a science which investigates being as being and the attributes which belong to this in virtue
of its own nature (ta; touv t w/ uJ p av r conta kaq j a uJ t ov ) ».
182
ka-∏∞lika ay∑an li-l-huwiyyati bi-kunhih∞ ∞l∞mun π∞µµatun wa-h∞∏ihi l-∞l∞mu llat±
yanbaæ± li-l-faylas≤fi an yaf∫aµa √anh∞ (A VERROÈS , Tafsir, vol. I, p. 325, 5-6) ou{ t w kai; tw' / o[ n ti h| /
o] n e] s ti tina; i[ d ia, kai; tau' t j ej s ti; periÊ; w| n tou' filosov f ou ej p iskev y asqai to; aj l hqev " . The Complete
Works of Aristotle cit., p. 1586: «So too being as such has certain properties ( i[ d ia), and it is
about these that the philosopher has to investigate the truth» (slightly modified).
183
fa-ma√l≤mun anna li-√ilmin w∞∫idin al-naΩara f± l-huwiyyati √al∞ kunhih∞ wa f± l-a∂y∞’i
llat± tansibu il∞ l-huwiyyati √al∞ kunhih∞ (A VERROÈS , Tafsir, vol. I, p. 331, 10-12). o{ t i me; n ou\ n mia' "
ej p isthv m h" to; o] n h| / o] n qewrh' s ai kai; ta; uJ p av r conta auj t w' / h| / o[ n , dh' l on. The Complete Works of Aristotle
cit., p. 1586: «Obviously then it is the work of one science to examine being qua being, and the
attributes which belong to it qua being (ta; uJ p av r conta auj t w' / h| / o[ n )».
184
wa-li-anna lah≤ l-naΩara f± l-huwiyyati bi-annah∞ huwiyyatun wa-m∞ hiya wa-m∞ lah∞ biannah∞ (A VERROÈS , Tafsir, vol. II, p. 714, 15). kai; peri; tou' o[ n to" h| / o] n tauv t h" a] n ei[ h qewrh' s ai, kai;
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Besides the properties, Aristotle in G, 2 mentions also some species,
literally ‘forms’ ( µuwar , ei[ d h), of ‘being qua being’:
Text 7
(Arabic translation of Metaph. G, 2, 1003 b 21-22) Therefore we say that the
theoretical study of all the forms ( µuwar , ei[ d h) of ‘being’ with regard to its
nature belongs to a science [which is] one in virtue of the genus. As to the
forms, they are forms of the forms ( fa-amm∞ l-µuwaru, fa-hiya µuwaru lµuwari , tav te ei[ d h tw' n eij d w' n ) 185 .

Even though the nature of the species of ‘being’ is not perfectly clear, Texts
6.1-4 and Text 7 are clearly enough the result of the application to metaphysics
of the distinction between properties and species of a discipline’s subjectmatter, coming from the Posterior Analytics. What is new are the names that
these items receive in the Metaphysics.
Both in G, 1 and in E, 1, among the things metaphysics has to investigate,
besides the properties and the species of ‘being qua being’, also its ‘causes’ ( al√ilal , taÊ; " prwv t a" aij t iv a ") and ‘principles’ ( aw∞’i l, aiJ aj r cai; ) are enlisted. These
are the metaphysical causes of ‘being’, and have not to be confused with the
logical axioms mentioned in the Posterior Analytics:
Text 8.1
(Arabic translation of Metaph. G, 1, 1003 a 31-32) Therefore we have to seek
the causes ( al-√ilal , ta; " prwv t a" aij t iv a ") that affect ‘being’ with regard to its
nature 186 .
Text 8.2
(Arabic translation of Metaph. E, 1, 1025 b 1-2) Aristotle says that the principles

tiv ej s ti kai; ta; uJ p av r conta h| / o[ n . The Complete Works of Aristotle cit., p. 1620: «And it will belong
to this to consider being qua being – both what it is and the attributes which belong to it qua
being (ta; uJ p av r conta h| / o[ n )».
185
wa-li-∏∞lika naq≤lu inna l-naΩara f± æam±√i µuwari l-huwiyyati √al∞ kunhih∞ huwa li√ilmin w∞∫idin bi-l-øinsi fa-amm∞ l-µuwaru, fa-hiya µuwaru l-µuwari (A VERROÈS , Tafsir, vol. I, p.
302, 5-7). dio; kai; tou' o[ n to" h/ | o] n o{ s a ei[ d h qewrh' s ai mia' " ej s ti; n ej p isthv m h" tw' / gev n ei, tav te ei[ d h tw' n
eij d w' n . The Complete Works of Aristotle cit., p. 1585: «Therefore to investigate all the species
(o{sa ei[dh) of being qua being, is a work of a science which is generically one, and to investigate
the several species (tav te ei[ d h) is the work of the specific parts of the science (tw' n eij d w' n )». This
is a controversial passage, variously understood by modern interpreters of Aristotle.
186
wa-li-∏∞lika yanbaæ± lan∞ an na¥luba l-√ilala llat± f± l-huwiyyati √al∞ kunhih∞ (A VERROÈS ,
Tafsir, vol. I, p. 297, 4). dio; kai; hJ m i' n tou' o[ n to" h| / o] n ta; " prwv t a" aij t iv a " lhptev o n. The Complete
Works of Aristotle cit., p. 1584: «Therefore it is of being as being that we also must grasp the
first causes (ta; " prwv t a" aij t iv a ")».
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( aw∞’i l, aiJ aj r cai; ) of beings and their causes ( √ilaluh∞ , ta; ai[ t ia) are seeked with
regard to the fact that they are beings 187 .

Texts 8.1-2 introduce, thus, the third element of the main axis of
metaphysics, namely the investigation of the causes of ‘being qua being’, or
Theology.
In G, 2, albeit portraying metaphysics as the science of ‘being’, Aristotle
underscores also the relevance of ‘one’ for the epistemological status of
metaphysics. In the course of this chapter he tightly links ‘one’ with ‘being’:
both are said in many ways 188 and are principles of contraries189 , both are not
universal and separate entities 190 . From the doctrine of the so-called
‘convertibility’ of ‘being’ and ‘one’, he concludes to the existence of some
species, literally ‘forms’ ( µuwar , ei[ d h) of ‘one’:
Text 9
(Arabic translation of Metaph. G, 2, 1003 b 22-25, 33-35) As to ‘one’ and ‘being’,
if they are one thing and have one nature, then they follow each other as
principle and cause follow each other, not because a single definition signifies
both of them. […] Thus, it is known that the forms ( µuwar , ei[ d h) of ‘one’ are as
many as the forms ( µuwar ) of ‘being’, and to one science belongs the absolute
theoretical study of these forms and the knowledge of what they are 191 .

In the same way as ‘being’, ‘one’ as well has not only species, but also
properties, named this time ‘affections’ concerning ‘one’ ‘by their essence’ ( bi187

q∞la Aris¥≤ innah≤ bayyinun anna aw∞’ila l-huwiyy∞ti wa-√ilalah∞ ma¥l≤batun √al∞
kunhih∞ huwiyy∞tin (A VERROÈS , Tafsir, vol. II, p. 697, 6). aiJ aj r cai; kai; ta; ai[ t ia zhtei' t ai tw' n o[ n twn,
dh' l on de; o{ t i h| / o[ n ta. The Complete Works of Aristotle cit., p. 1620: «We are seeking the principles
(aiJ aj r cai; ) and the causes (taÊ; ai[ t ia) of the things that are, and obviously of things qua being».
188
G, 2, 1003 a 33-b 19;1004 a 22-31.
189
Ibid., 1004 b 28.
190
Ibid., 1005 a 9.
191
wa-amm∞ l-w∞∫idu wa-l-huwiyyatu i∏∞ k∞n∞ ∂ay’an w∞∫idan wa-k∞na lahum∞ ¥ib∞√un
w∞∫idun fa-ttib∞√u kulli w∞∫idin minhum∞ li-µ∞∫ibih± ka-ttib∞√i l-awwali wa-l-√illati ba√∑ih∞
ba√∑an wa-laysa li-anna ∫addan w∞∫idan yadullu √al∞ kilayhim∞ [...] fa-ma√l≤mun anna µuwara
l-w∞∫idi √al∞ √adadi µuwari l-huwiyyati wa-li-√ilmin w∞∫idin al-naΩaru l-mu¥laqu f± h∞∏ihi lµuwari wa-ma√rifatu m∞ hiya (A VERROÈS , Tafsir, vol. I, p. 310, 2-4, p. 311, 2). eij dhÊ; to; o] n kai; to; e{ n
tauj t o; n kai; miv a fuv s i" tw' / aj k olouqei' n aj l lhv l oi" w{ s per aj r ch; kai; ai[ t ion, aj l l j ouj c wJ " eJ n i; lov g w/ dhlouv m ena
... w{ s q j o{ s a per tou' eJ n o; " ei[ d h, tosau' t a kai; tou' o[ n to"Ê: peri; w| n to; tiv ej s ti th' " auj t h' " ej p isthv m h" tw' / gev n ei
qewrh' s ai. The Complete Works of Aristotle cit., p. 1585: «If, now, being and unity are the same
and are one thing in the sense that they are implied in one another as principles and causes are,
not in the sense that they are explained by the same formula […] — all this being so, there must
be exactly as many species (ei[ d h) of being as of unity. And to investigate the essence of these is
the work of a science which is generically one».
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∏∞tih∞ ∞l∞m , kaq j auJ t av pav q h):
Text 10
(Arabic translation of Metaph. G, 2, 1004 b 5-8) Since, then, these things and
their like are, by their essence, affections ( bi-∏∞tih∞ ∞l∞m , kaq j auJ t av pav q h) of
‘one’ alone and of ‘being’ in virtue of its nature, and are not affections of ‘one’
and ‘being’ in so far as they are a number, or a line, or a fire, then it is known
that to the science that grasps ‘one’ and ‘being’ belongs knowing what is ‘one’,
what is ‘being’, and what are the accidents occurring to them ( al-a√r∞∑u llat±
ta√ri∑u lahum∞ , ta; sumbebhkov t j auj t oi' " ) 192 .

As a consequence of its dealing with ‘one’, metaphysics is also engaged in
the investigation of ‘plurality’ ( al-ka≥ra , plh' q o"), as it is entailed, albeit not
expressly stated, by Aristotle:
Text 11
(Arabic translation of Metaph. G, 2, 1004 a 9-10, 17-20) Since the theoretical
study of opposites necessarily belongs to one science, and the opposite of
unity is plurality ( al-ka≥ra , plh' q o") […] 193 .

In G, 1-2 and E, 1 we encounter, thus, the Aristotelian version of the
main axis of metaphysics (Universal ScienceSE, Universal SciencePE,
Theology) and of its secondary axis (Universal ScienceSPO, Universal
ScienceM). The doctrinal relevance and historical significance of these two
aspects of metaphysics emerging from G, 1-2 and E, 1 are emphasized by
192
fa-i∏ k∞nat h∞∏ihi l-a∂y∞’u wa-m∞ a∂bahah∞ bi-∑∞tih∞ ∞l∞ma l-w∞∫idi wa∫dih± wa-∞l∞ma lhuwiyyati bi-kunhih∞ wa-laysa hiya ∞l∞ma l-w∞∫idi wa-l-huwiyyati bi-annah∞ √adadun aw πa¥¥un
aw n∞run fa-ma√l≤mun anna li-l-√ilmi lla∏± ya√rifu l-w∞∫ida wa-l-huwiyyata an ya√lama m∞ lw∞∫idu wa-m∞ l-huwiyyatu wa-m∞ al-a√r∞∑u llat± ta√ri∑u lahum∞ (A VERROÈS , Tafsir, vol. I, pp. 324,
8-12). ej p ei; ou\ n tou' eJ n o; " h| / e} n kai; tou' o[ n to" h| / o] n tau' t a kaq j auJ t av ej s ti pav q h, aj l l j ouj c h| / aj r iqmoi; h] grammai;
h] pu' r , dh' l on wJ " ej k eiv n h" th' " ej p isthv m h" kai; tiv ej s ti gnwriv s ai kai; ta; Ê sumbebhkov t j auj t oi' " . The Complete
Works of Aristotle cit., p. 1585: «Since, then, these are affections per se (kaq j auJ t av pav q h) of unity
qua unity and of being qua being, not qua numbers or lines or fire, it is clear that it belongs to this
science to investigate both the essence of these concepts and their accidents (taÊ; sumbebhkov t j
auj t oi' " )» (slightly modified). Cf. B. C ASSIN - M. N ARCY , La décision du sens. Le livre Gamma de la
Métaphysique d’Aristote, introduction, texte, traduction et commentaire, Vrin, Paris 1989, p. 172;
Ross (Aristotle’s Metaphysics cit.) and C. Kirwan (Aristotle’s Metaphysics, Books G, D and E .
Translated with notes by C. KIRWAN , Clarendon Press, Oxford 1971) do not comment on this passage.
193
fa-i∏∞ waøaba li-√ilmin w∞∫idin al-naΩaru f± l-maw∑≤√∞ti √al∞ l-mu√∞dalati wa-√ad±lu lw∞∫idi f± l-wa∑√i l-ka≥ratu fa-ma√l≤mun […] (A VERROÈS , Tafsir, vol. I, p. 316, 14-16). ej p ei; de; mia' "
taj n tikeiv m ena qewrh' s ai, tw' / de; eJ n i; aj n tiv k eitai plh' q o" […]. The Complete Works of Aristotle cit., p.
1585: «Now since it is the work of one science to investigate opposites, and plurality ( plh' q o")
is opposite to unity […]».
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modern interpreters of Aristotle 194 . The distinctions that Aristotle proposes,
however, present obscure and problematic aspects. Let us start with what is
clear in Aristotle’s statements, or what can be plainly inferred from them. The
clear data are essentially two.
First, immediately after Text 9 Aristotle maintains that ‘same’ ( al-muttafiq ,
tauj t o; ) , ‘similar’ ( al-∂ab±h , o{ m oion) and ‘the things resembling these’ (al-a∂y∞’
allat± tu∂bihu h∞∏ihi, ta; a] l la ta; toiou' t a) are species of ‘one’ 195 . Later on (Text
11), he regards ‘other’ (al-æayr , to; e{ t eron), ‘dissimilar’ ( all∞∏± l∞ ∂ab±h , aj n ov m oion)
and ‘unequal’ ( all∞∏± laysa mus∞win, a[ n ison) as opposite to ‘same’ and ‘similar’,
the latter being referred to with the expression ‘the concepts we named
above’ 196 . From this we are allowed to infer that also ‘equal’, besides ‘same’ and
‘similar’, is a species of ‘one’, and that ‘other’, ‘dissimilar’, ‘unequal’ are species
of plurality 197 . Aristotle mentions in the same context, as connected with the
species of plurality, also ‘contrariety’ ( ∑iddiyya, ej n antiov t h") and ‘difference’
(om. Ar., diaforav ) 198 .
Second, at the end of G, 2 Aristotle states that among the properties of ‘being’
— called properties of substance, for substance is the primary meaning of
‘being’ — are ‘prior’ and ‘posterior’, ‘genus’ and ‘species’, ‘whole’ and ‘part’199 .
To these concepts, also ‘perfect’, mentioned a few lines earlier, can be added 200 .
The difficulties in Aristotle’s exposition are two as well. First of all, he does
not say what the species of ‘being’ (Text 7) are. Modern interpreters have
proposed different candidates for the status of species of ‘being’: someone
says that they are the same as the species of ‘one’, namely ‘same’, ‘similar’ and
‘equal’ 201 . Others have suggested the categories as species of ‘being’, keeping
194

Cf. G. R EALE , Struttura paradigmatica e dimensione epocale della metafisica di Aristotele:
«henologia» e «ontologia» a confronto , in Aristotele. Perché la metafisica cit., pp. 37-58.
195
A VERROÈS , Tafsir, vol. I, p. 311, 3, corresponding to G, 2, 1003 b 35-36. Aristotele deals with
‘same’ and ‘similar’ in I, 3, after examining ‘one’ in I, 1-2.
196
A VERROÈS , Tafsir, vol. I, p. 317, 6, corresponding to G, 2, 1004 a 17-18.
197
In a passage of Metaphysics I, 3 (1054 a 29-32; A VERROÈS , Tafsir, vol. II, p. 1286, 2-3),
Aristotle states that ‘same’ (al-huwa huwa, to; tauj t ov ) , ‘similar’ ( al-∂ab±h , o{ m oion), and ‘equal’ ( almus∞w± , i[ s on) belong to ‘one’, whereas ‘other’, ‘dissimilar’ and ‘unequal’ belong to plurality.
198
A VERROÈS , Tafsir, vol. I, p. 317, 8, partially corresponding to G, 2, 1004 a 21-22.
199
A VERROÈS , Tafsir, vol. I, p. 331, 10-14, corresponding to G, 2, 1005 a 13-18. Leszl (Aristotle’s
Conception cit., p. 313) maintains that, in Aristotle’s original plan, these concepts were the only
properties of ‘being’, as distinct from the species of ‘one’ and ‘many’.
200
A VERROÈS , Tafsir, vol. I, p. 331, 10, corresponding to G, 2, 1005 a 12.
201
This is the opinion, for example, of E. Berti (La «riduzione dei contrari» in Aristotele , in
I D ., Studi Aristotelici, Japadre, L’Aquila 1974, pp. 209-231; p. 216, n. 39), who mentions G. Colle
(Aristote. La Métaphysique, livre IV, traduction et commentaire par G. C OLLE , Institut Supérieur
de Philosophie, Louvain 1931), A. Mansion (M ANSION , Philosophie première cit.), and G. Reale as
advocates of the same view. To these scholars, L. Robin (La théorie platonicienne des idées et des
nombres, Alcan, Paris 1908) can be added (cf. L ESZL , Aristotle’s Conception, cit., p. 241, n. 26).
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thus these latter distinct from the species of ‘one’ 202 .
The second difficulty is that, in the course of G, 2, Aristotle confounds the
species of ‘one’ and ‘many’ with the properties of ‘one’ and ‘many’, and also with
the properties of ‘being’. In Text 10 he regards the species of ‘one’ and ‘many’
in general — and ‘same’ and ‘contrariety’ in particular — as, at the same time,
properties of ‘one’ and ‘being’. At the end of G, 2, he does not even qualify them
as properties of ‘one’; he calls them ‘the aforementioned things’ ( al-a∂y∞’ allat±
q±lat , ta; eij r hmev n a), and regards them as properties of ‘being’, on the same level
as ‘prior’ and ‘posterior’, ‘genus’ and ‘species’, ‘whole’ and ‘part’203 .
In other words, the distinction between Universal ScienceSE, Universal
SciencePE, Universal ScienceSOM and Universal SciencePOM is somehow
formulated, but remains fluid in Aristotle.
If compared with Aristotle’s, Avicenna’s conception of the structure of
metaphysics is considerably different. As to the points expressly made by
Aristotle, Avicenna regards as properties of ‘one’ and ‘many’ what Aristotle
considers to be their species (‘same’, ‘other’, etc.), and proposes for the status
of species of ‘one’ and ‘many’ a different group of concepts (‘one’ by accident
etc.). Furthermore, the list of the properties of ‘existent’ in Avicenna is longer,
including also ‘potency’ and ‘act’, ‘universal’ and ‘particular’, ‘cause’ and
‘effect’ (cf. Table 4) 204 . As to the difficulties of Aristotle’s doctrine, Avicenna
identifies the species of ‘existent’ with the categories; he also preserves the
boundaries of Universal ScienceSE, Universal SciencePE, Universal
ScienceSOM, Universal SciencePOM much more rigidly than Aristotle does.
The differences between Aristotle and Avicenna, concerning the structure
of metaphysics, continue, and are even greater, if we observe how the
program of this discipline is brought about. The succession of books in
Aristotle’s Metaphysics — in the arrangement, which has become traditional,
by Andronicus of Rhodes — is rather fragmented (especially books B, D and
K interrupt the continuity) and, even in its main trends, does not reflect the
parameters established in G, 1-2. True, the Metaphysics ends with the treatment
of ‘one’ and ‘many’ and their species, as Aristotle understands them (book I),
and a group of three books (L-N) dealing with the causes and principles of
‘being’, both the true ones (the Unmoved Mover and its peers, in L) and the ones
wrongly supposed by Plato and his followers (mathematical entities and Ideas,

202
Cf. L ESZL , Aristotle’s Conception cit., pp. 236-244; pp. 276-282; pp. 312-313; at p. 241
Leszl recalls V. D ECARIE , L’object de la métaphysique selon Aristote, Vrin, Montreal-Paris 1961.
203
A VERROÈS , Tafsir, vol. I, p. 331, 10-14, corresponding to G, 2, 1005 a 14-18.
204
‘Potency’ is one of he main four meanings of ‘being’ that Aristotle distinguishes in D, 7;
E, 2 (1025 a 33-b 2); Q, 1 (1045 b 32-35). Avicenna regards ‘universal’ and ‘particular’ as the
common heading under which ‘genus’ and ‘species’ are subsumed.
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in M-N). These two sections of the Metaphysics can be regarded, respectively, as
Aristotle’s Henology and Theology. But, in the hypothesis that the species of
‘being’ are the categories, Aristotle focuses on only one of them, namely
substance (books Z-H, his so-called ‘Ousiology’); within Z-H, he does not deal
with the categories as species of ‘being’, nor does he mention the species of
‘being’ anywhere else in the Metaphysics. Furthermore, the only place where he
takes into account the properties of ‘being’ that he expressly mentions at the
end of G, 2 is book D; there, they are investigated together with many other
concepts 205. The structure of Avicenna’s Il∞hiyy∞t, on the contrary, is just the
application to metaphysics of the vertical tripartition and horizontal bipartition.
Despite some common features, the distance separating Aristotle from
Avicenna in conceiving and accomplishing the structure of metaphysics, as
we have seen, is big. In what follows I will focus on the two main stages in the
historical route going from Aristotle to Avicenna in this respect. They are the
Greek commentators on the Metaphysics, and one of the most significant Arab
interpreters of this work, al-F∞r∞b±.
The four extant Greek commentaries on Aristotle’s Metaphysics, like all the
Commentaria in Aristotelem Graeca, are the object of an increasing scholarly
interest 206 . They are Alexander of Aphrodisias’ original commentary on
Metaphysics A-D, Syrianus’s commentary on books B-G and M-N, Ammonius’s
commentary on books A-Z (as reported by his disciple Asclepius), and pseudoAlexander of Aphrodisias’ (= Michael of Ephesus 207) commentary on books E205
‘Prior’ and ‘posterior’ are discussed in D, 11; ‘genus’ in D, 28; ‘whole’ in D, 26, ‘part’ in
D, 25; ‘perfect’ in D, 16.
206
A milestone in this respect is the collection of articles Aristotle Transformed: the ancient
commentators and their influence, ed. R. S ORABJI , Duckworth, London 1990.
207
According to the traditional view of K. Praechter (K. P RAECHTER , Review of the Commentaria
in Aristotlem Graeca, in Aristotle Transformed cit., pp. 31-54; p. 36; p. 51), recently adopted by
S. Ebbesen (S. E BBESEN , Commentators and Commentaries on Aristotle’s Sophistici Elenchi, Brill,
Leiden 1981, p. 87) and defended by H. P. F. Mercken against L. Tarán (H. P. F. M ERCKEN , The
Greek commentators on Aristotle’s Ethics, in Aristotle Transformed cit., pp. 407-443; pp. 433-434)
the author would be the Byzantine commentator Michael of Ephesus (XII c.). On the other hand,
L. Tarán regards pseudo-Alexander as a source of Syrianus (L. T ARÁN , Syrianus and PseudoAlexander’s Commentary on Metaphysics E-N, in Aristoteles. Werk und Wirkung. Paul Moraux
gewidmet, vol. II: Kommentierung, Überlieferung, Nachleben, ed. J. W IESNER , de Gruyter, BerlinNew York 1987, pp. 215-232). P. Thillet (in A LEXANDRE D ’A PHRODISE , Traitè du destin, Les Belles
Lettres, Paris 1984, p. lvii) defends the traditional attribution and portrays pseudo-Alexander as
an author using Syrianus’ commentary (cf. R. S ORABJI , The Ancient Commentators on Aristotle,
in Aristotle Transformed cit., p. 22, n. 104). The final verdict on this issue, confirming the
traditional view about Michael of Ephesus as Pseudo-Alexander, is expressed by C. L UNA , Les
commentaires de Syrianus et du Ps.Alexandre sur la Métaphysique. Essai de mise au point, in E AD .,
Trois études sur la tradition des commentaires anciens à la Métaphysique d'Aristote, Brill, LeidenBoston-Köln 2001, pp. 1-71.
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N. All three commentators antedating Avicenna (Alexander, Syrianus and
Ammonius/Asclepius) do comment on book G. The research on their exegesis
of this book is still, however, at an initial stage. Deeper issues, such as the
structure of metaphysics, remain mostly to be investigated.
Nonetheless, recent literature has pointed out that already the first of
these commentators, relying on the epistemology of the Posterior Analytics,
strives at conferring metaphysics a more rigorous scientific status than it has
in Aristotle 208. In his commentary on G, 2, for example, Alexander of Aphrodisias
openly states that, and explains why, ‘same’, ‘similar’ and ‘equal’, ‘other’,
‘dissimilar’ and ‘unequal’ are, respectively, species of ‘one’ and ‘plurality’.
Even more significantly, in his exegesis of the fourth aporia of B, he explains
the terminology Aristotle uses to signify the properties of a subject-matter,
provides various types of properties, and indicates ‘one’ as a property of
‘being’ 209. The importance of these passages cannot be overemphasized. In the
latter, Alexander somehow prefigures Avicenna, who also sometimes regards
‘one’ and ‘many’ as properties of ‘existent’ (cf. above, Table 1).
Being already present in Alexander’s commentary, and influencing in this
way later commentaries 210, this tendency to give metaphysics a proper scientific
basis did not cease afterwards 211. As to the particular issue of structure,
however, the data available in modern literature are scanty. As to Syrianus,
books M-N of his commentary, rather than books B-G, which are the most
important for our purposes, have attracted the interest of scholars 212. The

208
Cf. M. B ONELLI , Alessandro di Afrodisia e la metafisica scientifica, «Documenti e Studi
sulla Tradizione Filosofica Medievale», 12, 2001, pp. 61-83, especially pp. 70-74.
209
Cf. ibid. Alexander’s commentary on books B and G has been recently translated into
English; cf. A LEXANDER OF A PHRODISIAS , On Aristotle Metaphysics 2 & 3, transl. W. E. D OOLEY and
A. M ADIGAN , Duckworth, London 1992, and A LEXANDER OF APHRODISIAS , On Aristotle Metaphysics 4,
transl. A. M ADIGAN , Duckworth, London 1993.
210
On Alexander of Aphrodisias as source of Syrianus, cf. the studies by C. Luna and C.
D’Ancona quoted below, n. 212; on Alexander’s influence on Ammonius/Asclepius, cf. also K.
V ERRYCKEN , The metaphysics of Ammonius son of Hermias, in Aristotle Transformed cit., pp. 199231 (p. 204). The transmission of Alexander’s exegetical model to the Arab world is studied by
C. D’A NCONA in Arabic Philosophy as a guideline for the reception of Aristotle in the Middle Ages,
forthcoming.
211
Within the Neoplatonic school, for example, it led ultimately, through Syrianus, to
Proclus’ Elementatio Theologica. The stages of this evolution are well described in D. J. O’M EARA ,
Le problème de la métaphysique dans l’antiquité tardive, «Freiburg Zeitschrift für Philosophie
und Theologie», 33, 1986, pp. 3-22.
212
Cf. A. M ADIGAN , Syrianus and Asclepius on Forms and Intermediates in Plato and Aristotle,
«The Journal of the History of Philosophy», 24, 1986, pp. 149-171; H. D. S AFFREY , Comment
Syrianus, le maître de l’école néoplatonicienne d’Athènes, considérait-il Aristote, in Aristoteles.
Werk und Wirkung. Paul Moraux gewidmet, vol. II: Kommentierung, Überlieferung, Nachleben
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studies devoted to Ammonius’ commentary (apud Asclepius) do not focus on
the issue of structure 213.
The extant Arabic translations of the Greek commentaries on the
Metaphysics are two. Both focus on a different book (L) and are preserved in
fragments. The commentaries of which they are the translation are not
extant in Greek. They are what probably is Alexander’s original commentary
on L 214 , and Themistius’ paraphrase of the same book 215 . The preference
cit., pp. 205-214 (Engl. transl. in Aristotle Transformed cit., pp. 173-179); C. D’A NCONA , La
doctrine des principes: Syrianus comme source textuelle et doctrinale de Proclus. I: histoire du
problème, in Proclus et la théologie platonicienne, Actes du Colloque International de Louvain (1316 mai 1998), En l’honneur de H. D. Saffrey et L. G. Westerink †, édités par A. P H . S EGONDS et C.
S TEEL , avec l’assistance de C. L UNA et A. F. M ETTRAUX, Leuven University Press-Les Belles Lettres,
Leuven-Paris 2000, pp. 189-225; C. L UNA , La doctrine des principes: Syrianus comme source
textuelle et doctrinale de Proclus. II: analyse des textes , in Proclus et la théologie platonicienne cit.,
pp. 227-278; A. LONGO , Le sostanze intermedie e le dimostrazioni astronomiche nel prologo del
commento di Siriano sui libri M e N della Metafisica di Aristotele, «Documenti e Studi sulla
Tradizione Filosofica Medievale», 12, 2001, pp. 85-124; L UNA , Les commentaires de Syrianus et du
Ps.Alexandre sur la Métaphysique cit.; EAD ., Syrianus dans la tradition exégétique de la Métaphysique
d’Aristote. I. Syrianus entre Alexandre d’Aphrodise et Asclépius, in Le commentaire entre tradition
et innovation, ed. M.-O. G OULET -C AZÉ , Vrin, Paris 2000, pp. 301-309; C. D’A NCONA , Syrianus dans
la tradition exégétique de la Métaphysique d’Aristote. II. Antécédents et postérité, in Le commentaire
entre tradition et innovation cit., pp. 311-327; C. L UNA , Le commentaire d’Alexandre d’Aphrodise
comme source du commentaire de Syrianus, in E AD ., Trois études cit., pp. 1-71.
213
On Ammonius’ commentary see K. K REMER , Der Metaphysikbegriff in den AristotelesKommentaren der Ammonius-Schule, Aschendorff, Münster 1961; V ERRYCKEN , The metaphysics
of Ammonius son of Hermias cit.; C. L UNA, Alexandre d'Aphrodise et Syrianus comme sources du
commentaire d'Asclépius, in E AD ., Trois études cit., pp. 72-98.
214
J. FREUDENTHAL , Die durch Averroes erhaltenen Fragmente Alexanders zur Metaphysik des
Aristoteles untersucht und übersetzt. Mit Beiträgen zur Erläuterung des arabischen Textes von S.
Fränkel, Königliche Akademie der Wissenschaften, Berlin 1885 (German version of the Hebrew
translation of Averroes’ quotations). A VERROÈS, Tafsir cit., vol. III, pp. 1406ff. passim; A. M ARTIN ,
Averroès. Grand Commentaire de la Métaphysique d’Aristote, livre l ∞ m-lambda traduit de l’arabe et
annoté, Les Belles Lettres, Paris 1984; C. G ENEQUAND, Ibn Rushd’s Metaphysics. A Translation with
Introduction of Ibn Rushd’s Commentary on Aristotle’s Metaphysics, Book Lam, Brill, Leiden 1984.
215
Arabic text in B ADAW ° , Aris¥≤ cit., pp. 12-21, 329-333 (to be read together with R. M. F RANK ,
Some Textual Notes on the Oriental Versions of Themistius’ Paraphrase of Book I [sic, pro: XII]
of the Metaphysics, «Cahiers de Byrsa», 8, 1958-1959, pp. 215-230). Averroes’ quotations in
A VERROÈS , Tafsir cit., vol. III, pp. 1406ff. passim ; T HÉMISTIUS , Paraphrase de la Métaphysique
d’Aristote (livre Lambda), traduit de l’hébreu et de l’arabe, introduction, notes et indices par R.
B RAGUE , Vrin, Paris 1999. Among the studies on Themistius’s paraphrase: S. P INES , Les limites
de la métaphysique selon Al- F∞r∞b± , Ibn Bajja, et Maïmonide. Sources et antithèses de ces doctrines
chez Alexandre d’Aphrodise et chez Thémistius, in Miscellanea Medievalia 13/1, 1981, pp. 211-225;
repr. in The Collected Works of Shlomo Pines, vol. V: Studies in the History of Jewish Thought,
Magnes Press, Jerusalem 1997, pp. 432-446, and in I D ., La Liberté de philosopher. De Maïmonide
à Spinoza, De Brouwer, Paris 1997, pp. 251-274, especially pp. 223-224; I D ., Some distinctive
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accorded to L in these translations witnesses the theological interest lying
behind the Greek-into-Arabic translation movement, but makes these
translations less relevant for our purposes. One of the Greek commentaries
whose Arabic translation is attested, though not extant, is Syrianus’
commentary on book B 216 . If it ever existed, the Arabic translation of
Syrianus’ exegesis of this book of the Metaphysics had in any case a very
limited circulation 217 .
In the latest Greek commentators of Aristotle, belonging to the Alexandrian
school, metaphysics as a discipline, and Aristotle’s Metaphysics as the work
expounding it, were increasingly identified with Theology. This is evident
not only in Ammonius’ commentary 218 , but also in the introductions to
philosophy in general, and Aristotle’s philosophy in particular, with which
the Alexandrian commentaries on Porphyry’s Isagoge and Aristotle’s
Categories, respectively, started. In these introductions metaphysics is
constantly named ‘theology’ and quite often described as the science of the
immaterial 219 . This possibly implies a simplification of the structure of
metaphysics, as the initial Arabic reception of this Greek introductory
literature witnesses.
Some evidence in this sense is provided by the first philosopher writing in
Arabic, al-Kind±, in his introduction to Aristotle’s philosophy, entitled F±
Kammiyyat Kutub Aris¥∞¥∞l±s (On the Number of Aristotle’s Books) 220 . When
compared with Aristotle’s text, al-Kind±’s description of the Metaphysics reflects
metaphysical conceptions in Themistius’ Commentary on Book Lambda and their place in the
history of philosophy, in Aristoteles. Werk und Wirkung. Paul Moraux gewidmet, vol. II :
Kommentierung, Überlieferung, Nachleben cit., pp. 177-204; repr. in The Collected Works of
Shlomo Pines, vol. III: Studies in the History of Arabic Philosophy, Magnes Press, Jerusalem
1996, pp. 267-294 (contains the English translation of a part of the Arabic version of chapt. 7 —
pp. 16, 18 - 18, 7 — and of the entire chapter 9).
216
Cf. I BN AL -N AD ° M , Kit∞b al-Fihrist , ed. G. F LÜGEL - J. R OEDIGER - A. M UELLER , Leipzig 1871,
vol. I, p. 251, 31.
217
In the F± Aær∞∑ Al-F∞r∞b± mentions only the commentaries by Alexander of Aphrodisias
and Themistius among the commentaries on the Metaphysics that were available at his time (ed.
D IETERICI , p. 34, 14-15). The same does Averroes in his tafs±r of the Metaphysics (A VERROÈS , Tafsir
cit., vol. III, p. 1393, 4-7).
218
Cf. G UTAS , Avicenna cit., pp. 250-251 and nn. 28-29.
219
L. G. W ESTERINK , The Alexandrian commentators and the introductions to their commentaries,
in Aristotle Transformed cit., pp. 325-348 (pp. 341-348).
220
M. G UIDI - R. WALZER , Studi su al-Kindi I: Uno scritto introduttivo allo studio di Aristotele ,
Memorie della R. Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei, Classe di Scienze Morali, Storiche e Filosofiche, ser. VI, vol. VI, fasc. V (Roma 1940); Ras∞’il al-Kind± al-falsafiyya , ed. M. √A. A B ¢ -R ° DA , Cairo,
1950, vol. I, pp. 363-384. Cf. J OLIVET , Classifications of the Sciences, cit., pp. 1009-1011. Al-Kind±’s
work is dependent upon at least two Greek sources, whose exact identity has still to be ascertained.
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only book L221. Considerations concerning the structure are missing. The same
can be said of the first commentary on the Metaphysics extant in Arabic, namely
£∞bit b. Qurra’s (d. 901) ‘concise exposition’ ( talπ±µ) of this work 222.
In al-F∞r∞b±’s works we find different degrees of attention to the structure
of metaphysics. Three typologies of works are discernible in this respect. To
begin with, in works of propaedeutic character al-F∞r∞b± shares the ‘traditional’
one-sided emphasis on Theology within metaphysics and the Metaphysics,
and the consequent disinterest in the structure of this discipline and of its
canonical book. This happens, for example, in his introduction to Aristotle’s
philosophy ( M∞ yanbaæ± an yuqaddama qabla ta√allum falsafat Ariµ¥≤ , What
should precede the learning of Aristotle’s Philosophy) 223. Second, in works
focusing on the classification of the sciences, such as the I∫µ∞’ al-√ul≤m
(Survey of the sciences), al-F∞r∞b± engages in consideration concerning the
structure, providing, in so doing, a main axis of metaphysics which closely
resembles the one contained in Avicenna’s Text 1 224 . Finally, in a work
221
Drawing upon one of these sources, in a first passage al-Kind± proposes the aforementioned
theologizing conception of Aristotle’s Metaphysics as a book dealing with immaterial things
(ed. G UIDI -W ALZER , p. 391.9; p. 405; p. 393.8-9; p. 418; ed. A B ¢ -R ° DA , vol. I, p. 365.2; p. 368.1617). According to a later passage, depending on a different source, the purpose of the Metaphysics
is two-fold: first, the investigation of those immaterial things that exist without matter, but are
associated with something material (probably the celestial intellects and souls); second, the
elucidation of God’s nature and activity (ed. G UIDI -W ALZER , p. 403, 8-11; p. 418; ed. A B ¢ -R ° DA ,
vol. I, p. 384, 7-10. English translation and commentary in G UTAS , Avicenna cit., pp. 243-249). As
I have shown elsewhere (B ERTOLACCI , From al-Kind± to al-F∞r∞b± cit., pp. 289-293), in his most
significant work on metaphysics — F± l-Falsafa al-≤l∞ (On First Philosophy) — al-Kind± restricts
his use (amounting not only to positive reception, but also to criticism) of Aristotle’s Metaphysics
to books a and L, the former being used as a sort of introduction to the latter.
222
Forthcoming critical edition, translation and commentary by D. C. Reisman and A. Bertolacci.
223
Ed. D IETERICI, p. 50, 20-21. In this passage, the book dealing with the first branch of
theoretical philosophy (= the Metaphysics) is described as ‘[the book] from which divine things are
learned’ ( m∞ yuta√allamu minhu um≤r il∞hiyya ). Cf. the brief mention of the Metaphysics in alF∞r∞b±’s Falsafat Aris¥≤¥∞l±s wa-aøz∞’ falsafatihi (Aristotle’s Philosophy and Its Parts): «Therefore
Aristotle proceeded in a book that he called Metaphysics to inquire into, and to investigate, the
beings in a manner different than natural philosophy» ( Al-F∞r∞b±’s Philosophy of Aristotle [Falsafat
Aris¥≤¥∞l±s], Arabic Text, Edited with and Introduction and Notes by M. MAHDI, D∞r Majallat Shi’r,
Beirut 1961, p. 132, 2-3; English translation in Alfarabi’s Philosophy of Plato and Aristotle, translated
with an introduction by M. M AHDI, The Free Press of Glencoe, New York 1962, p. 130).
224
A L -F † R † B ° , Catálogo de las ciencias, ed. and transl. A. G ONZÁLEZ P ALENCIA , Maestre, MadridGranada 1932, 2nd ed. 1953, pp. 87-91 (Arabic); pp. 110-111, 163-166 (Latin translation); pp.
63-65 (Spanish translation). Al-F∞r∞b± distinguishes a first part of metaphysics dealing with the
existents and ‘the things occurring to them’ ( al-a∂y∞’ allat± ta√ri∑u lah∞ ) qua existents; a second
part taking into account the principles of the particular sciences (with no mention of ‘divisions’,
‘states’ or ‘species’ of ‘existent’); and a third part focusing on immaterial existents (= Theology).
Cf. J OLIVET , Classifications of the Sciences cit., pp. 1011-1017.
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specifically devoted to the Metaphysics, he offers a full description of the
structure of metaphysics. This is the well-known F± Aær∞∑ al-™ak±m f± kull
maq∞la min al-kit∞b al-maws≤m bi-al-∫ur≤f (On the Purposes of the Sage [=
Aristotle] in each treatise of the book named by means of letters; henceforth:
F± Aær∞∑ ) 225.
The relevance of this treatise in the history of the interpretation of
Aristotle’s Metaphysics can hardly be exaggerated. Avicenna himself is witness
to the deep influence that al-F∞r∞b±’s F± Aær∞∑ exerted on his own understanding
of the Metaphysics 226. The investigation of the late Greek and early Arabic
sources of this treatise is still on the agenda. If al-F∞r∞b± should prove to be
other than a mere transmitter of previous material, he would rightfully
deserve the title he actually received, that of ‘second teacher’ ( al-mu√allim al≥∞n± ), after Aristotle (the ‘first teacher’, al-mu√allim al-awwal ), at least as far
as the Metaphysics is concerned. In the F± Aær∞∑ , al-F∞r∞b± underscores the
importance of the part of Aristotle’s Metaphysics which is not Theology; in
other words, he calls attention to the existence of books other than L and
its afferents 227. What is most important for the present investigation is
that, in doing so, he proposes a highly structured profile of metaphysics.
Book G has a keyrole in this respect.
Three passages of al-F∞r∞b±’s F± Aær∞∑ are particularly salient in this
respect.
Text 12.1
Universal science ( al-√ilm al-kull± ) studies [i] what is common to all existents
(like existence and oneness), [ii] its species ( anw∞ ‘) and consequent attributes
( law∞∫iq ), [iii] the things which are not proper accidents ( l∞ ta√ri∑ bi-l-taπµ±µ )
of each individual subject-matter studied by the particular sciences (like
priority, posteriority, potentiality, actuality, perfection, imperfection, and
similar things), and [iv] the common principle ( mabda’ ) of all existents, which
225
F± aær∞∑ al-∫ak±m f± kull maq∞la min al-Kit∞b al-maws≤m bi-l-∫ur≤f , in Alf∞r∞b±’ s
Philosophische Abhandlungen, ed. F. D IETERICI , Brill, Leiden 1890, pp. 34-38 ; Maq∞la f±
aær∞∑ m∞ ba√da l-¥ab±√a , anonymous edition, Hyderabad 1349 H. German translation in Alf∞r∞b±’ s
Philosophische Abhandlungen, transl. F. D IETERICI , Brill, Leiden 1892, pp. 54-60 ; French
translation (with textual remarks) in T H .-A. D RUART , Le traité d’Alf∞r∞b± sur les buts de la
Métaphysique d’Aristote, «Bulletin de Philosophie Médiévale», 24, 1982, pp. 38-43; Spanish
translation in R. R AMÓN G UERRERO , Alf∞r∞b± y la «Metafísica» de Aristóteles , «La Ciudad de
Dios», 196, 1983, pp. 211-240; partial English translation in G UTAS , Avicenna cit., pp. 237-254.
Among the studies, besides the aforementioned items, cf also the remarks by H EIN , Definition
und Enteilung der Philosophie cit., pp. 310-312.
226
G UTAS , Avicenna cit., pp. 22-30 ; pp. 250-252 ; B ERTOLACCI , From al-Kind± to al-F∞r∞b±
cit., pp. 265-269.
227
Cf. GUTAS, Avicenna cit., p. 242; p. 249; BERTOLACCI, From al-Kind± to al-F∞r∞b± cit., pp. 293-294.
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ought to be called by the name of God 228.
Text 12.2
Theology ( al-√ilm al-il∞h± ) ought to belong to this science [i.e. universal
science], because God is a principle ( mabda ’) of absolute ‘existent’, not of one
existent to the exclusion of another. That part ( qism ) of it, then, which
includes providing the principle of being ought to be itself Theology 229.
Text 12.3
[i] The primary subject-matter ( al-maw∑≤√ al-awwal ) of this science is absolute
existence and what is equivalent to it in universality, namely the one. But
since the knowledge of contrary correlatives is one, theoretical inquiry into
non-existence ( al-√adam ) and multiplicity is also included in this science. [ii]
Then, after examination of these subject-matters ( maw∑≤√∞t ), it inquires into
matters which are as species ( anw∞ ‘) to them, like the ten categories of
‘existent’, the species ( anw∞ ‘) of the one (like the individual one, the one by
species, the one by genus, the one by analogy, and the divisions of each one
of these), and similarly the species ( anw∞ ‘) of non-existence and multiplicity.
[iii] Then [it inquires] into the consequent attributes ( law∞∫iq ) of ‘existent’
(like potency and act, perfection and imperfection, cause and effect), the
consequent attributes ( law∞∫iq ) of unity (like sameness [ huwiyya ], similarity,
equality, coincidence ( muw∞faqa ), parallelism, analogy etc.), and the
consequent attributes ( law∞∫iq ) of non-existence and multiplicity. [iv] Then
[it inquires] into the principles ( mab∞di’ ) of each one of these. That [i.e. each
one of these] is branched out and divided, until it [i.e. this science] arrives at
the subject-matters of the particular sciences. Here this science ends. In it the
principles ( mab∞di’ ) of all the particular sciences and the definitions of their
subject-matters are clarified 230.

228
Ed. D IETERICI , p. 35, 8-12: wa-amma l-√ilmu l-kulliyyu fa-huwa lla∏± yanΩuru f± l-∂ay’i al√∞mmi li-øam±√i l-mawø≤d∞ti mi≥la l-wuø≤di wa-l-wa∫dati wa-f± anw∞√ih± wa-law∞∫iqih± wa-f± la∂y∞’i llat± l∞ ta√ri∑u bi-l-taπµ±µi li-∂ay’in ∂ay’in min maw∑≤√∞ti l-√ul≤mi l-øuz’iyyati mi≥la ltaqaddumi wa-l-ta’aππuri wa-l-quwwati wa-l-fi√li wa-l-t∞mmi wa-l-n∞qiµi wa-m∞ yaør± maør∞
h∞∏ihi wa-f± l-mabda’i l-mu∂taraki li-øam±√i l-mawø≤d∞ti wa-huwa l-∂ay’u lla∏± yanbaæ± an
yusamm∞ bi-smi ll∞hi øalla øal∞luh≤. English translation in G UTAS , Avicenna cit., p. 241 (slightly
modified).
229
Ed. D IETERICI , p. 35, 16-19: fa-yanbaæ± an yak≤na l-√ilmu l-il∞hiyyu d∞πilan f± h∞∏∞ l-√ilmi
li-anna ll∞ha mabda’un li-l-mawø≤di l-mu¥laqi l∞ li-mawø≤din d≤na mawø≤din fa-l-qismu lla∏±
ya∂tamilu minhu √al∞ i√¥∞’i mabda’i l-mawø≤di yanbaæ± an yak≤na huwa l-√ilma l-il∞hiyya.
English translation in G UTAS , Avicenna cit., p. 241 (slightly modified).
230
Ed. D IETERICI , p. 36, 9-19: wa-l-maw∑≤√u l-awwalu li-h∞∏∞ l-√ilmi huwa l-wuø≤du lmu¥laqu wa-m∞ yus∞w±h± f± l-√um≤mi wa-huwa l-w∞∫idu wa-l∞kinnah≤ lamm∞ k∞na √ilmu lmutaq∞bil∞ti w∞∫idan fa-f± h∞∏∞ l-√ilmi ay∑an al-naΩaru f± l-√adami wa-l-ka≥rati ≥umma ba√da
h∞∏ihi l-maw∑≤√∞ti wa-ta∫q±qih∞ yanΩuru f± l-a∂y∞’i llat± taq≤mu minh∞ maq∞ma l-anw∞√i ka-l-
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In the reported texts, al-F∞r∞b± mentions, one after the other, four topics
that metaphysics deals with. One of these is also called ‘part’ ( qism ) in Text
12.2. We may, therefore, assume that al-F∞r∞b± envisages four units or parts
of metaphysics. These units can be described as follows: 1) investigation of
‘existence’, ‘non-existence’ ( al-√adam ), ‘one’ and ‘many’ in themselves (Text
12.1 [i], Text 12.3 [i]); 2) investigation of their ‘species’ (Text 12.1 [ii], Text
12.3 [ii]); 3) investigation of their properties, named ‘consequent attributes’
(Text 12.1 [ii], Text 12.3 [iii]); 4) investigation of their principles (Text 12.1
[iv], Text 12.3 [iv]) 231 . The fourth part of metaphysics is called ‘Theology’,
whereas the name ‘Universal science’ is reserved to metaphysics in its entirety
(Text 12.2) 232 .
Metaphysics is divided into two main axes. In Text 12.1 [i]-[ii] these two
axes are marked only by existence and ‘one’, whereas in Text 12.3 [i]-[iii] they
maq≤l∞ti l-√a∂ari li-l-mawø≤di wa-anw∞√i l-w∞∫idi ka-l-w∞∫idi bi-l-∂aπµi wa-l-w∞∫idi bi-l-naw√i
wa-l-w∞∫idi bi-l-øinsi wa-l-w∞∫idi bi-l-mun∞sabati wa-aqs∞mi kulli w∞∫idin min h∞∏ihi waka∏∞lika f± anw∞√i l-√adami wa-l-ka≥rati ≥umma f± law∞∫iqi l-mawø≤di ka-l-quwwati wa-l-fi√li wal-tam∞mi wa-l-nuqs∞ni wa-l-√illati wa-l-ma√l≤li wa-law∞∫iqi l-wa∫dati ka-l-huwiyyati wa-lta∂∞buhi wa-l-tas∞w± wa-l-muw∞faqati wa-l-muw∞z∞ti wa-l-mun∞sabati wa-æayri ∏∞lika walaw∞∫iqi l-√adami wa-l-ka≥rati ≥umma f± mab∞di’i kulli w∞∫idin min h∞∏ihi wa-yata∂a√√abu
∏∞lika wa-yanqasimu il∞ an yabluæa maw∑≤√∞ti l-√ul≤mi l-øuz’iyyati wa-yantah± h∞∏∞ l-√ilmu watatabayyanu f±h± mab∞di’u øam±√i l-√ul≤mi l-øuz’iyyati wa-∫ud≤du maw∑≤√∞tih∞. English
translation in G UTAS , Avicenna cit., p. 242 (slightly modified).
231
One aspect of the main axis of metaphysics remains obscure. In Text 12.1 [iii] al-F∞r∞b±
mentions ‘the things which are not proper accidents’ ( al-a∂y∞’ allat± l∞ ta√ri∑ bi-l-taπµ±µ ) of the
particular sciences’ subject-matters. Since they are not proper accidents of the particular
sciences’s subject-matters, they are in all likelihood proper accidents of the metaphysics’
subject-matter, namely of existence. From this point of view it is reasonable to identify them
with the consequent attributes ( law∞∫iq ) of ‘existent’ referred to in Text 12.1 [ii] and in Text 12.3
[iii]. But, by mentioning them separately, al-F∞r∞b± appears to regard these ‘proper accidents’
as forming a class on their own. The examples al-F∞r∞b± provides for the ‘proper accidents’ of
‘existent’ in Text 12.1 [iii] (priority, posteriority, potentiality, actuality, perfection, imperfection,
and similar things) differ from those regarding its ‘consequent attributes’ in Text 12.3 [iii]
(potency and act, perfection and imperfection, cause and effect). In the subsequent part of the
work, on the other hand, al-F∞r∞b± appears to use the expression ‘proper accidents’ as a common
rubric for both ‘species’ and ‘consequent attributes’ (cf. below, n. 234).
232
The Aristotelian sources of this distinction are essentially two: Metaph. G, 3, 1005 a 33b 2: ‘But since there is one kind of thinker who is even above the natural philosopher (for nature
is only one particular genus of being), the discussion of these truths also will belong to him
whose inquiry is universal and deals with primary substance. Natural science also is a kind of
wisdom, but it is not the first kind’ (The Complete Works of Aristotle cit., p. 1587); Metaph. E, 1,
1026 a 27-31: «We answer that if there is no substance other than those which are formed by
nature, natural science will be the first science; but if there is an immovable substance, the
science of this must be prior and must be first philosophy, and universal in this way, because it
is first» ( The Complete Works of Aristotle cit., p. 1587).
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are extended to their opposites — non-existence and ‘many’ — as well.
As we can see, Avicenna’s conception of the structure of metaphysics is
markedly dependent on al-F∞r∞b±’s F± Aær∞∑ . Though, it is original with
respect to it in more than one way. First, according to al-F∞r∞b±, metaphysics
has more than one subject-matter: existence and ‘one’ are ‘the primary
subject-matter’ (al-maw∑≤√ al-awwal ) according to Text 12.3 [i]; the mention
of the subject-matters (maw∑≤√∞t ) at the beginning of Text 12.3 refers to nonexistence and ‘many’ as well 233. The investigation of all these concepts constitutes
one unit of metaphysics. In Avicenna, on the other hand, only ‘existent’ is the
subject-matter of metaphysics. ‘Existent’ and non-existence in themselves are
discussed within the Introduction (I, 5), whereas the treatment of ‘one’ and
‘many’ occurs within Universal ScienceSOM (III, 3, end of III, 5, III, 6).
Second, in al-F∞r∞b± the first axis of metaphysics takes into account,
besides ‘existent’, also non-existence. The structure of metaphysics, thus, is
perfectly symmetrical: ‘existent’ and non-existence, on the one hand (first
axis), ‘one’ and many’, on the other (second axis). In Avicenna, on the other
hand, ‘non-existent’ is dealt with only in the Introduction (I, 5), and is not
investigated within Universal Science.
Third, in the F± Aær∞∑ , after the aforementioned texts, al-F∞r∞b± offers an
account of the purposes of the single books of the Metaphysics. This account
reveals another aspect — surely the most important — in which al-F∞r∞b±’s
and Avicenna’s conceptions of the structure of metaphysics differ.
Al-F∞r∞b± mentions the distinction between the subject-matters studied by
metaphysics, their species and their properties only in connection with books
G and D 234. In the course of the description of book E, he goes back to the
relationship between Theology and metaphysics 235. In the very puzzling
description of book K, he alludes to a distinction between principles and
‘accidents’ of metaphysics 236. Since book K is a summary of Metaphysics BE and some section of the Physics, all this means that al-F∞r∞b± takes the
233

The ‘subject-matters’ ( maw∑≤√∞t ) are referred to also at p. 37, 4.
Ed. D IETERICI, p. 37, 4-8. Al-F∞r∞b± portrays book D as dealing with the ‘subject matters’
of this science, their ‘species’ and their ‘consequent attributes’. In the description of book G he
mentions only ‘subject matters’ and ‘proper accidents’ ( al-a√r∞∑ al-π∞µµa ), which may suggest
that the regards this last expression as a common rubric for both species and consequent
attributes.
235
Ed. D IETERICI , p. 37, 9-13. The relevant clause (p. 37, 10-11) is properly translated by
Ramón Guerrero (p. 240) : « Determina el asunto de la Teología, esto es, que está includida en
esta ciencia, o mejor (bal), que es esta ciencia en cierto modo» (emphasis mine); cf. Druart’s
translation, p. 42: «Ce livre détermine que la science divine fait partie de cette science, mais
n’est cette cience que sous un certain rapport» (emphasis mine).
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Ed. D IETERICI , p. 38, 1.
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structural framework of metaphysics mainly from books G, D and E. However,
he does not mention this framework in the case of any other book of the
Metaphysics. Nor does he arrange the other books according to the parameters
he has established in Texts 12.1-3 and recalled in the description of books G,
D, E (and K). In other words, we find in al-F∞r∞b± a gap between what the
structure of metaphysics should be (Texts 12.1-3), and what it really is in
Aristotle’s Metaphysics (account of the single books). This gap is not filled in
his major metaphysical works.
Avicenna, on the other hand, not only expounds his view about the
structure of metaphysics (Texts 1-2), but he also reworks Aristotle’s Metaphysics
according to this prefigured structure (Text 3). Thus, as I have already said,
he transfers chapters 1-2 of book a to Theology, and connects them with
chapters 6-10 of book L; some of the aporias of book B are taken into account
in different places of the Il∞hiyy∞t ; G and E, 1 constitute the basis of the
Introduction. In the same way, Avicenna employs terminological distinctions
coming from book D as linguistic preliminaries to the treatment of many
concepts he discusses within Universal Science — something Albert the Great
already perceived 237 ; the doctrine of book Z is used partly in the treatment of
substance within Universal ScienceSE, partly in the treatment of ‘universal’
within Universal SciencePE; a summary of book Q is available in the analysis
of potency and act within Universal SciencePE; book I is the main source of
Universal SciencePOM. Whether Avicenna had access to the Arabic translation
of only one among books M and N, or of both of them as a single unit, has still
to be ascertained 238 ; anyhow, the place of the Il∞hiyy∞t where the doctrine
of these two books is presented is Universal SciencePOM.
The reshaping of the books of the Metaphysics in Avicenna’s Il∞hiyy∞t
deserves, of course, a separate and detailed analysis, which cannot be provided
here. What is clear is that this recasting of the content of Aristotle’s book
according to the parameters established in G, 1-2 and E, 1, and first theorized
by al-F∞r∞b± in the F± Aær∞∑ , is Avicenna’s major contribution to the history of
the interpretation and transmission of the Metaphysics. Within this history, it
is not far-fetched to compare Avicenna’s Il∞hiyy∞ t with Andronicus of Rhodes’
editorial work, and to regard it a sort of second ‘edition’ of the Metaphysics.
237
Cf. A. B ERTOLACCI , «Subtilius speculando». Le citazioni della Philosophia Prima di
Avicenna nel Commento alla Metafisica di Alberto Magno, « Documenti e Studi sulla
Tradizione Filosofica Medievale», 9, 1998, pp. 261-339.
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According to Druart (pp. 128-129) and Ramón Guerrero (p. 235) Books M and N are
grouped together in al-F∞r∞b±’s account in the F± Aær∞∑ , whereas according to Gutas (A VICENNA ,
p. 242) book N is not included in al-F∞r∞b±’s summary. The translation of neither book is extant
in Averroes’ tafs±r of the Metaphysics.
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C ONCLUSION
The pieces of evidence discussed in the present article indicate that in
Avicenna’s Il∞hiyy∞t metaphysics as a discipline is structured according to a
clear, though not totally straightforward, pattern. After the Prolegomena
deriving from the previous exegetical tradition, and the miscellaneous
Introduction (excluding the Appendix, which does not deal with metaphysics),
the core of metaphysics has a binary structure, given by two main axes.
The first axis (§§1-2) concerns ‘existent’ as the subject-matter of
metaphysics. It rests on the distinction between the species and properties of
‘existent’ (Universal Science) and its causes (Theology). Accordingly,
metaphysics contains a sequence of three parts : Universal
ScienceS(pecies)E(xistent), Universal ScienceP(roperties)E(existent) and
Theology. Among these parts, Theology is the first in the order of importance.
Its inner articulation is strikingly similar to that of Islamic theological
literature.
The second axis (§3) concerns ‘one’, ‘many’ and related matters. Thus,
metaphysics is not only a doctrine of ‘being’ or ‘existent’ (namely an Ontology),
but also, at the same time a theory of ‘one’ and ‘many’ (i. e. a Henology).
The actual structure of metaphysics (§4) is the result of the interaction
between these two axes. Such an interaction is most clearly visible within
Universal Science, but is not exclusive to it. It affects also the Introduction
and Theology. Besides and in parallel with Universal ScienceSE and Universal
SciencePE, we encounter a treatment of the species of ‘one’ and ‘many’
(Universal ScienceSOM), and an analysis of their properties (Universal
SciencePOM). Universal ScienceSOM is merged with Universal ScienceSE;
Universal SciencePE and Universal SciencePOM, on the other hand, are
distinct subdivisions of the same larger unit.
In comparison with the other major works by Avicenna dealing with
metaphysics (§5), the Il∞hiyy∞t ’s structure shows a common pattern (the
emphasis on Theology), but is decidedly richer: in no other work the doctrine
of ‘one’ and ‘many’ is so openly underscored.
As to its sources (§6), the structural pattern I have described derives from
the adaptation to metaphysics of the epistemology of the Posterior Analytics.
An effort in this direction, by Aristotle himself, is already visible in books G
and E of the Metaphysics. The same trend is at work in at least some of the
Greek commentators on the Metaphysics (in primis Alexander of Aphrodisias).
Within the same Aristotelian tradition, taking inspiration especially from
Metaphysics G (and perhaps from still unknown intermediate sources), alF∞r∞b± provides the fullest and most influential account of the structure of
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metaphysics before Avicenna’s time.
In a synchronic perspective, the structure of Avicenna’s Il∞hiyy∞t appears
as the framework of an extremely comprehensive synthesis. This work is a
philosophical treatise on metaphysics which encompasses, as one of its parts,
what amounts to a theological compendium. Within this context, the Ontology
proper of the Peripatetic metaphysics is linked with a Henology which can be
taken as both the reflex of the coexistence of Aristotelianism and Neoplatonism
within the Arabic philosophical milieu, and as a concession to the Islamic
taw∫±d All∞h , the profession of God’s unicity. In a diachronic perspective, the
structure of metaphysics that Avicenna proposes has a main aspect of
originality. It is the concrete application to Aristotle’s Metaphysics of what,
before Avicenna, was, at most, a bare conception (i. e. a ‘theory’) of the
structure of this work and of the discipline it contains. In both these respects,
Avicenna’s Il∞hiyy∞t represents an unparalleled peak in the history of the
Metaphysics.

